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Banking Regulatory Powers in India
Ministry of Finance

Banking Regulatory Powers in India

Posted On: 31 JUL 2018 5:59PM by PIB Delhi

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) regulates and supervises Public Sector and Private Sector
Banks. Under the Provisions of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, it can, Inter Alia,:

 

inspect the bank and its books and accounts (section 35(1));●

examine on oath any director or other officer of the bank (section 35(3));●

cause a scrutiny to be made of the affairs of the bank (section 35(1A));●

give directions (a) in public interest (b) in interest of banking policy (c) in the interest of the
depositors (d) in the interest of the bank and (e) to secure proper management of the bank
(section 35A);

●

call for any information of account details (section 27(2));●

determine the policy in relation to advances by the bank (section 21);●

direct special audit of the bank (section 30(1B));●

direct the bank to initiate insolvency resolution process in respect of a default, under the
provisions of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016(section 35AA);

●

issue directions to banks for resolution of stressed assets (section 35 AB);●

direct changes in management of the bank (section 36(1d)(v));●

caution or prohibit banks in particular against entering into any particular transaction or class
of transactions, and generally give advice to any bank (section 36(1a));

●

give assistance to any bank by means of the grant of a loan or advance (section 36(1c));●

direct banks to call a meeting of its directors for the purpose of considering any matter relating
to or arising out of the affairs of the bank; or require an officer of the bank to discuss any such
matter with an officer of the RBI (section 36(1d)(i)); and

●

appoint one or more of its officers to observe the manner in which the affairs of the bank or of
its offices or branches are being conducted and make a report thereon (section 36(1d)(iv)) 

●

The powers of RBI are wide-ranging and comprehensive to deal with various situations that may
emerge in all banks, irrespective of ownership i.e. the Public Sector and the Private Sector owned
Banks.

 

This was stated by Shri Shiv Pratap Shukla, Minister of State for Finance in written reply to a
question in Rajya Sabha.

 

****
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Ministry of Shipping issues new guidelines for improving treasury investment for Major Ports
Ministry of Shipping

Ministry of Shipping issues new guidelines for improving
treasury investment for Major Ports

Potential to increase Surplus at ports by Rs 150 Cr

Posted On: 31 JUL 2018 3:09PM by PIB Delhi

The Ministry of Shipping has undertaken a diverse set of initiatives as part of its drive to
boost profitability across major Indian ports. One major initiative is to improve the
returns earned on treasury investments by the ports for pension, provident and surplus
funds. Across all major ports, these funds add up to around Rs 33,000 crore, yielding
interest of around Rs 2,700 crore. Looking for ways to push this amount further, the
Ministry has realized an opportunity to improve returns by Rs 150 crore or more
through a strategic shift in its guidelines for provident and surplus funds.

As per the most recent guidelines, major ports have been investing their provident and
surplus funds in the fixed deposits of nationalized banks, earning returns in the range of
5.5 to 8 percent. However, many PSUs have enjoyed significantly better returns. For
instance, ONGC earned 8.4 percent returns through Oil Corporation of India and
Government of India special bonds; RECL earned 10 to 11 percent through Tier I
bonds of the UP Power Corporation Limited and SBI bonds. Realizing the potential to
earn higher returns, the Ministry of Shipping has evaluated its recommended
investment pattern in comparison to the frameworks followed by other PSUs and
government bodies.

After as a detailed study of investment options available and their achieved
performances, the Ministry of Shipping has issued fresh guidelines to all the major ports
on the investment of provident funds based on EPFO (Employees Provident Fund
Organization) guidelines from the Ministry of Labour and Employment in 2015, and on
the investment of surplus funds based on guidelines from the Department of Public
Enterprises (Ministry of Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises) in 2017. These new
guidelines are expected to increase the returns of provident and surplus funds by 1 to
1.5 percent across ports, adding around Rs 150 crore annually to the current earning
figures.

With the new guidelines, many ports, including Kandla, Goa, JNPT, New Mangalore
and Visakhapatnam are all set to switch the investment pattern with higher rate of
return. The financial benefit estimated would show up in the books of accounts of major
ports from 2018–19. Treasury investments at India’s 12 major ports Kandla, Mumbai
Port Trust, JNPT, Goa, New Mangalore, Cochin, Tuticorin, Chennai, Ennore,
Vishakhapatnam, Paradip, and Kolkata/Haldia are governed by Section 88 of the Major
Ports Trust Act, 1963. The Act mandates that investments pertaining to pension,
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provident and surplus funds adhere to the guidelines issued from time to time by the
Central Government, i.e., the Ministry of Shipping or Ministry of Finance.

****
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Prudent increase: on RBI's rate hike

The decision by the Reserve Bank of India’s Monetary Policy Committee to raise benchmark
interest rates again by 25 basis points is a prudent one. This is the second successive rate
increase in as many months, a response to mounting uncertainties on the inflation front.
Continuing volatility in crude oil prices, the recent softening notwithstanding, and its vulnerability to
geopolitical tensions and supply disruptions is one of the main risks to the inflation outlook. Among
the RBI’s other concerns are volatile global financial markets, possibilities of fiscal slippage at the
Central and State levels, the likely impact of the increase in the minimum support price for kharif
crops, and the staggered impact of upward revisions to house rent allowance paid by State
governments. Rainfall has so far been 6% below the long-period average and deficient over a
wider area than last year — more than a fifth of the country’s 36 sub-divisions have reported
shortfalls. This has resulted in a drop in the total sown area under kharif. The monetary authority
has flagged the need to keep a close watch on rain over the remainder of the season, given the
risks regional imbalances may pose to paddy output and CPI inflation. The June round of the
RBI’s own survey of household inflation expectations reveals that families see prices hardening
even further over both the three- and 12-month horizons. Domestic economic activity having
strengthened to a point where the output gap has ‘virtually closed’, manufacturers polled by the
central bank have reported higher input costs and selling prices over the April-June quarter.

The portents could not be clearer. With retail inflation having accelerated to 5% in June, the RBI
has revised its projection for CPI inflation in the second half of the current fiscal year to 4.8%, from
the June forecast of 4.7%, and now sees price gains accelerating to 5% in the April-June quarter
of 2019. Policymakers on the MPC have understandably spotlighted the risks to the domestic
economic rebound from global developments. While rising trade protectionism threatens to impact
investment flows, disrupt global supply chains and hurt all-round productivity, depreciations in the
value of most currencies against the strengthening dollar have rippled through many major
advanced and emerging economies, spurring inflation across these markets. The MPC’s primary
remit is to ensure that retail inflation stays firmly within a band of 2-6%, and preferably anchored at
4% over the medium term. So there is no room to quibble over the committee’s majority decision
to raise borrowing costs while retaining a ‘neutral’ policy stance. With inflation widely accepted as
a hidden tax on the poor, the containment of price gains justifiably ought to be the raison d’etre of
monetary policy.
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No easy head counts

The differences in the size and share of population across States in India in 2011 as against that
in 1971 have raised widespread apprehension regarding the disadvantage of States that have
performed better in population stabilisation efforts whle working out their share of funds. Such
apprehension sounds premature because the allocation of resources should necessarily recognise
the needs of a State based not merely on the count of its people but also on the composition that
may be varied depending on the stages of demographic transition that it has experienced over the
last 40 years.

Whether it be population size or its share, the mutual distance between States has become larger
since 1971. Also, a particular demographic divide has been observed between States with an
attained replacement level of fertility and those yet to attain the same. Hence, raw population size
or share being considered in determining the allocation of funds will make those States with
moderate or low population stabilisation efforts winners, while those States that have done
extremely well in achieving the national goals set in the Five-Year Plans to reach replacement
level of fertility will be losers.

However, the shift in benchmark for reference population from 1971 to 2011 makes sense on
account of the transformation of the population composition of States owing to attained increase in
longevity and lowering levels of fertility. Moreover, as a third of India’s population is mobile,
changes in population structures due to mobility would be also considered as a result of this shift.
For instance, as in the 2011 Census, 37.46% of the population is reported as migrants based on
the place of last residence.

According to this criterion, 51.04% of the population in Maharashtra is migrant while the figure is
29.60% in Uttar Pradesh. When the Centre transfers financial resources to States, it is possible to
adjust the transfer based on State in-migration and out-migration rates. For instance, inter-State
migrants from West Bengal and Assam to Kerala need attention from the State of Kerala and
would thus require additional resources to accommodate its in-migrants with support services.
Such migrants are to be served at the States of destination and not at the States of origin. Will this
aspect be accounted for in the raw population of Kerala?

The use of population figures in determining weights for financial allocation across States involves
population shares on the one hand and population size to compute per-capita assessment of other
aspects on the other. In either case, the distances between States have widened, with the
demographically advanced ones being at a disadvantage in comparison with those that are yet to
catch up. In such a circumstance, it would be wise to avoid using raw population size or shares in
the calculus of determining these weights. The solution lies in looking at it in terms of measures
that moderate such distances through the recognition of differential needs of different States,
keeping at par with their population structures.

States vary considerably in terms of the characteristic composition that requires determining
equivalence in population size and their share for eligible comparison. In computing such
equivalence, the least we can consider are the levels of dependency and longevity. While levels of
dependency need to be recognised by the State towards human capital formation, longevity
differences need to be taken into account for their bearing on social protection. We should note
that States that have achieved high human development also need to sustain the achievement.
For instance, on an average, a Keralite lives 23 years after completing 60 years due to low
mortality and high life expectancy. Of course, Kerala has the lowest rate of population growth in
India among the States. Should we reduce the financial allocation because the State has slowed
the rate of growth of population? Absolutely not. This is because the elderly need to be looked
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after by providing health care and social security, in addition to facilitating dignity at death. We
should add quality to the added years in Kerala and this requires financial resources for the State
of Kerala. For example, the population shares of Kerala and Uttar Pradesh (as of 2011) stand at
2.81% and 18.78%, respectively. If these shares are read while accommodating the differences in
child population shares of 35.69% and 23.44%, then the moderation in the gap of population
shares becomes 9.34% for Uttar Pradesh and 1.57% for Kerala. (Moderation in population share
means a kind of convergence in the gap in population share which is different from that of the raw
population share. Such convergence happens when we take into account other characteristic
composition of the population and adjust the raw shares accordingly.)

Apart from these two aspects — dependency and longevity — India’s population has become
increasingly mobile with the magnitude of internal migration now amounting to a third of the entire
population. Such mobility has resulted in ‘losing and gaining’ States, with negative and positive net
migration. This aspect cannot be overlooked as migrants often form a significant share of the
economically active population at the destination. Similarly, their absence in the State of origin
makes space for substitutions in the workforce. Considering the population dynamics in terms of
varying levels of dependency and workforce structure, population equivalence needs to be worked
out prior to adopting the Census population of 2011 as the basis for the distribution of Central
grants.

In addition, it is also time to examine the demographic dividend. States such as Bihar, Rajasthan,
Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh are in their peak in demographic dividend and offer windows
of economic opportunities for their youth, both in internal and international migration. The evidence
is clear from the data available from the Ministry of External Affairs which indicate that Uttar
Pradesh is the leading State in terms of sending emigrants to the Gulf in low-skilled and unskilled
occupations. This leading position was held for several years by States such as Kerala and Tamil
Nadu. Now they are ‘losing States’ in terms of demographic dividend and entering into the second
demographic transition — population ageing.

Given the seven criteria for transfer of resources to States (income distance, tax effort, index of
infrastructure, population, area, fiscal capacity distance and fiscal discipline) to design a weighing
structure, five of them involve ‘population’ in their computation. Hence, population equivalence
(which will be in consideration of differential needs as dictated by its structure and composition)
needs to be computed and should replace the raw population figures which have become more
divergent than what they were during in 1971. Such equivalence will not only make things fairer
but also reasonable for States to be able to address developmental convergence. Till date, the
apprehensions expressed in the public domain are unfounded and can be termed premature. To
say the least, it stems from the naive understanding of demography by non-demographers who
raise false alarms regarding success in population control not being recognised in the calculus of
financial allocation.

S. Irudaya Rajan and U.S. Mishra are Professors at the Centre for Development Studies,
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala
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Solar Charkhas to Generate Direct Employment to One Lakh Persons
Ministry of Micro,Small & Medium Enterprises

Solar Charkhas to Generate Direct Employment to One Lakh
Persons

Posted On: 01 AUG 2018 3:10PM by PIB Delhi

 Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) has launched the Mission
Solar Charkha for implementation of 50 Solar Charkha Clusters across the country with
a budget of Rs.550 crore for the year 2018-19 and 2019-20. The scheme will generate
direct employment to nearly one lakh persons. Minister of State (I/C) for Micro, Small
and Medium Enterprises Shri Giriraj Singh informed this in a written reply in Rajya
Sabha today. Solar Charkha Units have been classified as village industries. The
Mission was launched by the President of India, Shri Ram Nath Kovind, on 27th June,
2018 on the occasion of UN SME Day.

 

The Ministry is also implementing a project to establish 15 new Tool Rooms and
Technology Development Centres and upgrade the existing 18 Centres in the country,
at an estimated cost of Rs.2200 crore which includes World Bank Loan of USD 200
Million.

 

* * *

MM/KA
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Benefits of Schemes to Farmers
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Benefits of Schemes to Farmers

Posted On: 31 JUL 2018 6:47PM by PIB Delhi

Government Schemes are intended to help all farmers across the country and roughly 85 per cent
of the total operational holdings in the country (about 43 per cent of the gross cropped area) are in
the Small and Marginal Farmers (SMFs) category.  As far as the issue of such farmers qualifying
for loans is concerned, the Govt. has taken several measures to facilitate their access to
institutional credit including inter-alia:-

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has issued Priority Sector Lending Guidelines    (PSL),
which mandate all Domestic Scheduled Commercial Banks to earmark 18% of their Adjusted
Net Bank Credit (ANBC) or Credit Equivalent amount of Off-Balance Sheet Exposure (OBE),
whichever is higher, as on the corresponding date of the previous year, for lending to
Agriculture and within the 18 percent target for agriculture, a sub-target of 8 percent of ANBC
or Credit Equivalent Amount of Off-Balance Sheet Exposure, (whichever is higher) has been
prescribed for SMFs.

i.

As per PSL guidelines, loans to distressed farmers to repay non-institutional lenders are
eligible under priority sector. Besides loans to stressed persons (other than farmers) not
exceeding Rs. 1,00,000/- per borrower to repay their debt to non-institutional lender are also
eligible for the purpose of priority sector lending by banks.

i.

The Kisan Credit Card (KCC) Scheme enables eligible farmers to draw cash through ATM
enabled debit card to purchase agricultural inputs such as seeds, fertilisers, pesticides as well
as meet other agricultural and consumption needs.

i.

To bring small, marginal, tenant farmers, oral lessees, etc. into the fold of institutional credit,
Joint Liability Groups (JLGs) have been promoted by banks. The Government also promotes
formation of Farmer Producer Organisations (FPOs) in a big way to enable farmers to
leverage economies of scale, not only for agricultural inputs but also for enhanced marketing
opportunities.

i.

Vide RBI’s circular dated 18th June, 2010 the Banks have been advised to waive
margin/security requirements of agricultural loans upto Rs.1,00,000/-.

ii.

Further, with respect to lessee cultivators (tenant farmers), since leases are informal and
may not constitute appropriate legal document for purposes of loan from institutional
sources, the NITI AAYOG has formulated Model Agricultural Land Leasing Act, 2016 to
provide a legal and institutional framework for legalisation of agricultural land leasing. This is
with a view to facilitate financial institutions to advance agricultural loans to lessee
cultivators.    Following NITI AAYOG’s Model Act, Uttrakhand and Uttar Pradesh have
legalised land leasing. 

iii.

The Government of India fixes Minimum Support Price (MSP) for both Kharif and Rabi crops
based on the recommendations of the Commission on Agriculture Costs & Prices (CACP). The
Commission collects & analyses data on cost of cultivation and recommends MSP.  While
recommending its Price Policy, the CACP considers all costs in a comprehensive manner.  The
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costs include all paid out costs such as those incurred on account of hired human labour, bullock
labour/machine labour, rent paid for leased in land, expenses irrigation charges, depreciation on
implements and farm buildings, interest on working capital, diesel/electricity for operation of pump
sets etc., miscellaneous expenses and imputed value of family labour.  Hence the costs
considered are very comprehensive and based on the methodology recommended by Expert
Committees from time-to-time. 

 

In the Union Budget for 2018-19, the Government had announced that MSP for all Kharif crops not
hitherto covered will be 1.5 times the cost of production.  This was followed by Government
decision of 4th July, 2018 to increase MSPs for all Kharif crops for 2018-19 season at a level of at
least 150 percent of the cost of production. 

 

The MSP declared during 2012-13 to 2018-19 for various crops is Annexed.

 Further, to inculcate discipline for timely repayment of short term crop loans  Government has
also provided for prompt repayment incentive under Interest Subvention Scheme (ISS). 

ANNEXURE

 

Lok Sabha Unstarred Question No. 2120 due for 31.07.2018 regarding ‘Benefit of Schemes to Farmers’
(7 years MSP Statement)

              (Rs per quintal)  

S. No. Commodity Variety
2012-
13

2013-
14

2014-
15

2015-
16

2016-
17

2017-
18

2018-
19

  KHARIF CROPS                

1 PADDY Common 1250 1310 1360 1410 1470 1550 1750

    Grade 'A' 1280 1345 1400 1450 1510 1590 1770

2 JOWAR Hybrid 1500 1500 1530 1570 1625 1700 2430

    Maldandi 1520 1520 1550 1590 1650 1725 2450

3 BAJRA   1175 1250 1250 1275 1330 1425 1950

4 MAIZE   1175 1310 1310 1325 1365 1425 1700

5 RAGI   1500 1500 1550 1650 1725 1900 2897

6 ARHAR(Tur)   3850 4300 4350 4625^ 5050^^ 5450^ 5675

7 MOONG   4400 4500 4600 4850^ 5225^^ 5575^ 6975

8 URAD   4300 4300 4350 4625^ 5000^^ 5400^ 5600

9 COTTON
Medium
Staple

3600 3700 3750 3800 3860 4020 5150

    Long Staple 3900 4000 4050 4100 4160 4320 5450
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10
GROUNDNUT IN
SHELL

  3700 4000 4000 4030 4220* 4450^ 4890

11
SUNFLOWER
SEED

  3700 3700 3750 3800 3950* 4100* 5388

12 SOYABEEN Black 2200 2500 2500 -  -  -  -

    Yellow ## 2240 2560 2560 2600 2775* 3050^ 3399

13 SESAMUM   4200 4500 4600 4700 5000^ 5300* 6249

14 NIGERSEED   3500 3500 3600 3650 3825* 4050* 5877

  RABI CROPS                

15 WHEAT   1350 1400 1450 1525 1625 1735  

16 BARLEY   980 1100 1150 1225 1325 1410  

17 GRAM   3000 3100 3175 3500** 4000^ 4400@  

18 MASUR (LENTIL)   2900 2950 3075 3400** 3950@ 4250*  

19
RAPESEED/MUS
TARD

  3000 3050 3100 3350 3700* 4000*  

20 SAFFLOWER   2800 3000 3050 3300 3700* 4100*  

21 TORIA   2970 3020 3020 3290 3560 3900*  

  OTHER CROPS                

22 COPRA Milling 5100 5250 5250 5550 5950 6500 7511

  (Calender Year) Ball 5350 5500 5500 5830 6240 6785 7750

23
DE-HUSKED
COCONUT 
(Calender Year)

  1400 1425 1425 1500 1600 1760 2030

24 JUTE   2200 2300 2400 2700 3200 3500 3700

25 SUGARCANE#   170 210 220 230 230 255 275

 
 
#

Fair and remunerative price.              

##
Single MSP of Soyabean (yellow) is recommended by CACP since 2015-16,  as black variety of
soyabean is no longer

 
 Cultivated in major producing states.  Since 2015-16,MSP of Soyabean yellow is also applicable to
black variety

*
Including Bonus of Rs. 100 per
quintal.

             

**
Including Bonus of Rs. 75 per
quintal .

             

^
Including Bonus of Rs. 200 per
quintal.

             

^^ Including Bonus of Rs. 425 per
quintal.
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@
including bonus of Rs. 150 per
quintal

             

This Information was given by the Minister of State for Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare
Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat

 

*****
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Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana

Posted On: 31 JUL 2018 6:59PM by PIB Delhi

  Due to the improved features of Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY), the scheme has
been received very well and has been opted for by 27 States and Union Territories in one or more
seasons since inception. The first year of scheme launch i.e. 2016-17 was a good monsoon year,
despite which claim ratio was as high as 73%. Further in certain States claim ratios were to the
extent of 114% in Andhra Pradesh, 135% in Karnataka, 132% in Kerala and 286% in Tamil Nadu.
Overall Rs. 15349.68 crore were paid to 139 lakh farmer applicants in 2016-17 alone.

 

 

PMFBY is an actuarial premium based scheme under which farmer has to pay maximum premium
of 2% for Kharif, 1.5% for Rabi food & oilseed crops and 5% for annual commercial/horticultural
crops and remaining part of the actuarial/bidded premium is shared equally by the Centre and
State Government. One of the objectives of the scheme is to facilitate prompt claims settlement.
Towards this the scheme guidelines provide that claims must be settled within two months of
harvest subject to timely provision of both yield data and share of premium subsidy by the State
Government.

  

Details of coverage including tillers/farmer applicants covered under the scheme and claims
estimated/approved /paid during 2016-17 are annexed.
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This Information was given by the Minister of State for Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare
Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat

 

*****
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The Banning of Unregulated Deposit Schemes Bill, 2018
Industry / Commerce / Finance

The Banning of Unregulated
Deposit Schemes Bill, 2018

The Banning of Unregulated Deposit Schemes Bill, 2018 was
introduced in Lok Sabha by the Minister of State for Finance, Mr.
Shiv Pratap Shukla on July 18, 2018.  The Bill provides for a
mechanism to ban unregulated deposit schemes and protect the
interests of depositors.  It also seeks to amend three laws,
including the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 and the Securities
and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992.

●

Deposit:  The Bill defines a deposit as an amount of money
received through an advance, a loan, or in any other form, with a
promise to be returned with or without interest.  Such deposit
may be returned either in cash or as a service, and the time of
return may or may not be specified.  Currently, nine regulators
oversee and regulate various deposit-taking schemes.  These
include: (i) the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), (ii) the Securities
and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), (iii) the Ministry of
Corporate Affairs, and (iv) state and union territory governments. 
For example, RBI regulates deposits accepted by non-banking
financial companies, SEBI regulates mutual funds, state and
union territory governments regulate chit funds, among others. 
All deposit-taking schemes are required to be registered with the
relevant regulator.

●

Unregulated deposit scheme:  A deposit-taking scheme is
defined as unregulated if it is not registered with the regulators
listed in the Bill.

●

Deposit taker:  The Bill defines deposit takers as an individual, a
group of individuals, or a company who asks for (solicits), or
receives deposits.  Banks and entities incorporated under any
other law are not included as deposit takers.

●

Competent Authority:  The Bill provides for the appointment of
one or more government officers, not below the rank of Secretary
to the state or central government, as the Competent Authority. 
Police officers receiving information about offences committed
under the Bill will report it to the Competent Authority.  Further,
police officers (not below the rank of an officer-in-charge of a
police station) may enter, search and seize any property believed
to be connected with an offence under the Bill, with or without a
warrant.  The Competent Authority may: (i) provisionally attach
the property of the deposit taker, as well as all deposits received,
(ii) summon and examine any person it considers necessary for
the purpose of obtaining evidence, and (iii) order the production
of records and evidence.  The Competent Authority will have

●

Current Status: Pending
Ministry: Finance

Stage Date
Introduction Jul 18, 2018
Com. Ref.
Com. Rep.
Lok Sabha Introduced
Rajya Sabha

Relevant Links

  Bill Text   (146 KB)

     (1215 KB)

  PRS Bill Summary  (534
KB)

      (635 KB)
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powers similar to those vested in a civil court.
Designated Courts:  The Bill provides for the constitution of one
or more Designated Courts in specified areas.  This Court will be
headed by a judge not below the rank of a district and sessions
judge, or additional district and sessions judge. 

●

After provisional attachment of the deposit taker’s assets, the
Competent Authority will approach the Designated Court to: (i)
make the provisional attachment absolute, and (ii) ask for
permission to sell the assets.  The Competent Authority will have
to approach the Court within 30 days (extendable to 60 days).  It
will also open a bank account to realise and disburse money to
depositors under the instructions of the Designated Court.

●

The Designated Court will have the power to: (i) make the
provisional attachment absolute, (ii) vary or cancel the
provisional attachment, (iii) finalise the list of depositors and their
respective dues, and (iv) direct the Competent Authority to sell
the property and equitably distribute the money realised among
the depositors.  The Court will seek to complete the process
within 180 days of being approached by the Competent
Authority.

●

Central database:  The Bill provides for the central government
to designate an authority to create an online central database for
information on deposit takers.  All deposit takers will be required
to inform the database authority about their business.  The
Competent Authority will be required to share all information on
unregulated deposits with the authority.

●

Offences and penalties:  The Bill defines three types of
offences, and penalties related to them.  These offences are: (i)
running (advertising, promoting, operating or accepting money
for) unregulated deposit schemes, (ii) fraudulently defaulting on
regulated deposit schemes, and (iii) wrongfully inducing
depositors to invest in unregulated deposit schemes by willingly
falsifying facts.  For example, accepting unregulated deposits will
be punishable with imprisonment between two and seven years,
along with a fine ranging from three to 10 lakh rupees. 
Defaulting in repayment of unregulated deposits will be
punishable with imprisonment between three and 10 years, and
a fine ranging from five lakh rupees to twice the amount collected
from depositors.  Repeated offenders under the Bill will be
punishable with imprisonment between five to 10 years, along
with a fine ranging from 10 lakh to five crore rupees.

●
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Discounting logic: on e-commerce policy

The process of putting together a regulatory framework for electronic commerce in the country is
finally speeding up. A task force of the Union Commerce Ministry has submitted the draft National
Policy on Electronic Commerce, which will now be studied by a 70-member think tank chaired by
Suresh Prabhu, the Union Commerce, Industry and Civil Aviation Minister. India’s e-tail business,
estimated to be worth around $25 billion, is still a fraction of the overall retail sector in the country,
but it has been witness to some frenetic activity of late, including the merger between home-
grown, but Singapore-based, Flipkart and global giant Walmart. Over the coming decade, the e-
commerce pie is expected to swell to $200 billion, fuelled by smartphones, cheaper data access
and growing spends. The draft policy proposes the creation of a single national regulator to
oversee the entire industry, although operationalising its different features would require action
from multiple Ministries and regulators. This would also need amendments to existing legislation
and rulebooks. Consumer protection norms to guard online shoppers from possible frauds too are
overdue. As per data available for the first eight months of 2017-18, over 50,000 e-commerce
grievances were made to the Consumer Affairs Ministry helpline. Traditional retailers too have
voiced concerns about large e-tail players with deep pockets pricing them out of the market, and
have been seeking a level playing field.

Much work, however, remains to be done to forge a cohesive framework from the draft. Among the
ideas in the draft policy are a sunset clause on discounts that can be offered by e-commerce firms
and restrictions on sellers backed by marketplace operators. The aim may be to prevent large
players from pricing out the competition though unfair practices, but taken too far such licensing
and price controls can depress the sector. To give the government a say on who can offer how
much discount and for how long, instead of letting consumers exercise informed choices, would be
a regressive step for the economy. Foreign direct investment restrictions on players who can hold
their own inventory are sought to be lifted, but there must be a majority Indian partner and all
products have to be made in India. This seems like a leaf out of India’s retail FDI policy that has
similar procurement diktats that are not easy to meet or monitor. E-tailer costs are also likely to
rise on account of proposed norms on storing and processing data locally, while consumers and
firms could both question the plan to stipulate payments via Rupay cards. The proposed e-
commerce policy could drive away those planning online retail forays — and the opportunity to
create jobs and benefit consumers would be lost.

Sign up to receive our newsletter in your inbox every day!
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Development of Major Ports
Ministry of Shipping

Development of Major Ports

Posted On: 02 AUG 2018 4:16PM by PIB Delhi

             The Minister of State for Shipping and Finance Shri Pon Radhakrishnan in a written reply
to a question in Lok Sabha today informed that to make use of the complementarity between
development of inland water transportation and major ports, under Section 111 of the Major Port
Trusts Act, 1963, directions have been issued by the Government on 18th April, 2018 to five Major
Port Trusts viz. Paradip, Mormugao, JNPT, New Mangalore and Deendayal to take up
development of the National Waterways (NWs) which are located in their vicinity. Details of the
NWs allocated to these five Major Ports are:-

 

New Mangalore Port Trust1.
 

Sl.
No.

National Waterway No. Length (KM)  Details of Waterways

1 National Waterway 51 23 Kabini River

2 National Waterway 43 10 Gurupur River

3 National Waterway 52 53 Kali River

4 National Waterway 74 79 Netravathi River

5 National Waterway 90 29 Sharavati River

6 National Waterway 41 112 Ghataprabha River

7 National Waterway 67 94 Malaprabha River

8 National Waterway 104 232 Tungabhadra River

9 National Waterway 21 139 Bheema River

 

2.    Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust

Sl.
No.

National Waterway No. Length (KM)  Details of Waterways

1 National Waterway 10 45 Amba River

2 National Waterway 11 99 Arunavati-Aran River

3 National Waterway 28 45 Dabhol Creek-Vashisti River

4 National Waterway 53 145
Kalyan-Thane-Mumbai Waterway
Vasai Creek Ulhas River
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5 National Waterway 70 245 Manjara River

6 National Waterway 72 59 Nag River

7 National Waterway 78 262 Penganga-Wardha River

8 National Waterway 85         31 Revdanda Creek- Kundalika River 

9 National Waterway 89        46 Bankot Creek – Savitri River

10 National Waterway 100       436 Tapi River

11 National Waterway 109      166 Wainganga-Pranahita River

 

3.    Deendayal Port Trust (Kandla)

Sl.
No.

National Waterway No. Length (KM)  Details of Waterways

1. National Waterway 66 248 Mahi River

2. National Waterway 73 227 Narmada River

3. National Waterway 100 436 Tapi River

4. National Waterway 48 590 Jawai-Luni rivers and Rann of  Kutch

5. National Waterway 63 327 Luni River

 

4.    Paradip Port Trust

Sl.
No.

National Waterway No.
Length
(KM)

 Details of Waterways

1.
National Waterway 5
 

332

Brahmani- Kharsua - Tantighai-
PanduaNala- DedheiNala-
KaniDhamra- river System, Geonkhali-
Charbatia Stretch of East Coast canal,
Charbatia- Dhamra Stretch of Matai
River and Mahanadi Delta Rivers

2. National Waterway 96 314 Subarnrekha River
3. National Waterway 14 49 Baitarni River

4. National Waterway 64 425
Mahanadi River stretch from Paradip
to Cuttack.

 

5.    Mormugao Port Trust

Sl.
No.

National Waterway No.
Length
(KM)

 Details of Waterways

1. National Waterway 68 41 Mandovi River
2. National Waterway 27 17 Cumberjua River
3. National Waterway 111 50 Zuari River
4. National Waterway 25 33 Chapora River
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5. National Waterway 71 27 Mapusa River

 

The Major Ports will undertake the development of National Waterways through release of
grants by the Inland Waterways Authority of India.

*****

NP/MS/MS

(Release ID: 1541303) Visitor Counter : 198

Read this release in: Hindi , Tamil
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Roads Proposed to be constructed under Bharatmala Pariyojana
Ministry of Road Transport & Highways

Roads Proposed to be constructed under Bharatmala
Pariyojana

Posted On: 02 AUG 2018 3:28PM by PIB Delhi

The Minister of State for Road Transport and Shipping and Chemical & Fertilizers Shri Mansukh L
Mandaviya in a written reply to a question in Lok Sabha today informed that the total length in
kilometers of roads that have been proposed to be constructed under Bharatmala Pariyojana
Phase-I is 34,800 Kms including balance NHDP works is as follows-

 

S.
No.

Category
Total
Length
identified

Bharatmala
Pariyojana
phase-I

1 Economic Corridors 26,163 km 9,000 km

2
Inter Corridors (7964 km ) & Feeder Routes
(7439 km)

15,403 km 6,000 km

3 National Corridors efficiency improvements 13,049 km 5,000 km

4
Border (3319 km) and International
connectivity roads (1911 km)

5,230 km 2,000 km

5
Coastal (2011 km) & port connectivity roads
(1294 km)

3,305 km 2,000 km

6 Expressways 1,837 km 800 km

7 Total 64,987 km 24,800 km

8 Balance Road works under NHDP - 10,000 km

 

 

Shri Mandaviya further informed that the 6000 km of Inter-Corridor and Feeder roads are
proposed to be taken up in Bharatmala Pariyojana Phase-I. These roads shall connect
consumption and production centers to the National and Economic Corridors to improve efficiency
of the cargo movement.

 

The State wise details of various components of Bharatmala Pariyojana under Phase-I is as
follows-
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State New Type of Corridor
Recently civil
work
awarded

DPR in
progress

Total  

Andhra Pradesh Coastal Roads     -  

  Economic Corridor 61 647 708  

  Expressways   91 91  

  Feeder Route 51   51  

  Inter Corridor Route   155 155  

  National Corridor 124 120 244  

  Port Connectivity 32 222 254  

Andhra Pradesh
Total

  268 1,235 1,503  

Assam Border Roads   50 50  

  Economic Corridor   751 751  

  Feeder Route   302 302  

 
International
connectivity

  63 63  

  National Corridor   25 25  

Assam Total     1,190 1,190  

Bihar Border Roads   50 50  

  Feeder Route   - -  

  Inter Corridor Route 33 272 305  

 
International
connectivity

  - -  

  National Corridor 70 - 70  

Bihar Total   103 322 425  

Chattisgarh Economic Corridor   342 342  

  Feeder Route   - -  

Chattisgarh Total     342 342  

Delhi Economic Corridor   - -  

  New National Corridor   9 9  

Delhi Total     9 9  

Delhi / HR / PB /
J&K

Expressways   600 600  

Delhi / HR / PB /
J&K Total

    600 600  

Goa Economic Corridor   55 55  

  Port Connectivity   - -  
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Goa Total     55 55  

Gujarat Coastal Roads - 55 55  

  Economic Corridor 33 386 419  

  Expressways 124 260 384  

  Feeder Route 42 51 93  

  Inter Corridor Route   165 165  

  National Corridor 93 185 278  

  New National Corridor   150 150  

  Port Connectivity   35 35  

Gujarat Total   293 1,304 1,596  

Haryana Economic Corridor   255 255  

  Feeder Route   384 384  

  Inter Corridor Route   90 90  

  National Corridor   - -  

  New National Corridor 31 372 403  

Haryana Total   31 1,101 1,132  

Himachal
Pradesh

Feeder Route 19 19 38  

Himachal
Pradesh Total

  19 19 38  

Jammu &
Kashmir

National Corridor 42 - 42  

Jammu &
Kashmir Total

  42 - 42  

Jharkhand Economic Corridor   311 311  

  Feeder Route   - -  

  Inter Corridor Route   - -  

  National Corridor 152 - 152  

Jharkhand Total   152 311 463  

Karnataka Economic Corridor 346 1,089 1,435  

  Expressways   77 77  

  Feeder Route   50 50  

  Inter Corridor Route   217 217  

  National Corridor   396 396  

  Port Connectivity 59 80 139  

Karnataka Total   405 1,909 2,314  
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Kerala Economic Corridor 29 781 810  

  Inter Corridor Route   188 188  

  National Corridor   118 118  

  Port Connectivity   - -  

Kerala Total   29 1,087 1,117  

Madhya Pradesh Economic Corridor 120 1,258 1,378  

  Feeder Route   416 416  

  Feeder Route (Spur)   25 25  

  Inter Corridor Route   751 751  

  National Corridor 29 72 101  

  New National Corridor   255 255  

Madhya Pradesh
Total

  149 2,777 2,926  

Maharashtra Coastal Roads   445 445  

  Economic Corridor 548 1,388 1,935  

  Expressways   173 173  

  Feeder Route   400 400  

  Inter Corridor Route 216 981 1,197  

  National Corridor   142 142  

  Port Connectivity   288 288  

Maharashtra
Total

  763 3,817 4,580  

Manipur Border Roads   90 90  

  Economic Corridor   716 716  

 
International
connectivity

  95 95  

Manipur Total     901 901  

Meghalaya Border Roads   206 206  

  Economic Corridor   192 192  

 
International
connectivity

  95 95  

Meghalaya Total     493 493  

Mizoram Economic Corridor   530 530  

 
International
connectivity

  536 536  

Mizoram Total     1,067 1,067  

Nagaland Economic Corridor   256 256  
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International
connectivity

  149 149  

Nagaland Total     406 406  

Odisha Coastal Roads   499 499  

  Economic Corridor 156 525 681  

  Feeder Route   166 166  

  Feeder Route (Spur)   16 16  

  Inter Corridor Route   185 185  

  National Corridor 268 - 268  

  Port Connectivity   64 64  

Odisha Total   424 1,454 1,878  

Punjab Border Roads 97 65 162  

  Economic Corridor   294 294  

  Feeder Route 24 468 492  

  Inter Corridor Route   - -  

  National Corridor   29 29  

Punjab Total   121 857 978  

Rajasthan Border Roads 781 276 1,057  

  Economic Corridor   1,037 1,037  

  Feeder Route   9 9  

  Feeder Route (Spur)   350 350  

  Inter Corridor Route 50 252 302  

  National Corridor   - -  

  New National Corridor   345 345  

Rajasthan Total   831 2,270 3,101  

Sikkim Border Roads   165 165  

Sikkim Total     165 165  

Tamil Nadu Coastal Roads   427 427  

  Economic Corridor   228 228  

  Expressways   135 135  

  Feeder Route 36 176 212  

  Inter Corridor Route   545 545  

  National Corridor 22 458 480  

  New National Corridor   357 357  

  Port Connectivity   - -  

Tamil Nadu Total   58 2,326 2,384  
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Telangana Economic Corridor 136 184 320  

  Feeder Route   328 328  

  Inter Corridor Route   - -  

  National Corridor   - -  

Telangana Total   136 512 648  

Tripura Border Roads   271 271  

  Economic Corridor   254 254  

 
International
connectivity

  - -  

Tripura Total     525 525  

Uttar Pradesh Border Roads   68 68  

  Economic Corridor 378 450 828  

  Expressways   75 75  

  Feeder Route 12 604 616  

  Inter Corridor Route   151 151  

 
International
connectivity

  239 239  

  National Corridor 189 11 200  

Uttar Pradesh
Total

  579 1,599 2,178  

Uttarakhand Border Roads   205 205  

  Feeder Route   - -  

Uttarakhand Total     205 205  

West Bengal Border Roads   398 398  

  Economic Corridor   289 289  

  Feeder Route 20 24 44  

  Feeder Route (Spur)   7 7  

 
International
connectivity

  265 265  

  National Corridor 42 158 200  

  Port Connectivity   27 27  

West Bengal
Total

  62 1,169 1,231  

Grand Total   4,466 29,681 34,147  

 
Implementation of the projects under Phase-I will be taken up based on the availability of land, status of
other pre-construction activities, status of DPRs and interse priorities based on the traffic requirements.
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Cost of generation of solar power
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy

Cost of generation of solar power

Posted On: 02 AUG 2018 3:10PM by PIB Delhi

The cost of generating solar power depends, inter alia, upon intensity of radiation, size
of the solar plant, cost of financing, etc. The tariff for solar power is now being
determined largely through tendering process. For installation of rooftop solar PV
projects, the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) has worked out
benchmark cost as follows:

 

•        Upto 10 kWp : Rs. 60,000/- per kW

•        10 kWp – 100 kWp : Rs. 55,000/- per kW

•        100 – 500 kWp : Rs. 53,000/- per kW

 

The Ministry of New & Renewable Energy is implementing Grid Connected Rooftop and
Small Solar Power Plants Programme, wherein, Central Financial Assistance (CFA) is
being provided for installation of rooftop solar PV plants in residential, institutional and
social sectors. The CFA is upto 30% of the cost arrived through tender process or the
benchmark cost prescribed by MNRE, whichever is less, in case of general category
states/UTs and upto 70% in case of special category states/UTs.

 

This information was provided by Shri R.K. Singh, Union Minister of State (IC) Power
and New & Renewable Energy in written reply to a question in Lok Sabha today.

*****

JN/RP

(Release ID: 1541280) Visitor Counter : 304
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SAATHI Initiative Launched
Ministry of Textiles

SAATHI Initiative Launched

Posted On: 02 AUG 2018 1:15PM by PIB Delhi

Ministry of Textiles and Ministry of Power have joined hands under the initiative
SAATHI(Sustainable and Accelerated Adoption of efficient Textile technologies to Help Small
Industries) in order to sustain and accelerate the adoption of energy efficient textile technologies in
thepowerloom sector and cost savings due to use of such technology.

 

Energy Efficiency Services Limited (EESL), a Public Sector entityunder the administrative control
of Ministry of Power, will replace old inefficient electric motors with energy efficient IE3 motors
which will result in energy and cost saving up to 10-15% in the first phase.

 

The use of these efficient equipments will result in energy savings and cost savings to the unit
owners at no upfront cost. Powerloom clusters at Ichalkaranji, Bhiwandi, Erode, Surat, Bhilwara
and Panipat have been identified for pilot study.

 

This information was given by the Minister of State of Textiles, Ajay Tamta, in a written reply in the
Lok Sabha today.

 

***

MM/ SB
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Special Package to Boost Export of Textiles
Ministry of Textiles

Special Package to Boost Export of Textiles

Posted On: 02 AUG 2018 1:14PM by PIB Delhi

India has the potential to become one stop sourcing destination for brands and retailers from
ASEAN. There are opportunities for textile manufacturers from ASEAN to invest here and cater to
domestic market as well as exports because of competitive advantages available in India including
availability of raw material, trained man-power and presence of the entire textile value chain.
Further, 100% FDI is allowed in the textile sector under automatic route.

 

To increase exports of textile and apparel, Government has announced a Special Package for
garments and made-ups sectors. The package offers labour law reforms, additional incentives
under Amended Technology Upgradation Fund Scheme (ATUFS), enhanced duty drawback
coverage and relaxation of Section 80JJAA of Income Tax Act. Further, the rates under
Merchandise Exports from India Scheme (MEIS) have been enhanced from 2% to 4% for apparel
and made-ups from 1st November 2017.

 

Products such as fibre, yarn and fabric in the textile value chain are being strengthened and made
competitive through various schemes like Powertex for fabric segment, ATUFS for all segments
except spinning and Scheme for Integrated Textile Parks (SITP) for all segments. Government is
also providing interest rate subvention for pre and post shipment credit for the textile sector and
gives assistance to exporters under Market Access Initiative (MAI) Scheme.

Further, following steps are being taken by the Government for promoting the export of Handloom
and Handicrafts:

 

Assistance for marketing study, branding, participation in Fairs and Exhibitions, Buyer-Seller
Meets in India and abroad etc. through Marketing and other Schemes.

i.

setting up of 8 mega clusters in the country for increasing manufacturing and exports.ii.
providing skill upgradation training to artisans and carpet weavers.iii.
refunding excise and customs duties for importing inputs through Duty Drawback channel.iv.
Providing assistance for manufacturing new and Innovative designs as per need.v.
Providing modern and improved tools to improve the production technique of artisans.vi.

 

 

This information was given by the Minister of State of Textiles, Ajay Tamta, in a written reply in the
Lok Sabha today.
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Compensation to Farmers for losses due to natural calamities
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Compensation to Farmers for losses due to natural
calamities

Posted On: 03 AUG 2018 5:27PM by PIB Delhi

The State Government is primarily responsible for providing necessary relief measures
in the wake of natural calamities. For undertaking relief measures, funds are available
with the State Government in the form of State Disaster Response Fund (SDRF).
Additional financial assistance, over and above SDRF, is considered from National
Disaster Response Fund (NDRF) for natural calamities of severe nature and is
approved on the basis of Memorandum received from the State Government, in
accordance with established procedures. 

 

The Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare is concerned with
providing relief under NDRF to farmers who have lost their crops due to drought,
hailstorm, pest attack and cold wave/frost. An amount of Rs.22972.30 crore has been
approved from NDRF during 2015-16 to 2017-18 to the States affected by the above
said calamities.

 

The Government of India has evolved several schemes/programmes to address the
need for drought mitigation and other requirements of the farmers under Rashtriya
Krishi Vikas Yojana (RKVY), Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana (PMKSY),
besides implementation of  Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana  (PMFBY)  and
 National  Agriculture  Market Scheme (e-NAM), etc. for protecting farmers’ interests.
The States have been given flexibility under RKVY to plan region specific interventions
for the farmers.

 

The agriculture is a state subject. The State Governments are responsible for
disbursement of funds to the affected farmers.  All individual beneficiary-oriented
assistance is mandatorily/necessarily disbursed through the bank account of the
beneficiary.  In order to improve the disbursement and transparency in providing relief
to the beneficiaries under various items, the State Government has to prepare a
consolidated list of individual beneficiaries in whose bank account funds have been
transferred.  The list so prepared should be displayed on their website as well as the
State/District and block/taluk levels for the purpose of verification and social audit.
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This Information was given by the Minister of State for Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers
Welfare Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat

*****

APS/RCS
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Implementation of PMFBY
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Implementation of PMFBY

Posted On: 03 AUG 2018 5:15PM by PIB Delhi

The Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY) is a scheme involving several
stakeholders including State Governments, financial institutions, insurance companies
and farmers, both loanee and non-loanee.  It also envisages adoption of technology for
integration of all stakeholders on the National Crop Insurance Portal for scheme
administration and in capturing crop loss assessment etc.  Issues faced by
stakeholders in adopting the new technology regimen, in following seasonality
discipline alongwith the fact that claim settlement is primarily dependent on receipt of
clear yield data from States as well as timely payment of their share of premium
subsidy to insurance companies are some of the major challenges in implementing
PMFBY.

 

The scheme provides for setting up of Technical Support Unit (TSU) with crop
insurance expert to track and evaluate the scheme implementation.  Initially, the
Agriculture Insurance Company of India Ltd. (AIC) and subsequently the GIC Re were
designated as TSU. Government has recently engaged a team from United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) to set up Project Monitoring Unit (PMF)/TSU.

 

Operational Guidelines of PMFBY also contain provisions for bidding/notification of
PMFBY by States for three years so that insurance companies concerned may be able
to create infrastructure and manpower in the clusters allocated to them. The
Government is impressing upon the States at various platforms for bidding/notification
for longer period. Many States are now floating bids for longer periods say one year or
more and even upto three years.

 

There is a two pronged strategy for use of technology in PMFBY. Firstly, the scheme
will be administered through National Crop Insurance Portal on which all stakeholders
have been integrated to facilitate realtime information flow and service delivery through
better coordination, transparency and auto-administration of the scheme. Secondly, for
accurate assessment of yield loss, risk classification, rationalization of Crop Cutting
Experiments etc. cutting edge technology VIZ. Remote sensing Imagery through
satellites and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV/DRONE), Smartphone/CCE Agri App are
being deployed.
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This Information was given by the Minister of State for Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers
Welfare Shri   Parshottam Rupala

 

*****
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Implementation of E-Pashudhan Haat Scheme
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Implementation of E-Pashudhan Haat Scheme

Posted On: 03 AUG 2018 5:11PM by PIB Delhi

Government has launched e-Pashu Haat portal (www.epashuhaat.gov.in) for connecting
breeders and farmers of indigenous breeds. Through the portal farmers can obtain information on
location of quality indigenous germplasm in the form live animals, semen doses and embryos. This
portal is playing crucial role in development and conservation of indigenous breeds. As on date
complete information along with pedigree and productivity details on availability of 80,433 live
animals, 80.36 million  semen doses and 364 embryos is available on the portal (as on
31.07.2018).

This Information was given by the Minister of State for Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare
Shrimati Krishna Raj
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Decline in number of beneficiaries under PMFBY
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Decline in number of beneficiaries under PMFBY

Posted On: 03 AUG 2018 5:11PM by PIB Delhi

 Under the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY), which is an actuarial/bidded
premium based scheme, over and above farmers premium, subsidy is provided both by
Central and State Government on 50: 50 basis.  Funds allocated by Central
Government under PMFBY since its inception are given below:-

 

Year Funds Allocated (In Rs. crore)*

2016-17 11054.63

2017-18 9419.79

2018-19 13014.15

 

 

* Includes allocation of funds for meeting the committed liabilities of the

   Government under erstwhile schemes.

 

State-wise details of farmer applicants covered during 2016-17 and 2017-18 are given
in Annexure.

 There is decline in coverage of farmer applicants in 2017-18 from 2016-17.  This is
mainly due to factors like the announcement of Debt Waiver Scheme in Maharashtra
and Uttar Pradesh, farmer’s perception of mitigated risk in 2017-18, which was a good
monsoon year, deduplication due to Aadhaar being made mandatory for coverage
etc..  

The scheme is optional for States.  Notwithstanding that Government has been urging
the States to bring more areas and crops under the scheme so that maximum farmers
may be covered under the scheme.  Besides that Government seeks active
involvement of all stakeholders especially States and implementing insurance
companies for conduct of publicity campaign/awareness programmes including
organization of camps in the rural areas to build farmer awareness about crop
insurance schemes.  Other measures include release of advertisements on regular
basis in leading National/local News Papers, telecast through audio-visual media,
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distribution of pamphlets in local languages, participation in agriculture fairs / mela /
goshti, dissemination of SMS through Kisan Portal/National Crop Insurance Portal and
conduct of workshops/ trainings of officials of State Governments and financial
institutions and farmers    Moreover, insurance companies have been asked to utilize
0.5% of gross premium collected by them for publicity and awareness generation.  For
non-loanee farmers since crop insurance is optional, the Common Service Centers
(CSCs) and online enrolment have been activated to provide services besides
traditional modes like banks and insurance intermediaries. 

 

 

      Annexure

Coverage of Farmers Applicants during 2016-17 and 2017-18

Sl. No. States
Farmers Applicants  covered
(in numbers)

2016-17 2017-18

1 A & N Islands 324 364

2 Andhra Pradesh 1,771,957 1,799,021

3 Assam 60,265 56,791

4 Bihar 2,714,270 2,234,483

5 Chhattisgarh 1,549,139 1,471,587

6 Goa 757 538

7 Gujarat 1,975,139 1,754,470

8 Haryana 1,336,028 1,335,764

9
Himachal
Pradesh

379,925 378,105

10
Jammu &
Kashmir

NA 150,302

11 Jharkhand 877,754 1,197,438

12 Karnataka 2,737,667 1,601,511

13 Kerala 77,405 46,136

14 Madhya Pradesh 7,181,316 6,890,930

15 Maharashtra 12,001,215 10,053,750

16 Manipur 8,366 9,109

17 Meghalaya 89 2,945

18 Odisha 1,820,236 1,899,034
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19 Puducherry 8,537 Not Available

20 Rajasthan 9,150,224 6,012,084

21 Sikkim 574 1,391

22 Tamil Nadu 1,450,427 1,284,714

23 Telangana 973,343 1,077,641

24 Tripura 12,760 11,674

25 Uttar Pradesh 6,767,276 5,290,261

26 Uttarakhand 261,571 184,427

27 West Bengal 4,133,279 4,004,596

  Grand Total 57,249,843 48,749,066

         

 

 

 

This Information was given by the Minister of State for Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers
Welfare Shri Parshottam Rupala
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MSP for Kharif Crops
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

MSP for Kharif Crops

Posted On: 03 AUG 2018 5:09PM by PIB Delhi

Government announces minimum support prices (MSPs) for 22 mandated crops and
fair and remunerative price (FRP) for sugarcane on the basis of recommendations of
the Commission for Agricultural Costs and Prices (CACP), after considering the views
of State Governments and Central Ministries/Departments concerned and other
relevant factors. The mandated crops are 14 crops of the kharif season viz. paddy,
jowar, bajra, maize, ragi, arhar, moong, urad, groundnut-in-shell, soyabean, sunflower,
sesamum, nigerseed and cotton; 6 rabi crops viz. wheat, barley, gram, masur(lentil),
rapeseed/mustard and safflower and two other commercial crops viz. jute and copra. In
addition, the MSPs of toria and de-husked coconut are fixed on the basis of the MSPs
of rapeseed/mustard and copra, respectively.

 

Government has announced its historic decision on 04.07.2018 to fix MSP at a level of
at least 150 per cent of the cost of production for kharif crops 2018-19 which redeems
the promise made in the Union Budget for 2018-19.The MSPs fixed by Government,
cost and returns over all-India weighted average cost of production of crops for 2017-
18 and 2018-19 is at Annexure.Cost of production varies in different states on account
of difference in levels of irrigation, resource endowment, farm mechanization, land
holding size, yield of crops etc.

 

From time to time, some farmers and farmers’ organizations have been agitating and
making certain demands like increase in Minimum Support Prices (MSPs) for
agricultural crops and other agricultural policies.

 

Recent increase in MSP of Kharif crops at a level of at least 150 per cent of the cost of
production will ensure remunerative price to farmers. Government has taken several
steps to provide remunerative prices to farmers for their produce which include
implementing e-National Agriculture Market and framing model Agricultural Produce
and Livestock Marketing (Promotion and Facilitation) Act, 2017, promoting Farmers
Producer Organization (FPO) and stepping up the levels of procurement for pulses and
oilseeds through the Price Support Scheme (PSS). PSS is implemented at the request
of the state government concerned which agrees to exempt the procured commodities
from levy of mandi tax & other state duties. The basic objectives of PSS are to provide
remunerative prices to the growers for their produce with a view to encourage higher
investment and production and to safeguard the interest of the consumers by making
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available supplies at reasonable price with low cost of intermediation. Under PSS,
payments to the farmers are made strictly through Real Time Gross Settlement
(RTGS)/National Electronic Fund Transfer (NEFT) and account payee cheque by the
procuring agencies within three days of purchase of their produce.

 

 

ANNEXURE

 

Annexure referred to in reply to part (a) and (b) of Rajya Sabha Unstarred
Question No. 1934 due for reply on 03.08.2018.

Cost*, Minimum Support Prices (MSPs) and Return over Cost

                                                                                                                       
(Rs/quintal)

  Commodity 2017-18 2018-19

Sl. No. KHARIF  CROPS Cost MSP
% Return
over cost

Cost MSP
% Return
over
Cost

1
PADDY(Common
)

1117 1550 38.76 1166 1750 50.09

  (Grade A) ^   1590     1770  

2 JOWAR (Hybrid) 1556 1700 9.25 1619 2430 50.09

  (Maldandi) ^   1725     2450  

3 BAJRA 949 1425 50.16 990 1950 96.97

4 MAIZE 1044 1425 36.49 1131 1700 50.31

5 RAGI 1861 1900 2.10 1931 2897 50.01

6 ARHAR(Tur) 3318 5450 64.26 3432 5675 65.36

7 MOONG 4286 5575 30.07 4650 6975 50.00

8 URAD 3265 5400 65.39 3438 5600 62.89

9
COTTON
(Medium Staple)

3276 4020 22.71 3433 5150 50.01

  (Long Staple) ^   4320     5450  

10
GROUNDNUT IN
SHELL

3159 4450 40.87 3260 4890 50.00
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11
SUNFLOWER
SEED

3481 4100 17.78 3592 5388 50.01

12 SOYABEEN 2121 3050 43.80 2266 3399 50.01

13 SESAMUM 4067 5300 30.32 4166 6249 50.01

14 NIGERSEED 3912 4050 3.53 3918 5877 50.01

 

*Includes all paid out costs such as those incurred on account of hired human labour,
bullock labour/machine labour, rent paid for leased in land, expenses incurred on use
of material inputs like seeds, fertilizers, manures, irrigation charges, depreciation on
implements and farm buildings, interest on working capital, diesel/electricity for
operation of pump sets etc, miscellaneous expenses & imputed value of family labour.

^ Cost is not separately compiled for Paddy (GradeA), Jowar(Maldandi) & Cotton (long
staple).

 

This Information was given by the Minister of State for Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers
Welfare Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat
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Reform in Banks: Government working on a four-pronged strategy to improve the health of the
Banking Sector
Ministry of Finance

Reform in Banks: Government working on a four-pronged
strategy to improve the health of the Banking Sector

Posted On: 03 AUG 2018 6:10PM by PIB Delhi

Government has taken note of Standard & Poor’s (S&P) Global Ratings, a prominent global rating
agency, which states, inter-alia, that “the worst is almost over for India’s banks”. It further states
that India is at the tail-end of its bad-loan recognition problem as a stringent non-performing loan
recognition coupled with tighter yet faster resolution under India’s new bankruptcy law and
rebounding corporate profits, will help banks gradually recover from a protracted bad-debt cycle
and the Government’s ongoing recapitalisation programme of Rs 2.1 lakh crore will help shore up
depleted capital positions of the banks. It also states that the Government is working on a four-
pronged strategy to improve the health of the banking sector: recognition, resolution,
recapitalisation and reform (“4Rs”), and that their stable outlook on the banks reflect their view
that the “4Rs” and other initiatives taken by the Government and RBI will strengthen the banking
system over the next couple of years.

 

This was stated by Shri Shiv Pratap Shukla, Minister of State for Finance in a Written Reply to a
Question in Lok Sabha today.

 

****
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MSPs and return over cost of production for Kharif Crops (2018-19)
Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution

MSPs and return over cost of production for Kharif Crops
(2018-19)

Posted On: 03 AUG 2018 5:49PM by PIB Delhi

Government announces minimum support prices (MSPs) for 22 mandated crops and
fair and remunerative price (FRP) for sugarcane on the basis of recommendations of
the Commission for Agricultural Costs & Prices (CACP), after considering the views of
State Governments and Central Ministries/Departments concerned and other relevant
factors. The mandated crops are 14 crops of the kharif season viz. paddy, jowar, bajra,
maize, ragi, arhar, moong, urad, groundnut-in-shell, soyabean, sunflower, sesamum,
nigerseed and cotton; 6 rabi crops viz. wheat, barley, gram, masur(lentil),
rapeseed/mustard and safflower and two other commercial crops viz. jute and copra. In
addition, the MSPs of toria and de-husked coconut are fixed on the basis of the MSPs
of rapeseed/mustard and copra, respectively.

 

Government has announced its historic decision on 04.07.2018 to fix MSP at a level of
at least 150 per cent of the cost of production for 14 kharif crops 2018-19 season which
redeems the promise made in the Union Budget for 2018-19.

 

Earlier, the MSP fixed for Copra for 2018 and jute for 2018-19 are at level of 150
percent and 163.21 percent of cost of production respectively.

 

Statement indicating MSPs and return over cost of production for Kharif Crop of 2018-
19 is at Annexure.

                                                  ANNEXURE

Minimum Support Prices (MSPs) and Return over Cost of Production

 

(Rs/quintal) Commodity 2018-19

Sl. No. KHARIF CROPS MSP % Return over Cost

1 PADDY(Common) 1750 50.09

(Grade A) ^ 1770
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2 JOWAR (Hybrid) 2430 50.09

(Maldandi) ^ 2450

3 BAJRA 1950 96.97

4 MAIZE 1700 50.31

5 RAGI 2897 50.01

6 ARHAR(Tur) 5675 65.36

7 MOONG 6975 50.00

8 URAD 5600 62.89

9 COTTON (Medium Staple) 5150 50.01

(Long Staple) ^ 5450

10 GROUNDNUT IN SHELL 4890 50.00

11 SUNFLOWER SEED 5388 50.01

12 SOYABEEN 3399 50.01

13 SESAMUM 6249 50.01

14 NIGERSEED 5877 50.01

 

 

This was stated by Shri C.R.Chaudhary ,MoS ,Ministry of Consumer affairs,Food and
Public distribution in a written reply in Rajya  sabha today.

                                                                                ***

APS/PC
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-06

CHANGE GEARS: AMENDMENTS TO THE MOTOR
VEHICLES ACT
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Roads

India’s law governing motor vehicles and transport is archaic, lacking the provisions necessary
to manage fast motorisation. The lacunae in the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988, require to be
addressed to improve road safety, ensure orderly use of vehicles and expand public transport.
The Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Bill, passed by the Lok Sabha last year, seeks to do this, but it
has now run into opposition in the Rajya Sabha because of its perceived shift of power from the
States to the Centre. The issue is not one of legislative competence; as the subject is in the
Concurrent List, Parliament can make a law defining powers available to the States. Some State
governments are concerned about the new provisions, Sections 66A and 88A, which will
empower the Centre to form a National Transportation Policy through a process of consultation,
and not concurrence. The changes will also enable Centrally-drafted schemes to be issued for
national, multi-modal and inter-State movement of goods and passengers, for rural mobility and
even last-mile connectivity. Since all this represents a new paradigm that would shake up the
sector, several States have opposed the provisions as being anti-federal. Doing nothing,
however, is no longer an option. The passenger transport sector operating within cities and
providing inter-city services has grown amorphously, with vested interests exploiting the lack of
transparency and regulatory bottlenecks. With a transparent system, professional new entrants
can enter the sector. As things stand, State-run services have not kept pace with the times.
Major investments made in the urban metro rail systems are yielding poor results in the absence
of last-mile connectivity services.

Creating an equitable regulatory framework for the orderly growth of services is critical. This
could be achieved through changes to the MV Act that set benchmarks for States. Enabling well-
run bus services to operate across States with suitable permit charges is an imperative to meet
the needs of a growing economy. Regulatory changes introduced in Europe over the past few
years for bus services have fostered competition, reduced fares and increased services
operating across European Union member-states. Other aspects of the proposed amendments
deal with road safety. These, however, are likely to achieve little without strong enforcement by
the States. The effort to curb institutionalised corruption at Regional Transport Offices by making
it possible for dealers to directly register new vehicles, and enabling online applications for
driving licences is welcome. Care is needed to see that other measures, such as sharply
enhancing fines for rule violations, do not only result in greater harassment. It is the certainty of
enforcement, zero tolerance and escalating penalties that will really work. There are some new
provisions to harness technology, including CCTV monitoring, to improve road safety, but these
cannot produce results when there is no professional accident investigation agency to determine
best practices.

Sign up to receive our newsletter in your inbox every day!
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The U.S. policy of separating children from undocumented migrant parents is cruel
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-07

THE ECONOMICS OF TAX HAVENS
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Taxation & Black Money

Tax havens, which help rich corporations and businessmen avoid paying high taxes on their
income, have been vilified for supporting the illegal accumulation of wealth. Organisations like
Oxfam have often characterised tax havens as “anti-poor” since they help the rich avoid paying
taxes to governments. Several governments have also come together to crack down on tax
havens, for only a collective effort can help.

However, a 2018 paper by Juan Carlos Suarez Serrato, titled “Unintended consequences of
eliminating tax havens”, circulated by the National Bureau of Economic Research, makes the
interesting case that critics may be committing a huge mistake by attacking tax havens. The
paper tries to see if eliminating tax havens is good economic policy. To this end, the authors
study the economic impact of repealing Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code, a move that
made it harder for American multinational corporations to avoid paying taxes to the U.S.
government. Corporations had earlier made use of Section 936 to avoid paying high taxes in the
U.S. by shifting their profits to tax havens like Puerto Rico that charged them lower tax rates.
Serrato found that companies affected by the repeal of Section 936 shifted their investment
abroad. This caused their investment in the U.S. to drop by 38% and led to the loss of 1 million
U.S. jobs. In short, the existence of tax havens allowed corporations to invest in the U.S. despite
the country’s high tax rates because tax havens helped to lower the effective U.S. tax rate. But
with the crackdown on tax havens, corporations could no longer serve U.S. consumers.

Despite the crackdown on tax havens, the practice of shifting profits to avoid paying higher taxes
continues unabated. According to another recent paper, “The missing profits of nations”, by
Ludvig Wier and others, about 40% of the profits earned by multinationals each year continue to
be shifted to tax havens. The authors argue that such profit shifting persists because tax
authorities in high-tax countries have been unable to eliminate the influence of tax havens that
compete against them for revenues. So these tax authorities have instead resorted to competing
against other high-tax countries by allowing corporations to shift profits to their jurisdictions. In
fact, according to the authors, such competition between tax authorities has caused the average
global corporate tax rate to fall by more than half between 1985 and 2018.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-07

EMPLOYMENT GUARANTEE SCHEME
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Employment

Ministry of Labour & Employment

Employment Guarantee Scheme

Posted On: 06 AUG 2018 4:15PM by PIB Delhi

            Employment generation coupled with improving employability is the priority concern of
the Government. Ministry of Rural Development has been implementing ‘The Mahatma Gandhi
National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA), 2005’ which provides at least one
hundred days of guaranteed wage employment in every financial year to every household
whose adult members volunteer to do unskilled manual work. The demand for work itself is
influenced by various factors such as rain-fall pattern, availability of alternative and remunerative
employment opportunities outside MGNREGA and prevailing unskilled wage rates.

 

Further, Government runs various employment generation schemes for beneficiaries like Prime
Minister’s Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP) implemented by Ministry of Micro,
Small & Medium Enterprises, Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme
(MGNREGA), Pt. Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana (DDU-GKY) scheme run
by Ministry of Rural Development, and Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana- National Urban
Livelihoods Mission (DAY-NULM) implemented by Ministry of Housing & Urban Affairs. Details
of the progress of the schemes are as follows:

 

Schemes/Year 2017-18 2018-19

Estimated employment generated under 
PMEGP
(No. of  Persons)

387184
111064
(30.06.2018)

Persondays Generated under MGNREGS
(Persondays in crore)

234.26
82.51
(20.07.2018)

Candidates placed in jobs after training
(DDU-GKY)
(No.of  Persons)

75787
23757
(10.07.2018)

Skill Trained Persons given Placement DAY-
NULM
(No. of  Persons)

115140
22518
(09.07.2018)

 

Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana (PMMY) is a scheme to extend collateral free loans by Banks,
Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs) and Micro Finance Institutions (MFIs) to
small/micro business enterprises in the non-agricultural sector to individuals to enable them to
setup or expand their business activities. Under PMMY, the number of loans sanctioned during
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2015-16 to 2017-18 were 12.27 crore, out of which 3.49 crore were new entrepreneurs.

 

In order to improve the employability of youth, around 22 Ministries/Departments run skill
development schemes across various sectors.

 

Pradhan Mantri Rojgar Protsahan Yojana has been initiated by the Ministry of Labour and
Employment in the year 2016-17 for incentivizing employers for promoting employment
generation. Under this scheme, Government is paying the entire employer’s contribution (12 %
or as admissible) towards the EPS and EPF for all sectors w.e.f. 01.04.2018  to all eligible new
employees and is applicable for all sectors for the next 3 years. Till 30th July, 2018,   benefits
have been given to 76908 Establishments covering 61.36 lakh beneficiaries under Pradhan
Mantri Rojgar Protsahan Yojana (PMRPY).

 

Government has also implemented the National Career Service (NCS) Project which comprises
a digital portal that provides a nation-wide online platform for jobseekers and employers for job
matching in a dynamic, efficient and responsive manner and has a repository of career content.

 

This information was given by Shri Santosh Kumar Gangwar Union Minister of State (I/C) for
Labour and Employment in written reply to a question in Lok Sabha today.

****
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-08

BANKS TAKE ABOUT RS. 70,000-CR. HIT DUE TO
FRAUDS IN LAST 3 YEARS
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Banking, NPAs and RBI

Indian banks reported a total loss of about Rs. 70,000 crore due to frauds during the last three
fiscals up to March 2018, the Rajya Sabha was informed on Tuesday.

The extent of loss in fraud cases reported by scheduled commercial banks (SCBs) for 2015-16,
2016-17 and 2017-18 was Rs. 16,409 crore, Rs. 16,652 crore and Rs. 36,694 crore,
respectively, Minister of State for Finance Shiv Pratap Shukla said in a written reply quoting RBI
data.

‘Gross advances rise’

The Minister said that data of frauds is as per the year of reporting and not the year of
occurrence of fraud or sanction of loan or letter of undertaking, which may might be of an earlier
period. The Minister also informed the House that gross advances by SCBs increased from Rs.
25.03 lakh crore on March 31, 2008, to Rs. 68.75 lakh crore on March 31, 2014.

On stressed assets, he said the spurt was due to aggressive lending practices, wilful default,
loan frauds, corruption in some cases and economic slowdown.

Replying to another question, he said as per RBI data, there were 139 borrowers with aggregate
gross NPAs of more than Rs. 1,000 crore.

Mr. Shukla said the RBI had issued directions to banks in June 2017, instructing them to file
applications for initiation of corporate insolvency resolution process (CIRP) under the Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Code (IBC) in respect of 12 borrowers. These borrowers had cumulative fund-
based and non-fund based outstanding amount of Rs. 1,97,769 crore as on March 31, 2017.

“It subsequently issued further directions to banks advising them to finalise and implement
resolution plans in respect of 29 accounts by December 13, 2017,” he said.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-08

PAUSE, REFRESH: ON THE GST COUNCIL'S FOCUS ON
MSMES
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Taxation & Black Money

The Goods and Services Tax Council met last Saturday for the second time within a fortnight.
However, this time it refrained from further rate rejigs. While the new indirect tax regime has
expanded India’s tax base and brought more firms into the formal economy, revenues have
slipped somewhat after peaking at 1.03 lakh crore in April (for taxes accrued in March) this year.
The first three months of this financial year have yielded 94,016 crore, 95,610 crore and 96,483
crore, respectively — this is well short of the 1.lakh crore revenue target a month for 2018-19.
The steep rate cuts effected on several items in the last Council meeting were to kick in from
July 27, so their full impact on revenue collections may take more time to unfold. Moody’s
Investors Service reckons that the revenue loss from the most recent tax cuts may be 0.04-
0.08% of GDP annually. This is marginal at best, and could be offset by stronger consumption-
led growth and better tax compliance. But it is in this context of revenue concerns that the
Council’s dedicated focus at its latest meeting on issues facing micro, small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs) is a creditable move.

Setting up a ministerial group to look into the problems faced by MSMEs since India moved to
the GST regime last July is a signal that the government is not brushing aside the
implementation issues that still trouble smaller players. Firms with an annual turnover of less
than 5 crore constitute 93% of the registered taxpayers under the GST. At its previous meeting,
the Council had decided that such businesses need no longer file cumbersome returns every
month, but only on a quarterly basis. There may be more room for the ministerial panel to
recommend further easing of compliance for micro firms with turnover far below 5 crore and
enhancing the 50,000 threshold for mandatory use of e-way bills to track movement of taxable
goods. A deeper dive to understand why 1.7 million taxpayers had registered under the GST by
December 2017 although their operations were below the taxable limit could also yield some
pointers. The Council meeting has also, wisely, returned to a consensual approach on decisions.
While a few States had reservations about the rate cuts at the last meeting, this time their
concerns on a proposal to push digital payments by offering a cash-back to consumers using
RuPay cards or the UPI platform have been incorporated. Now, States will volunteer to run a
pilot on these lines and a final decision will be taken after a detailed system-wide evaluation of
such incentives. This indicates the Centre’s keenness to retain a cooperative approach with
States that has generally marked the Council’s functioning.
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PAUSE, REFRESH: ON THE GST COUNCIL'S FOCUS ON
MSMES
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Taxation & Black Money

The Goods and Services Tax Council met last Saturday for the second time within a fortnight.
However, this time it refrained from further rate rejigs. While the new indirect tax regime has
expanded India’s tax base and brought more firms into the formal economy, revenues have
slipped somewhat after peaking at 1.03 lakh crore in April (for taxes accrued in March) this year.
The first three months of this financial year have yielded 94,016 crore, 95,610 crore and 96,483
crore, respectively — this is well short of the 1.lakh crore revenue target a month for 2018-19.
The steep rate cuts effected on several items in the last Council meeting were to kick in from
July 27, so their full impact on revenue collections may take more time to unfold. Moody’s
Investors Service reckons that the revenue loss from the most recent tax cuts may be 0.04-
0.08% of GDP annually. This is marginal at best, and could be offset by stronger consumption-
led growth and better tax compliance. But it is in this context of revenue concerns that the
Council’s dedicated focus at its latest meeting on issues facing micro, small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs) is a creditable move.

Setting up a ministerial group to look into the problems faced by MSMEs since India moved to
the GST regime last July is a signal that the government is not brushing aside the
implementation issues that still trouble smaller players. Firms with an annual turnover of less
than 5 crore constitute 93% of the registered taxpayers under the GST. At its previous meeting,
the Council had decided that such businesses need no longer file cumbersome returns every
month, but only on a quarterly basis. There may be more room for the ministerial panel to
recommend further easing of compliance for micro firms with turnover far below 5 crore and
enhancing the 50,000 threshold for mandatory use of e-way bills to track movement of taxable
goods. A deeper dive to understand why 1.7 million taxpayers had registered under the GST by
December 2017 although their operations were below the taxable limit could also yield some
pointers. The Council meeting has also, wisely, returned to a consensual approach on decisions.
While a few States had reservations about the rate cuts at the last meeting, this time their
concerns on a proposal to push digital payments by offering a cash-back to consumers using
RuPay cards or the UPI platform have been incorporated. Now, States will volunteer to run a
pilot on these lines and a final decision will be taken after a detailed system-wide evaluation of
such incentives. This indicates the Centre’s keenness to retain a cooperative approach with
States that has generally marked the Council’s functioning.
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ORGANIC FARMING
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Agriculture Issues and related constraints

Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Organic Farming

Posted On: 07 AUG 2018 4:27PM by PIB Delhi

The current position of organic farming w.r.t. area covered across the country is 23.02 lakh
hectares  under the schemes Paramparagat Krishi Vikas Yojana (PKVY), Mission Organic Value
Chain Development for North Eastern Region (MOVCDNER) and National Programme  of
Organic Production (NPOP). The details are given at Annexure I.

Under PKVY and MOVCDNER schemes enough assistance is provided to Farmer Producer
Companies (FPCs)/ entrepreneurs for development of value chains/ marketing of organic
produce. The guidelines for providing  assistance  for various post harvest management/ value
chain development activities including infrastructure development, branding, marketing are given
at Annexure-II.

 Cost of organic agriculture largely depends on on-farm generation of inputs. When on-farm
organic inputs are used, cost of production per unit area is less by 13 % under organic
agriculture than inorganic management. However, if organic inputs from outside the farm are
purchased and utilized, the cost of production increases by about 15-20 % depending on the
nature of inputs used. Integrated Organic Farming System (IOFS) models being developed
under NPOF promises to meet 70-80 % of organic inputs within the farm thus reducing the
market input cost considerably. During the conversion period of initial two to three years, yield
levels are expected to be low till soil system regains to respond to organic production system
especially in the intensive agriculture areas.

Government of India under the schemes- PKVY & MOVCDNER is supporting the production and
marketing of organic produce in the country to reduce their costs and prices. Use of organic
inputs like PROM, vermicompost, organic/bio-fertilizers, city compost, waste decomposer have
been promoted under these schemes which will further reduce the costs of production in organic
farming. The details of the schemes PKVY and MOVCDNER is given at Annexure-III & IV.

           Annexure-I

State wise area covered under Organic Farming for the year till date (Area in Ha)

 
Under National Program of Organic Production(NPOP)*

Paramparagat
Krishi Vikas
Yojana (PKVY)

Mission Organic
Value Chain
Development for
North Eastern
Region
(MOVCDNER)

Sl. No. State Name Organic area In Conversion    

1 Andhra Pradesh 12037.551 11190.775 26000 -
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2
Arunachal
Pradesh

21.490 3789.769 380 5000

3 Assam 1952.598 31446.173 4400 5000

4 Bihar 0.000 1.730 8540 -

5 Chhattisgarh 4555.575 16103.931 4000 -

6 Goa 14133.973 1648.390 80 -

7 Gujarat 45868.039 28513.854 2000 -

8 Haryana 7851.308 664.058 400 -

9
Himachal
Pradesh

8192.784 10921.265 4200 -

10
Jammu &
Kashmir

12570.367 22010.607 560 -

11 Jharkhand 159.660 46620.466 5000 -

12 Karnataka 26539.526 63490.668 10900 -

13 Kerala 13519.398 10972.633 12380 -

14 Lakshadweep 885.075 0.000 - -

15 Madhya Pradesh 379017.532 405328.981 27600 -

16 Maharashtra 119443.434 160296.915 25160 -

17 Manipur 0.000 240.100 600 5000

18 Meghalaya 1402.522 8611.646 900 6430

19 Mizoram 0.000 50.000 680 4053

20 Nagaland 1651.110 3074.964 480 6000

21 Delhi 17.312 0.000 10000 -

22 Odisha 41198.176 57630.360 6400 -

23 Pondicherry 2.835 0.000 160 -

24 Punjab 779.379 1046.700 5000 -

25 Rajasthan 68203.256 160729.926 23000 -

26 Sikkim 38969.089 4936.738 3000 12435

27 Tamil Nadu 2119.366 3181.771 2240 -

28 Telangana 4315.956 6226.090 13800 -

29 Tripura 203.560 0.000 1000 2000

30 Uttar Pradesh 70397.322 25961.493 12400 -

31 Uttarakhand 32061.548 21029.254 11700 -

32 West Bengal 3831.781 687.900 2400 -

33 Andaman - - 1360 -

34 Daman & Diu - - 1100 -
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35
Dadar & Nagar
Haveli

- - 10000 -

Total 911901.522 1106407.157 237820 45918

 

Grand Total (area covered under NPOP, PKVY & MOVCDNER): 23.02 Lakh Ha

* Source Data provided by the accredited Certification Bodies under NPOP on Tracenet

Annexure-II

 

Under the following schemes the policy measures are taken by the Government to develop/
boost marketing of certified organic produce easily available to households consumers to
promote organic farming:

Paramparagat Krishi Vikas Yojana (PKVY) :

Financial assistance is given for direct marketing to the groups and clusters including
procuring common packing material, printing of packing material, brochures, leaflets,
preparation of labels, holograms, transportation expenses to local markets, hiring spaces
on rent for specific organic markets and branding of organic products @ Rs. 15 lakhs/
cluster of 1000 ha. each.

1.

Clusters can develop their own post-harvest, value addition and processing facilities,
preferably under their institutions such as Farmer Producer Organisations (FPOs)/ Farmer
Producer Companies (FPCs) for creation, collection and aggregation of post harvest
process centre (one between every 5-10 groups) @ Rs. 20 lakhs/ cluster of 1000 ha. each.

2.

Market linkage/ brand building with FPO/  Small Medium Enterprises (SME) including the
cost of organic fare to be provided on submission of appropriate proposal to the Executive
Committee (EC) on case to case basis @ Rs. 53 lakhs/ cluster of 1000 ha. each           

3.

Mission Organic Value Chain Development for North Eastern Region (MOVCDNER):

Financial assistance is given for setting up of the following:

Functional infrastructure for collection, aggregation, grading units and North-Eastern (NE)
organic bazaar @ Rs. 15 lakh (75% subsidy).

1.

Integrated Processing Units with Total Financial Outlay (TFO) of Rs. 800 lakh or more
limited to 75% to Farmer Producer Companies (FPCs) and 50% to private entrepreneurs
as credit linked back ended subsidy.

1.

Integrated pack house with 75% subsidy to FPCs on TFO of 50 lakh or more and 50% to
private entrepreneurs or maximum of 37.50 lakh whichever is less as credit linked back
ended subsidy.

1.

Transportation/ 4 wheeler up to TFO of 12 lakh (50%).1.
Refrigerated transport vehicle/ Pre-cooling/ cold stores/ ripening chambers  upto TFO of 25
lakh (75% subsidy to FPC and 50% to private).

2.
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Annexure -III

Parampragat Krishi Vikas Yojana (PKVY)

It is the first comprehensive scheme launched as a Centrally Sponsored Programme (CSP)
since 2015-16, which now has been revised for next 3 years. The scheme is implemented with a
90:10 (GoI: State Govt.) funding pattern in 8 NE states and 3 hilly states of J&K, Himachal
Pradesh and Uttarakhand, 100% in Union Territory and 60:40 funding pattern in remaining
states of the country. The new guidelines of the scheme has been uploaded in the website
www.agricoop.nic.in/guidelines/integrated-nutrient-management

The scheme PKVY is implemented by the State Government on per hectare basis for 500-1000
hectare area in each cluster. A group of farmers having a total area of 20 hectare as far as
possible in contagious patch within a village. The farmer within a group can avail benefit to a
maximum of 2 ha., and the limit of assistance is Rs.50, 000 per ha., out of which 62% i.e., Rs.
31,000 is given as incentives to a farmer for organic conversion, organic inputs, on farm inputs,
production infrastructure, etc., shall be provided directly through DBT during the conversion
period of 3 years. The target of an area of around 4 lacks ha is proposed to be covered in the 3
years which is double the area covered in last three years.

Status of the Scheme

Total amount allocated for the scheme 2015-2018 is Rs. 947 crore   and fund released Rs.
582.47 crore till date for total 11891 clusters. Under PKVY scheme 237820 hectares of land has
been converted into organic farming land and 3,94,550 farmers have been benefited.

 

Annexure-IV

Mission Organic Value Chain Development for North Eastern Region

Realizing the potential of organic farming in the North Eastern Region of the country, Ministry of
Agriculture and Farmers Welfare has launched a Central Sector Scheme entitled “Mission
Organic Value Chain Development for North Eastern Region” for implementation in the
states of Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim and
Tripura, during 2015-16 to 2017-18. The scheme aims at development of certified organic
production in a value chain mode to link growers with consumers and to support the
development of entire value chain starting from inputs, seeds, certification and creation of
facilities for collection, aggregation, processing, marketing and brand building initiative. The
scheme was approved with an outlay of Rs. 400 crore for three years.

The assistance is provided for cluster development, on/off farm input production, supply of
seeds/ planting materials, setting up of functional infrastructure, establishment of integrated
processing unit, refrigerated transportation, pre-cooling /cold stores chamber, branding labeling
and packaging, hiring of space, hand holdings, organic certification through third party,
mobilization of farmers/processors etc. Under this scheme, an area of 50,000 ha have been
targeted to be covered under organic farming in North Eastern Region of the country during the
period of three years i.e. from year 2015-16 to 2017-18.  The guidelines of the scheme has been
uploaded in the website www.agricoop.nic.in/guidelines/integrated-nutrient-management
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Major components of MOVCDNER:

Value Chain Production1.
Value Chain Processing2.
Value Chain Marketing3.
Value Chain Support Agencies4.

Physical and Financial Progress report of MOVCDNER scheme

 

A)         Fund Released:

During the year 2015-16 an amount of Rs. 112.11 crore has been released. I.
During the year 2016-17 an amount of Rs. 47.63 crore has been released.  II.
During the year 2017-18 an amount of Rs. 66.22 crore has been released.  III.
In the current financial year 2018-19 an amount of Rs. 9908.20 crore has been released
to seven states.

IV.

B)         Physical progress:

As on against target of 50000 ha area, 45918 ha area brought under the Organic Farming.
Against the target of 100 FPCs, 97 FPCs has been achieved, against the target of 2500 FIGs,
2469 FIGs has been formed, and 48948 farmers are mobilized.

This Information was given by the Minister of State for Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare
Shri Parshottam Rupala

*****

APS/RCS

(Release ID: 1541918) Visitor Counter : 507
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THE INTEGRATED GOODS AND SERVICES TAX
(AMENDMENT) BILL, 2018
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Taxation & Black Money

Industry / Commerce / Finance

The Integrated Goods and
Services Tax (Amendment) Bill,
2018

The Integrated Goods and Services Tax (Amendment) Bill,
2018 was introduced in Lok Sabha by the Minister of Finance,
Mr. Piyush Goyal on August 7, 2018.  It amends the Integrated
Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017.  The Act provides for the
levy of the Integrated Goods and Services Tax (IGST) by the
centre on: (i) inter-state supply of goods and services, (ii)
imports and exports, and (iii) supplies to and from special
economic zones.

●

Reverse charge mechanism:  Under the Act, when an
unregistered person supplies goods or services to a registered
person, the registered person is liable to pay the IGST on such
supply. The Bill amends this provision to allow the central
government, on the recommendation of the GST Council, to
specify a class of registered persons to pay tax on receiving
specified categories of goods and services from an
unregistered person.

●

Place of supply:  The Act provides for the determination of the
place of supply of goods and services.  In cases where services
are supplied through transportation of goods, including by mail
and courier, to a registered person, the place of supply is the
location of such person.  In other cases, where the services are
supplied to an unregistered person, the place of supply is
where the goods are handed over for their transportation.

●

The Bill clarifies that in the above cases, if the goods are being
transported to a place outside India, the place of supply will be
the destination of the goods.

●

Apportionment of IGST revenue:  Under the Act, the IGST
revenue collected by the centre is apportioned between the
centre and the state where the supply of goods or services was
received.  The Bill provides for the settlement of any balance
amount in the integrated tax account after the apportionment to
the centre and state.  On the recommendation of the GST
Council, this amount will be distributed equally between the
centre and the state.

●

Appeals:  The Bill inserts a provision specifying the amount of●

Current Status: Pending
Ministry: Finance

Stage Date
Introduction Aug 7, 2018
Com. Ref.
Com. Rep.
Lok Sabha Introduced
Rajya Sabha

Relevant Links

  Bill Text   (120 KB)

  PRS Bill Summary  (533
KB)
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pre-deposit payable for filing appeals.  In cases where the
appeal is to be filed before the Appellate Authority, the
maximum amount payable will be Rs 50 crore.  Further, in
cases where the appeal is to be filed before the Appellate
Tribunal, the maximum amount payable will be Rs 100 crore.
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THE GOODS AND SERVICES TAX (COMPENSATION TO
STATES) AMENDMENT BILL, 2018
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Taxation & Black Money

Industry / Commerce / Finance

The Goods and Services Tax
(Compensation to States)
Amendment Bill, 2018

The Goods and Services Tax (Compensation to States)
Amendment Bill, 2018 was introduced in Lok Sabha by the
Minister of Finance, Mr. Piyush Goyal on August 7, 2018.  It
amends the Goods and Services Tax (Compensation to States)
Act, 2017.  The Act provides for compensation to states for any
loss in revenue due to the implementation of GST.

●

Compensation Fund:  The Act allows the central government
to levy a GST Compensation Cess on the supply of certain
goods and services.  The receipts from the cess are deposited
to a GST Compensation Fund. The amount deposited in the
Fund is used to compensate states for any loss in revenue
following the implementation of GST.

●

Under the Act, any unutilised amount in the Compensation
Fund at the end of the transition period (five years from the
date on which the state brings its State GST Act into force) is
distributed in the following manner: (i) 50% of the amount is
shared between the states in proportion to their total revenue,
and (ii) remaining 50% is a part of the centre’s divisible pool of
taxes.

●

The Bill inserts a provision specifying that any unutilised
amount (as recommended by the GST Council) in the
Compensation Fund at any time during the transition period will
be distributed in the following manner: (i) 50% of the amount
will be shared between the states in proportion to their base
year revenue (2015-16), and (ii) remaining 50% will be part of
the centre’s divisible pool of taxes.

●

The Act specifies that compensation payable to states has to
be released at the end of every two months.  The Bill states
that in case of shortfall in this amount of compensation, it may
be recovered in the following manner: (i) 50% of the amount
from the centre, and (ii) the remaining 50% from the states in
proportion to their base year revenue.  However, this amount
should not exceed the total amount transferred to the centre
and states.

●

Current Status: Pending
Ministry: Finance

Stage Date
Introduction Aug 7, 2018
Com. Ref.
Com. Rep.
Lok Sabha Introduced
Rajya Sabha

Relevant Links

  Bill Text   (114 KB)

      (127 KB)

  PRS Bill Summary  (532
KB)
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GOING BY THE NUMBERS: SHORTFALL IN GST
REVENUE COLLECTION
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Taxation & Black Money

A little over a year after the Goods and Services Tax (GST) rollout, the revenue collections from
the new indirect regime are at the centre of a debate. A member of the GST Council estimates a
“shortfall” in the April-June quarter of this year at 43,000 crore. The Union Finance Secretary
reportedly shot off a missive to Central tax officials over the lower number of returns filed under
the Central GST (CGST), compared to the number filed under the State GST (SGST).

The collection trends released evidently defy logic. The SGST and the CGST are applied at the
same rate on the identical tax base. Logically, the two levies should yield equal revenue
collections. But SGST collections over the past several months have been consistently
exceeding CGST collections.

Then, in April, the beginning of this financial year, both CGST and SGST collections dropped
and Integrated GST (IGST) collections took off sharply. In each of the months since then, IGST
collections have overshot CGST and SGST collections.

Why is the Centre’s GST collection falling behind that of the States’ and why have the IGST
collections shot up? The trends are a symptom of the problem, not the problem itself. First, let’s
understand these distinct levies.

Insecure over loss of fiscal autonomy, the States succeeded in pressing a GST that is made of
two types of levies, the CGST and the SGST. The Constitution empowers the Centre to tax
sales anywhere nationally, but it allows a State to collect taxes only on sales within its territory.
So, all 29 States and two Union Territories with legislatures have separately enacted their
respective SGSTs. The SGSTs have almost identical features and rates — to prevent tax
arbitrage across States — but in effect, they are distinct SGSTs. This complicates the collection
and refunds processes and system.

The GST is being levied at the point of consumption, not the factory gate, unlike many of the
levies it has subsumed. Given the territorially limited tax jurisdictions of States, the collection of
the SGST poses a problem every time goods and services get sold outside the State they were
produced in. The solution that has been worked out to overcome this problem is the IGST. It is
imposed on inter-State sales.

Logically, the IGST ought to be imposed as a substitute for the SGST such that the GST equals
the SGST plus CGST for intra-State sales and IGST plus the CGST for inter-State sales. In
practice, needless complications have been introduced into the IGST.

On inter-State sales, the IGST, at a rate equal to the applicable CGST and SGST, is levied. This
means, despite its national tax jurisdiction, the Centre has confined the levy of the CGST to
intra-State sales.

A selling dealer in an exporting State collects the IGST from the buying dealer. The GSTN
credits it to the IGST account. Of this, the part corresponding to the CGST is transferred
immediately to the Centre. The balance is not all SGST revenue. It includes amounts to be
refunded through a settlement process that can take months.
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Some of the refunds are on account of input tax credits that the purchasing dealer in the
importing State draws from this balance. (Tax paid on capital goods that go into making final
products is supposed to be fully set off. This is to avoid cascading taxation.)

Because the IGST collection and refunds system is ungainly, estimating GST revenue cannot be
a straightforward exercise. Although it is confused to be so, not all the IGST collected is GST
revenue.

By design, the number of refunds required is more than necessary. Such as in case of exports.
To avoid exporting taxes, no GST is to be levied on exports out of India. In practice, despite their
GST-exempt status, exporters first pay the IGST and then it is refunded back to them. The
excuse for this convoluted system is the need for a way to refund the input taxes exporters pay
on components.

In effect, the GST system processes a whole set of IGST payments only to refund them — not
an international best practice. Suppliers to exporters and SEZs are compulsorily required to
register in the GST system even if they do not fall in the GST threshold. This has needlessly
increased the working capital and compliance costs burden on exports. The systemic loss of
export competitiveness is showing up in the country’s trade balance.

Letters of undertaking or bonds can be submitted in lieu of IGST payments, but they increase
exporters’ vulnerability to bureaucratic rent-seeking.

The recommendation for introducing a GST had first come in 2004 from a task force formed by
the Vajpayee government under economist Vijay Kelkar. The Modi government has consulted
Mr. Kelkar on the GST, but has not accepted his recommendations on an alternative IGST
system compliant with global norms. By these, the IGST would be simplified as a substitute for
SGST in inter-State supplies, and exporters, while not subjected to the IGST, would be truly
zero-rated. The NITI Aayog, it seems, concurs with this proposal.

The focus on GST collections is narrow. Collections are not necessarily proof of the success, or
non-success, of an indirect tax. In truth, the complexity of the GST is complicating collections
and diminishing the potential benefits. The economic impact of the GST ought to be the focus.

Puja Mehra is a Delhi-based journalist
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CONTROL AND RESOLUTION OF NPAS
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Banking, NPAs and RBI

Ministry of Finance

Control and resolution of NPAs

Posted On: 07 AUG 2018 6:22PM by PIB Delhi

 The Gross Advances of Scheduled Commercial Banks (SCBs) increased from Rs.25,03,431
crore as on 31.3.2008 to Rs. 68,75,748 crore as on 31.3.2014, as per the Global Operations
Data of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). As per RBI inputs, the primary reasons for spurt in
stressed assets have been observed to be, inter-alia, aggressive lending practices, wilful default
/loan frauds/corruption in some cases, and economic slowdown. Asset Quality Review (AQR)
initiated in 2015 for clean and fully provisioned bank balance-sheets revealed high incidence of
non-performing assets (NPAs). As a result of AQR and subsequent transparent recognition by
PSBs, stressed accounts were reclassified as NPAs and expected losses on stressed loans, not
provided for earlier under flexibility given to restructured loans, were provided for.  During the
financial year 2017-18, all such schemes for restructuring stressed loans were withdrawn.
Primarily as a result of transparent recognition of stressed assets as NPAs, gross NPAs of
SCBs, as per RBI data on domestic operations, increased from Rs. 2,51,054 crore as on
31.3.2014, to Rs. 3,09,399 crore as on 31.3.2015, Rs. 5,66,247 crore as on 31.3.2016, Rs.
7,28,740 crore as on 31.3.2017, and Rs. 9,61,962 crore as on 31.3.2018, (as per provisional
data) respectively. RBI has apprised that it does not have information as regards to NPAs as on
May 2014.

A number of steps have been taken to expedite and enable resolution of NPAs of banks.The
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (IBC) has been enacted to create a unified framework for
resolving insolvency and bankruptcy matters. Under this, by adopting a creditor-in-saddle
approach, with the interim resolution professional taking over management of affairs of corporate
debtor at the outset, the incentive to resort to abuse of the legal system has been taken away.
This, coupled with debarment of wilful defaulters and persons associated with NPA accounts
from the resolution process, has effected a fundamental change in the creditor-debtor
relationship. The Banking Regulation Act, 1949 has been amended to provide for authorisation
to RBI to issue directions to banks to initiate the insolvency resolution process under IBC. As per
RBI’s directions, cases have been filed under IBC before the National Company Law Tribunal in
respect of 39 large defaulters, amounting to about Rs. 2.69 lakh crore funded exposure (as of
December 2017).

 

The Securitisation and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest
Act, 2002 has been amended to make it more effective with provision for three months
imprisonment in case the borrower does not provide asset details and for the lender to get
possession of mortgaged property within 30 days. Also, six new Debts Recovery Tribunals have
been established to expedite recovery.

 

In addition, under the Public Sector Banks (PSBs) Reforms Agenda, PSBs have created
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stressed asset management verticals for stringent recovery, segregated pre- and post-sanction
follow-up roles for clean and effective monitoring, initiated creation of online one-time settlement
platforms and committed to monitoring large-value accounts by tying up with specialised
monitoring agencies for loans of Rs. 250 crore and above.

As regards outcome, enabled by these steps, NPAs of SCBs reduced by Rs. 2,57,979 crore due
to recoveries during the last four financial years (as per RBI data on domestic operations).

Action with regard to control and resolution of NPAs has been taken through the above
legislative, legal, regulatory and reform measures, and no specific panel has been formed by the
Government in this regard.

This was stated by Shri Shiv Pratap Shukla, Minister of State for Finance in a Written Reply to a
Question in Rajya Sabha today.

 

****
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-10

GLOBAL INNOVATION INDEX, GII- 2018 LAUNCHED IN
INDIA
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Demographic Economics &
various Indexes

NITI Aayog

Global Innovation Index, GII- 2018 launched in India

NITI Aayog to join hands with CII to develop a Roadmap for
Top 10 Rank in GII

India ranked number one on ICT service exports

Posted On: 09 AUG 2018 5:52PM by PIB Delhi

Government and industry must synergise their efforts to promote R&D and innovation in the
country. This was stated by Shri. Ratan P Watal, Principal Adviser, NITI Aayog & Member
Secretary of the Economic Advisory Council to the Prime Minister at the India launch of Global
Innovation Index 2018 in New Delhi on Wednesday 8th August 2018.

The event was organized by the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) – one of the founding
partners of GII along with the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), in collaboration
with the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP).

India’s rank on the Global Innovation Index (GII) has improved from 60 in 2017 to 57 in 2018.
India has been consistently climbing the GII ranking for the past two years.

Launching the index, Mr Watal said, “The culture of spending on research and development
is growing in India and we are seeing the results in the form of improvements in rankings
such as the GII.”

He further said that GII 2018 report served another purpose. It provided an opportunity to look at
examples from similar economies from across the world and understand how they effected
change in their countries. He also drew a distinction between Innovation and Invention and
emphasized the role of pure science in building scientific temper in the country. Mr. Watal
underlined the need to-

Transform India’s Innovation Ecosystem by formulating a New Innovation Policy to
attract R&D investment into cutting edge technologies and build appropriate
infrastructure and institutions

●

Tap Global hotspots of Innovation in latest technologies like AI, Blockchain and
Robotics etc.

●

Connect Tinkering labs in schools with start-ups, business and high end educational
institutions

●

Target efficient, productive and outcome driven R&D in the Government Sector●
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Former Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission, Dr Anil Kakodkar, who is author of the India
chapter in the report said that “we must devise strategies to address our energy deficit, to
ensure sustainable domestic energy supply”. He emphasized the need to look for innovative
ways to tackle the country's energy problems.

Assistant Director General, World Intellectual Property Organization, Naresh Prasad, said that
GII enabled countries to compare their innovation performances and benchmark with others, he
also added that WIPO would like to work with India to build its innovation ecosystem. He
thanked CII for its sustained work in driving innovation.

*****
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-10

CRUISE TERMINALS AT MAJOR AND NON-MAJOR
PORTS IN THE COUNTRY
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Ports & Waterways

Ministry of Shipping

Cruise Terminals at Major and Non-Major Ports in the
Country

Posted On: 09 AUG 2018 5:21PM by PIB Delhi

The Minister of State for Shipping and Finance Shri Pon Radhakrishnan in a written reply to a
question in Lok Sabha today informed thatthe five major ports of the country namely Chennai
(Tamilnadu), Mormugao (Goa), New Mangalore (Karnataka), Cochin (Kerala) and Mumbai
(Maharashtra) have been developed to attract cruise ships with dedicated cruise terminals and
other related infrastructure for berthing of cruise vessels and embarking and disembarking of
cruise passengers.

The minister informed thatthere are 12 major ports and 200 non-major ports in the
country. The state-wise list of major ports and non-major ports is follows:

 

States   Major Ports
Gujarat 1. Deendayal Port Trust

Maharashtra
2.
3.

i. Mumbai Port Trust
ii. Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust

Goa 4. Mormugao Port Trust

Tamil Nadu
5.
6.
7.

i.   Kamarajar Port Limited
ii.  Chennai Port Trust
iii.  V.O. Chidambaranar Port Trust

Karnataka 8. New Mangalore Port Trust
Kerala 9. Cochin Port Trust
Andhra Pradesh 10. Visakhapatnam Port Trust
Orissa 11. Paradip Port Trust
West Bengal 12. Kolkata Port Trust

 

S.NO. Non Major Port S.NO  Non Major Port
  GUJARAT- 41 33 Vansi-Borsi
1. Mandvi 34 Billimora
2. Navlakhi  (O, EXIM) 35 Valsad
3. Bedi (O, EXIM) 36 Umarsadi
4. Sikka (O, EXIM, Pvt) 37 Kolak
5. Jafarabad (O) 38 Maroli
6. Okha (O, EXIM) 39 Umergaon
7. Porbandar (O, EXIM) 40 Mul-Dwarka (O, EXIM)
8. Veraval 41 Magdalla (O, EXIM)
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9. Bhavnagar (O, EXIM)    
10. Bharuch    

11.
Hazira / AHPPL (O, EXIM,
Pvt- 2 terminals)

   

12. Koteshwar    

13.
Mundra  / GAPL (O, EXIM,
Pvt.-2 terminals)

   

14. Jakhau    (O, EXIM)    
15. Jodia    

16. Salaya  
ANDHRA PRADESH -12

17. Pindhara 1 Bhavanapadu
18. Beyt 2 Calingapatnam
19. Rupen 3 Bheemunipatnam

20. Mangrol 4

Kakinada  (i) Anchorage (O,
EXIM)
 (ii)Kakinada Deepwater Port
(O, EXIM, Pvt)

21. Kotda 5 Narsapur
22. Madhwad 6 Machilipatnam
23. Navabandar 7 Vodarevu
24. Rajpara 8 Nizampatnam

25.
Pipavav   / GPPL  (O,
EXIM,Pvt)

9 Krishnapatnam  (O, EXIM, Pvt)

26. Mahuva 10 Gangavaram (O, EXIM, Pvt)
27. Talaja 11 Mutyalampalem
28. Ghogha 12 Rawa  (O)
29. Khambhat    
30. Dahej  (O, EXIM,Pvt)    
31. Bhagwa    
32 Onjal    
  MAHARASHTRA - 48 45 Vengurla
1 Dahanu   (O) 46 Redi   (O, EXIM, Pvt)
2 Tarapur 47 Kiranpani (O, EXIM)
3 Nawapur 48 Ratnagiri    (O, EXIM)
4 Satpati    
5 Kelwa-Mahim    
6 Arnala ( inclDatiware)    
7 Uttan    
8 Bassein    

9 Bhiwandi  
KARNATAKA - 11

10 Manori 1 Mangalore (O)
11 Kalyan 2 Malpe  (O)
12 Thane 3 Hangarkatta (O)
13 Versova 4 Kundapur (O)
14 Bandra 5 Bhatkal
15 Trombay  (O) 6 Honavar
16 Ulwa-Belapur   /(Panvel) (O) 7 Tadri (O)

17
Mora

8 Belekeri (O)

18 Mandwa 9 Karwar  (O, EXIM)
19 Karanja 10 Pudubidri
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20 Thal (Rewas) (O, Pvt.) 11 Manki

21
Alibag / Dharamtar  (O,
EXIM, Pvt.)

   

22 Revdanda   (O, EXIM)  
LAKSHADWEEP - 10

23 Borli/Mandla 1 Agatti
24 Nandgaon 2 Amini
25 Murud-Junijira 3 Andrott

26
Rajpuri / Dighi   (O, EXIM,
Pvt.)

4 Bitra

27 Manded 5 Chetlat
28 Kumbharu 6 Kavaratti
29 Shriwardhan 7 Kadmat
30 Bankot   (O) 8 Kiltan
31 Kelshi  (O, EXIM) 9 Kalpeni
32 Harnai 10 Minicoy
33 Dabhol   (O, EXIM, Pvt)    
34 Palshet   GOA - 5
35 Borya 1 Panaji  (O, EXIM)
36 Jaigad   (O, EXIM, Pvt) 2 Chapora
37 Tiwri-Varoda 3 Betul
38 Purnagad 4 Talpona
39 Jaitapur 5 Tiracol
40 Vijaydurg (O, EXIM, Pvt)    

41 Deogad  
PUDUCHERRY - 2

42 Achara 1 Pondicherry   (O)
43 Malvan 2 Karaikal (O, EXIM, Pvt)
44 Niwti    

 
DAMAN & DIU - 2

  KERALA - 17

1 Daman 1 Alappuzha
2 Diu 2 Vadakara

    3 Valiathura

 
WEST BENGAL - 1

4 Kasaragode

1 Kulpi 5 Kodungallore / Munumbum
    6 Ponnani
    7 Kollam  (O)

 
TAMIL NADU - 15

   8 Thalassery

 1
Cuddalore  (O, EXIM,
PvtChemplast)

9 Kozhikode/Beypore  (O)

2
Nagapattinam (O,
EXIM,Pvt(CPCL))

10 Neendakara

3 Rameswaram 11 Azhikkal   (O)

4 Pamban 12
Koavalam/Vizhinjam   (O,
EXIM)

5 Colachel 13 Kannur

6 Valinokkam 14
Kayamkulam

7 Kanyakumari  15 Manieswaram
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8 Ennore (O, EXIM) 16 Cheruvathur / Neeleswaram
9 Punnakkayal 17 Kottayam

10 Thirukkadaiyur (O)    

11 PY-3 (Oil field) (O, Pvt)  
ANDAMAN & NICOBAR - 23

12 Kattupalli  (O, EXIM) 1 Port Blair (O, EXIM)
13 Thiruchopuram (O) 2 Mus
14 Manappad 3 Car Nicobar (O)
15 Kudankulam 4 Havelock

    5
Mayabunder(O)

  ORISSA - 13 6 Diglipur (O)

1
Gopalpur(O)

7 Rangat  (O)

2 Bahabalpur 8 Hut Bay  (O)

3 Bahadammuham 9
Katchal(O)

4 Palur 10 Campbell Bay (O)

5
Baliharichandi

11 Neil Havelock

6 Astaranga    12 Dugong Creek
7 JatadharMuhan 13 Nancowry (O)
   8 Dhamra (O, EXIM) 14 Chowra
9 Chudamani 15 Teressa
10 Inchuri 16 Kondul
11 Chandipur 17 Pillow Millow

12
Subatnarekha Mouth
(Kirtania)

18 East Island

13 BaruneiMuhan 19 Cinque Island
    20 Jolly Bouy Island
    21 Tillonchong
    22 Castle Bay
    23 South Bay

(O) Means Operational
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-10

CABINET APPROVES CONCESSION AGREEMENTS &
LAND LEASE AGREEMENTS FOR REVIVAL OF
GORAKHPUR & SINDRI UNITS OF FCIL AND BARAUNI
UNIT OF HFCL BY HURL AND APPROVAL FOR
PROVIDING LAND ON LEASE.
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Industry & Services Sector

Cabinet

Cabinet approves Concession Agreements & Land Lease
Agreements for revival of Gorakhpur & Sindri units of FCIL
and Barauni unit of HFCL by HURL and approval for
providing land on lease.

Posted On: 09 AUG 2018 5:02PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has approved the proposal -

to provide land on lease to Hindustan Urvarak & Rasayan Limited (HURL);●

to provide the Concession Agreements & Land Lease Agreements for the revival of
Gorakhpur & Sindri units of Fertilizer Corporation of India Limited (FCIL) and Barauni
unit of Hindustan Fertilizer Corporation Limited (HFCL) by HURL; and

●

to authorize Inter-Ministerial Committee (IMC) to approve Substitution Agreements
and approve other agreements, if any to be signed between FCIL/HFCL and HURL for
the three projects at Gorakhpur, Sindri and Barauni.

●

 

Impact

The revival of Gorakhpur, Sindri and Barauni units of FCIL/HFCL will ensure substantial
investment in the fertilizer sector. These units will act as anchor customer to Jagdishpur-Haldia
Pipeline (JHPL) gas pipeline being laid for development of critical infrastructure in Eastern India.
This will create job opportunities in the region and also boost the economy of the eastern
region/state. The revival of fertilizer unit will also augment indigenous production of urea thereby
enhancing self-reliance in urea.

 

Details

HURL, a Joint Venture company of NTPC, IOCL, CIL and FCIL/ HFCL was incorporated in
June 2016 to implement the fertilizer revival projects at Gorakhpur, Sindri, and Barauni.

●

In order to facilitate HURL to set up the fertilizer projects at the three locations, Lease
Deeds are to be signed with HURL by FCIL/HFCL. The lease of land is for a period of 55

●
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years.
The Lessee (HURL) would pay a nominal Lease Rent of Rs.1 lakh per annum to the Lessor
(FCIL/HFCL).

●

Concession Agreements for the three projects at Sindri & Gorakhpur Units of FCIL and
Barauni Unit of HFCL are to be entered between FCIL/HFCL and HURL (Concessionaire)
for the purpose of giving a right to HURL to carry out complete design, engineering,
construction, procurement, testing, commissioning, operate and maintaining fertilizer plants
and market its products.

●

Substitution Agreement which is a tri-patriate Agreement amongst HURL, Lenders'
representative for the specific project and FCIL/HFCL for the purpose of assignment
of the land to enable HURL to obtain finances may be required to be signed after
Lenders' syndication is completed for each of the projects.

●

 

*****
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-10

BOOST TO RURAL ROAD CONNECTIVITY
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Roads

Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA)

Boost to Rural Road connectivity

Cabinet approves continuation of Pradhan Mantri Gram
Sadak Yojana beyond 12th Five Year Plan period

Posted On: 09 AUG 2018 4:58PM by PIB Delhi

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs, chaired by the Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi has given its approval for continuation of Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak
Yojana (PMGSY) beyond 12th Five Year Plan period.  It will help in connecting 38,412
habitations at an estimated cost of Rs. 84,934 crore (Central Share is 54,900 crore
and State share is 30,034 crore). The fund sharing pattern will be same.

Habitation (population 250+) would be covered by March, 2019.  PMGSY-II and
habitations under identified LWE blocks (100-249 population) would be covered by
March 2020.

Initially the targets of PMGSY were to be achieved by March 2022, however, the
sunset date of achievement of PMGSY-I was pre-poned to March, 2019, with
enhanced fund allocation and changed funding pattern i.e. in the ratio of 60:40
between the Centre and State for all States except for 8 North Eastern and 3
Himalayan States (Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh & Uttarakhand) for which it
is 90:10. The Task of connecting 1,78,184 eligible unconnected habitations under
PMGSY on its way towards completion by March, 2019. So far, 95% habitations
(1,69,415) have been sanctioned, of which 91% habitations (1,54,257) have been
connected including 16,380 habitations connected by the States from their own
resources. Against the sanctioned length of 6,58,143 km, 5,50,601 km road length
has been completed. Under, PMGSY-II, against the target length of 50,000 km works
of upgradation almost 32,100 km road length have been sanctioned in 13 States,
which have transited to PMGSY-II. Against the sanctions issued, 12,000 km road
length has been completed up to March, 2018.

Background:

 

Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) was launched on 25" December, 2000
with the objective to provide All-Weather road connectivity to the eligible unconnected
habitations in rural areas of Country. The programme envisages connecting all
unconnected habitations with a population of 500 persons (as per 2001 Census) and
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above in plain areas.  Also eligible are the unconnected habitations with 250 persons
and above (Census 2001) in Special Category States' namely North-East, Sikkim,
Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir and Uttarakhand, the Desert areas (as
identified in Desert Development Programme) and 88 Selected Tribal and Backward
districts as identified by the Ministry of Home Affairs/Planning Commission. For Most
intensive Integrated Action Plan (IAP) blocks as identified by Ministry of Home Affairs,
the unconnected habitations with population 100 and above (as per 2001 census) is
eligible to be covered under PMGSY.

****
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-10

MAPPING OF KHARIF RICE AREA
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Major crops, Cropping patterns in various parts of the country incl. Various
Agriculture Revolutions

Department of Space

Mapping of Kharif Rice Area

Posted On: 09 AUG 2018 3:47PM by PIB Delhi

Mapping and inventorying of Kharif rice area in Jharkhand is carried out by
Mahalanobis National Crop Forecasting Centre (MNCFC), Ministry of Agriculture and
Farmers’ Welfare, using ISRO developed methodology.

Satellite data is used to assess the Kharif rice area and the post-kharif rice fallow
lands in Jharkhand. One of the objectives of Bringing Green Revolution to Eastern
India (BGREI) scheme is to promote cultivation in post Kharif-rice fallow areas to
increase cropping intensity and income of farmers. The Kharif rice area estimate, in
2016-17, was 13.94 Lakh Ha for the state of Jharkhand. Preliminary analysis
indicates that about 65-70% of Kharif rice area is left fallow during post kharif season.
These are mostly located in the southern districts of the state. About 25-30% of these
post kharif rice fallow lands are found to be suitable for cultivation of short duration
pulse crops during post kharif season. These are mostly located in the districts of
Ranchi, Gumla, Simdega, W. Singhbhum, Giridih, Koderma etc.

 

The analysis findings are being provided to the local Government/ Department with
locations/ maps where farmers can optimise or maximise the utilisation of resources
by taking up another or additional crop during the post kharif fallow period.

This information was provided by the Union Minister of State (Independent Charge)
Development of North-Eastern Region (DoNER), MoS PMO, Personnel, Public
Grievances & Pensions, Atomic Energy and Space, Dr Jitendra Singh in written reply
to a question in Rajya Sabha today.

******
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-10

RASHTRIYA RAIL SANRAKSHA KOSH OF RAILWAYS
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Railways

Ministry of Railways

Rashtriya Rail Sanraksha Kosh of Railways

Posted On: 09 AUG 2018 3:20PM by PIB Delhi

The ‘Rashtriya Rail Sanraksha Kosh (RRSK)’ has been introduced, as announced by 
Minister of Finance in his Budget Speech 2017-18, for works relating to renewal,
replacement, upgradation of critical safety assets. The Fund has a corpus of  1 lakh
crore over a period of five years, having an assured annual outlay of 20,000 crore
with  15,000 crore as contribution from Gross Budgetary Support and 5,000 crore
from internal resources of the Railways. In 2017-18, out of the outlay of  20,000 crore,
expenditure of  16091 crore has been incurred out of RRSK. In the current year also
a provision of  20,000 crore has been made in Budget Estimate and  3256 crore have
been spent till end of June, 2018.

The fund under ‘Rashtriya Rail Sanraksha Kosh (RRSK)’ is being utilized to finance
safety related works under plan-heads Track Renewals, Bridge Works, Signalling and
Telecommunication Works, Road Safety Works of Level Crossings and Road
Over/Under Bridges, Rolling Stock, Traffic Facilities, Electrical Works, Machinery and
Plant, Workshops, Passenger Amenities and Training/HRD.

This information was given by the Minister of State of Railways, Shri Rajen Gohain in
a written reply to a question in Lok Sabha today.

****
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-10

DECLARATION OF IRRIGATION PROJECTS AS
NATIONAL PROJECTS
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Different types of Irrigation & Irrigation systems storage

Ministry of Water Resources, River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation

Declaration of irrigation projects as National Projects

Posted On: 09 AUG 2018 1:16PM by PIB Delhi

Sixteen projects in the country have been declared as National Project as per the
guidelines of the scheme. Further, the State Governments from time to time send
requests for inclusion of the projects in the scheme of National Projects. However,
their inclusion depends upon appraisal/approval by Advisory Committee of Ministry of
Water Resources, RD & GR from techno-economic angle, investment clearance,
fulfillment of criteria of the scheme of National Projects, availability of funds etc. The
status of requests received from the State Governments in this regard is as under:

 

S. No Project Name State Status

1
Jamrani Multipurpose Dam
Project

Uttarakhand Do not fulfill the criteria for
National Project

2 Bargi Diversion Project Madhya Pradesh

3
Parwan Multipurpose
Irrigation Project

Rajasthan
Investment clearance not
obtained by State

4
Eastern Rajasthan Canal
Project

Rajasthan
TAC approval not obtained
by the State
 5

Diversion of Surplus water
from Sabarmati basin to
Jawai Dam

Rajasthan

6
Kaleshwaram Irrigation
Project

Telangana
Investment clearance not
obtained by State

 

This information was given by Union Minister of State for Water Resources, River
Development and Ganga Rejuvenation Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal in a written reply in
Lok Sabha today.

*****
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-10

WORLD BIOFUEL DAY TO BE OBSERVED ON
10TH AUGUST 2018
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Energy incl. Renewable & Non-renewable

Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas

World Biofuel day to be observed on 10th August 2018

Posted On: 09 AUG 2018 9:36AM by PIB Delhi

World Biofuel Day is observed every year on 10th August to create awareness about
the importance of non-fossil fuels as an alternative to conventional fossil fuels and to
highlight the various efforts made by the Government in the biofuel sector.  The World
Biofuel Day is being observed by the Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas for the last
three years.

This year, it is proposed to hold the World Biofuel Day programme at Vigyan Bhawan,
New Delhi on 10th August, 2018.  Hon’ble Prime Minister will be the Chief Guest for
the inaugural session that day, and he will be joined by a galaxy of Central Ministers.

The proposed participants in the programme are sugarcane and other farmers,
scientists, entrepreneurs in biofuels, students of agriculture, science and engineering
streams, Members of Parliament, Ambassadors, officers of Central & State
Governments and companies involved in bio-energy sector, national and international
media, and others. There will be separate interactive sessions on ethanol, bio-diesel,
bio-CNG and 2nd Generation biofuels after the inaugural session.

Biofuels have the benefits of reducing import dependency on crude oil, cleaner
environment, additional income to farmers and employment generation in rural
areas.  The biofuels programme is also in synergy with the Government of India
initiatives for Make in India, Swachh Bharat and enhancing farmers’ income. 

Since 2014, the Government of India has taken a number of initiatives to increase
blending of biofuels. The major interventions include administrative price mechanism
for ethanol, simplifying the procurement procedures of OMCs, amending the
provisions of Industries (Development & Regulation) Act, 1951 and enabling
lignocellulosic route for ethanol procurement.

These interventions of the Government of India have shown positive results. Ethanol
blending in petrol has increased from 38 crore litres in the ethanol supply year 2013-
14 to an estimated 141 crore litres in the ethanol supply year 2017-18.  Bio-diesel
blending in the country started from 10th August, 2015 and in the year 2018-19, Oil
Marketing Companies have allocated 7.6 crore litres of biodiesel.  Oil PSUs are also
planning to set up 12 Second Generation (2G) Bio-refineries to augment ethanol
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supply and address environmental issues arising out of burning of agricultural
biomass. 

The Government approved the National Policy on Biofuels-2018 in June 2018.  The
policy has the objective of reaching 20% ethanol-blending and 5% biodiesel-blending
by the year 2030.  Among other things, the policy expands the scope of feedstock for
ethanol production and has provided for incentives for production of advanced
biofuels.

Recently, the Government has increased the price of C-heavy molasses-based
ethanol to Rs. 43.70 from Rs. 40.85 to give a boost to EBP Programme.  Price of B-
heavy molasses-based ethanol and sugarcane juice-based ethanol has been fixed for
the first time at Rs. 47.40. The Government has reduced GST on ethanol for blending
in fuel from 18% to 5%.  The Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas is making all efforts
to increase ethanol supply for petrol and has taken several steps in this direction.
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A WELCOME RETREAT: WITHDRAWING THE FRDI BILL
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Banking, NPAs and RBI

In just under 12 months since its introduction in Parliament, the Centre has quietly withdrawn the
Financial Resolution and Deposit Insurance Bill, 2017. The decision to seek the Lok Sabha’s
approval to withdraw the legislation this week is a clear acknowledgement by the government
that it had underestimated the extent and intensity of public opposition to the proposed law. One
provision in the Bill had, in particular, generated the greatest debate and attracted the fiercest
criticism and ultimately proved to be its very undoing: the “bail-in” clause. That banks, by the
very nature of their business, are essentially dependent on the funds lent to them by depositors
to serve as the pool of lendable resources from which they provide credit to borrowers is well
known and requires no elaboration. So when a depositor apprehends that her hard-earned
savings placed in a bank may be at risk from a law that forces her to partake in the pain of
financial losses in case her bank is forced into resolution on account of distress, she will
naturally fear such a legislation. The government did make strenuous efforts to reassure the
public, explaining the rationale for the Bill as well as the built-in “safeguards” relating to the bail-
in provision. However, its exertions made little headway. Union Minister Piyush Goyal finally
informed the joint parliamentary committee that was reviewing the Bill that a “resolution of these
issues would require a comprehensive examination and reconsideration”, and that therefore the
government deemed it “appropriate” that the Bill be withdrawn.

However, the need for a specialised dispensation to cope with large financial corporations on the
verge of going bust cannot be overstated, especially given the contagion risk that a bank failure
can pose to overall financial stability. The withdrawal of the FRDI Bill should therefore be used
as an opportunity by policymakers to reappraise the existing framework for resolving bankruptcy
scenarios among financial entities. While such a review ought to include an evaluation of the
progress made by the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code in addressing the crucial issue of debt
resolution in the banking sector, it must also look at ways to strengthen the Deposit Insurance
and Credit Guarantee Corporation. Set up in the early 1960s in the aftermath of the collapse of
two banks, the DICGC, which guarantees repayment of bank deposits up to 1 lakh in case a
bank is liquidated, has not reviewed the amount under guarantee since 1993. This anomaly
must be addressed, especially at a time when several state-run public sector banks have been
roiled by a series of frauds and high levels of bad loans. Any measure that helps prevent further
erosion of public faith in the beleaguered banking system would undoubtedly be very welcome.
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UAE TOP SOURCE OF INWARD REMITTANCES IN 2016-
17: RBI
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Mobilization of resources incl. Savings, Borrowings &
External Resources

The United Arab Emirates (UAE) has emerged as the top source of inward remittances, while
Kerala has received the maximum funds sent from abroad, according to the Reserve Bank of
India’s survey of inward remittances for 2016-17.

UAE’s share in total remittances was 26.9%, followed by the United States (22.9%), Saudi
Arabia (11.6%), Qatar (6.5%) and Kuwait (5.5%).

According to the survey, 82% of the total remittances received by India originated from eight
countries — UAE, the U.S., Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, Oman, the United Kingdom and
Malaysia.

Among destinations, Kerala has the highest share with 19%, followed by Maharashtra (16.7%),
Karnataka (15%), Tamil Nadu (8%) and Delhi (5.9%).

Kerala, Maharashtra, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu together received 58.7% of total remittances.

“More than half of remittances received by Indian residents were used for family maintenance,
i.e., consumption (59.2%), followed by deposits in banks (20%) and investments in landed
property and shares (8.3%),” the survey said.

‘RDA most popular’

The rupee drawing arrangement (RDA) is the most popular channel of remittances which
accounts for 75.2% of remittances, followed by SWIFT (19.5%), direct transfers (3.4%) and
cheques and drafts (1.9%).

Private banks got the lions share in total remittances with 74.1%, while public sector banks
share was 17.3% and the remaining with foreign banks.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-11

GUIDELINES TO CONTROL BLACK MONEY IN SHARE
MARKET
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Capital Market & SEBI

Ministry of Finance

Guidelines to Control Black Money in Share Market

Posted On: 10 AUG 2018 6:56PM by PIB Delhi

Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), vide circular dated April 27, 2007, has
mandated that PAN would be the sole identification number for all participants transacting in the
securities market, irrespective of the amount of transaction.

Schedule VII of the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirement) Regulations, 2015,
inter alia, states that:

 

For registration of transfer of securities, the transferee(s) as well as transferor(s) shall
furnish a copy of their PAN card to the listed entity.

i.

For securities market transactions and/or for off-market or private transactions involving
transfer of shares in physical form, the transferee(s) as well as transferor(s) shall furnish
copy of PAN card to the listed entity.

i.

 

To regulate transactions between clients and brokers, SEBI, vide circulars dated August 27,
2003 and July 12, 2018, has, inter alia, mandated that:

 

Brokers and sub-brokers should not accept cash from the client for purchase of securities
and / or give cash against sale of securities to the clients.

i.

Further, it has been mandated that all payments shall be received / made by the stock
brokers from / to the clients strictly by account payee crossed cheques/ demand drafts or by
way of direct credit into the bank account through electronic fund transfer, or any other
mode permitted by the Reserve Bank of India.

i.

In the case of securities also, giving / taking delivery of securities in “demat mode” should
be directly to / from the “beneficiary accounts” of the clients except delivery of securities to a
recognized entity under the approved scheme of the stock exchange and / or SEBI.

i.

Further, SEBI, vide circular dated June 6, 2018, SEBI, has, inter alia:

brought to the notice of SEBI registered market intermediaries the various notifications
issued by the Government of India on Prevention of Money Laundering Rules, relating to

i.
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making Aadhaar number issued by the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) and
Permanent Account Number (PAN) or Form No. 60, as defined in Income Tax Rules, 1962
mandatory for both new and existing accounts with financial market intermediaries including
securities market intermediaries.

SEBI has further clarified in the above mentioned circular that in case PAN is not submitted
by any client at the time of opening of account based relationship, one certified copy of an

i.

“officially valid document” (OVD) shall be submitted. However, for securities market, in
terms of SEBI circular dated April 27, 2007, the requirement of PAN would continue to be
mandatory for completing the KYC process.

Moreover, SEBI registered intermediaries are required to follow stringent KYC norms on an
ongoing basis and are also required to file Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs) to the
Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) in case of suspicious activities of their clients.

      The annual turnover for cash market for BSE & NSE and market capitalization for BSE for
the last 3 F.Y.s is given below:

 

        (Figures in Rs. Crore)  

  Total
Total Turnover

Total
Turnover

Total Market Cap  

Year Turnover (as on 31st March of the
F.Y.)

 

(NSE) (BSE+NSE)
 

 
(BSE) (BSE)

 

       

FY 2015-16 7,40,089 42,36,983 49,77,072 94,75,328  

           

FY 2016-17 9,98,261 50,55,913 60,54,174 1,21,54,525  

           

FY 2017-18 10,82,968 72,34,826 83,17,794 1,42,24,996  

           

 

Appropriate action against evasion of taxes/black money, including against cases involving black
money investments, is an on-going process. Such action under direct tax laws includes
searches, surveys, enquiries, assessment of income, levy of taxes, penalties, etc. and filing of
prosecution complaints in criminal courts, wherever applicable. The Income-tax Department
does not maintain sector-wise details of the searches conducted.

This was stated by Shri Shiv Pratap Shukla, Minister of State for Finance in a Written reply to a
question in Lok Sabha today.

 

****
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GST COMPENSATION TO STATES
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Taxation & Black Money

Ministry of Finance

GST Compensation to States

Posted On: 10 AUG 2018 6:54PM by PIB Delhi

Government has compensated to the States/UTs for the reported revenue deficit on account of
implementation of Goods and Services Tax (GST). As per provisions in Section 7 of the GST
(Compensation to States) Act, 2017 loss of revenue to the States on account of
implementation of Goods and Services Tax shall be payable during transition period and
compensation payable to a State shall be provisionally calculated and released at the end of
every two months during transition period of 5 years.

       As per Section 4 of the said Act, financial year 2015-16 has been taken as the base year
for calculating compensation amount payable to States for loss of revenue during transition
period. The projected nominal growth rate of revenue subsumed for a state during the
transition period shall be 14% per annum.

       As per section 7(c) of the said Act, the total compensation payable in any financial year
shall be difference between the projected revenue for any financial year and the actual
revenue collected by a State. On this basis, the revenue loss due to implementation of GST to
the states for the month of July, 2017 to March, 2018 and April to May, 2018 has been
estimated to be Rs. 48178 crore (Annexure-I) and Rs. 3899 crore (Annexure-II) respectively
and accordingly, States/UTs have been paid GST Compensation of Rs. 48178 crore for the
period of July 2017 to March, 2018 and of Rs. 3899 crore for the period of April-May, 2018.

 
Annexure-I

 

Details of GST Compensation released to States/ UTs for FY 2017-18.

 

   
GST GST

GST GST GST    

   
compensat compens compens

   

   
compensati compensati

   

S.

 
ion ation ation Total (Rs.

 

 
on released on released

 

Name of released released released In Crore)
 

No. for July and for Sep and
 

State/UT for Nov for Jan for March    
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Aug 2017 Oct 2017

   

   
and Dec and Feb 2018 (Rs.

   

   
(Rs. in (Rs. in

   

   
2017 (Rs. 2018 (Rs. in Crore)

   

   
Crore) Crore)

   

   
in Crore) in Crore)

     

             

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)  

  Andhra              

1 Pradesh 116 266 0 0 0 382  

2
Arunachal              

Pradesh 15 0 0 0 0 15
 

   

3 Assam 338 331 15 202 94 980  

4 Bihar 692 1054 373 922 99 3140  

5 Chhattisgarh 253 562 219 449 106 1589  

6 Delhi 115 42 0 0 169 326  

7 Goa 68 35 99 50 29 281  

8 Gujarat 1402 880 252 1153 590 4277  

9 Haryana 476 325 0 398 262 1461  

  Himachal              

10 Pradesh 0 0 539 336 184 1059  

11 J & K 367 314 127 329 23 1160  

12 Jharkhand 313 489 94 369 103 1368  

13 Karnataka 1189 2082 859 2116 1289 7535  

14 Kerala 810 395 0 567 330 2102  

  Madhya              

15 Pradesh 433 908 0 1170 157 2668  

16 Maharashtra 0 834 0 654 1589 3077  

17 Manipur 24 0 0 0 0 24  

18 Meghalaya 52 38 20 14 16 140  

19 Mizoram 0 0 0 0 0 0  

20 Nagaland 0 0 0 0 0 0  

21 Odisha 333 687 306 693 245 2264  

22 Puducherry 44 122 58 109 52 385  
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23 Punjab 1138 960 740 1199 581 4618  

24 Rajasthan 1205 706 0 687 301 2899  

25 Sikkim 0 0 0 6 0 6  

26 Tamil Nadu 530 102 0 0 0 632  

27 Telangana 7 162 0 0 0 169  

28 Tripura 31 43 14 41 20 149  

29 Uttar Pradesh 190 1330 0 604 308 2432  

30 Uttarakhand 223 460 183 417 149 1432  

31 West Bengal 441 567 0 600 0 1608  

  Total 10805 13694 3898 13085 6696 48178  

 

Annexure-II

 

Details of GST Compensation released to States/UTs for FY 2018-19

 

    GST compensation released

S. No.
Name of State/UT

for April- May, 2018 (Rs. in

 
Crore)

   

     

(1) (2) (3)

1 Andhra Pradesh 0

2 Arunachal Pradesh 0

3 Assam 0

4 Bihar 325

5 Chhattisgarh 257

6 Delhi 0

7 Goa 28

8 Gujarat 174

9 Haryana 0

10 Himachal Pradesh 225

11 J & K 147

12 Jharkhand 76
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13 Karnataka 792

14 Kerala 67

15 Madhya Pradesh 130

16 Maharashtra 0

17 Manipur 0

18 Meghalaya 0

19 Mizoram 0

20 Nagaland 0

21 Odisha 282

22 Puducherry 79

23 Punjab 944

24 Rajasthan 106

25 Sikkim 0

26 Tamil Nadu 0

27 Telangana 0

28 Tripura 2

29 Uttar Pradesh 0

30 Uttarakhand 265

31 West Bengal 0

  Total 3899

 

This was stated by Shri Shiv Pratap Shukla, Minister of State for Finance in a Written reply to a
question in Lok Sabha today.

 

****
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PROMOTION OF ZERO BUDGET NATURAL FARMING
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Major crops, Cropping patterns in various parts of the country incl. Various
Agriculture Revolutions

Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Promotion of Zero Budget Natural Farming

Posted On: 10 AUG 2018 4:24PM by PIB Delhi

NITI Aayog held a meeting on 9th July, 2018 to discuss the promotion of Zero budget Natural
Farming. Government of India has been promoting organic farming in the country through the
dedicated schemes of Paramparagat Krishi Vikas Yojana (PKVY) since 2015-16 and also
through Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana (RKVY). In the revised guidelines of PKVY scheme during
the year 2018, various organic farming models like Natural Farming, Rishi Farming, Vedic
Farming, Cow Farming, Homa Farming, Zero Budget Natural Farming (ZBNF) etc. have been
included wherein flexibility is given to states to adopt any model of Organic Farming including
ZBNF depending on farmer’s choice. Under the RKVY scheme, organic farming/ natural farming
project components are considered by the respective State Level Sanctioning Committee
(SLSC) according to their priority/ choice.

 

Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) under Network Project on Organic Farming
(NPOF) and All India Coordinated Research Projects (AICRP) on Integrated Farming Systems,
has initiated an experiment on “Evaluation of zero budget farming practices in basmati rice-
wheat system” at Modipuram (Uttar Pradesh), Ludhiana (Punjab), Pantnagar (Uttarakhand)
and Kurukshetra (Haryana) from rabi 2017 to study the zero budget farming practices on
productivity, economics and soil health including soil organic carbon and soil fertility. As already
mentioned, farming that has been promoted under PKVY and other schemes aims at chemical
free farming. Bio-pesticides, bio-fertilizers, onfarm / off farm natural inputs are used by farmers
that results in reduction of input cost compared to inorganic cultivation which also contributes to
savings.

 

This Information was given by the Minister of State for Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare
Shri Parshottam Rupala

 

*****
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INSURANCE COVER FOR DAMAGE OF CROPS BY
ANIMALS
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Agricultural Finance & Insurance

Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Insurance Cover for Damage of Crops by Animals

Posted On: 10 AUG 2018 4:22PM by PIB Delhi

The latest available estimates of average income per agricultural household in the country are
based on the “Situation Assessment Survey of Agricultural Households” conducted by National
Sample Survey Office (NSSO) during its 70th round (January 2013 – December 2013). As per
the survey results, the average monthly income per agricultural household from all sources is
estimated to be Rs. 6,426/.

 

Government has not conducted any such Survey since 2013. However, the National Statistical
Commission (NSC) has decided to conduct the next Situation Assessment Survey (SAS) of
Agricultural Households in the NSS 77th round (January 2019- December 2019) with reference
to the agricultural year July 2018 – June 2019.

 

Under SAS 2013, among other things, the reasons for the crop loss with respect to each major
crop were ascertained. As per the Survey results, during the first half of the agricultural year
(July 2012-Dec 2012), inadequate rainfall/ draught was the most reported reason for crop loss
for all the selected crops, except coconut and urad, wherein ‘disease/insect/animal’ was
reported as the major reason for crop loss.

 

During the period (Jan 2013-June 2013), ‘disease/insect/animal’ was the most reported reason
for crop loss for most of the crops. For crops like gram, potato, rapeseed/ mustard, other natural
calamities was one of the major reasons reported by households.

 

Under the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY), a comprehensive risk insurance
package is provided to cover yield losses due to non-preventable risks, viz., natural fire and
lightning, storm, hailstorm, cyclone, typhoon, tempest, hurricane, tornado, flood, inundation and
landslide, drought, dry spells, pests/diseases, etc. The losses to crops due to wild animals are
preventable in nature and therefore, not covered. Further, due to the involvement of issue of
moral hazard at the time of assessing the loss/risk, insurance companies are at present not
providing cover for this risk.
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However, there are systems in place, both at the Centre and State level, for compensation for
losses to farmers in the country due to destruction of crops by wild animals. The Ministry of
Environment, Forest and Climate Change provides financial assistance to State/UTs under the
Centrally Sponsored Schemes of ''Integrated Development of Wildlife Habitats'', ''Project Tiger''
and ’Project Elephant'' for management of wildlife and its habitats in the country. It includes
compensation for depredation by wild animals including cattle lifting, crop damage, loss of life
and property. State Governments also provide relief from their own funds for damage to crops
by wild animals.

 

This Information was given by the Minister of State for Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare
Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat

*****
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PRESIDENT OF INDIA INAUGURATES ‘ONE DISTRICT
ONE PRODUCT’ SUMMIT
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Industry & Services Sector

President's Secretariat

President of India inaugurates ‘One District one Product’
Summit

Posted On: 10 AUG 2018 1:31PM by PIB Delhi

The President of India, Shri Ram Nath Kovind, inaugurated the ‘One District One
Product’ Summit today (August 10, 2018) in Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh.

Speaking on the occasion, the President said that micro, small and medium
enterprises are called the backbone of our economy. These enterprises are engines
of inclusive development. After the agricultural sector, most people find employment
in this sector. This sector generates more employment opportunities at a lower cost of
capital. And the most important thing about this sector is that it creates jobs in rural
and backward areas.

The President noted that Uttar Pradesh contributes around 44 per cent in the total
handicraft exports of the country. Industries such as handicrafts, food processing,
engineering goods, carpets, readymade clothes, leather goods etc earns foreign
exchange as well as provide employment. Therefore, this sector will play an important
role in the development of Uttar Pradesh. He expressed confidence that the ‘One
District One Product’ scheme will enhance skills of local people as well as increase
the reach to products. And it will result in economic progress of artisans of Uttar
Pradesh.

The President noted that under the ‘One District One Product’ scheme, the state
government has set a goal of providing employment to 25 lakh people in five years
through the financial assistance of Rs. 25,000 crores. He expressed hope that this
scheme will create large number of employment opportunities for the youth and
strengthen the inclusive and sustainable development of Uttar Pradesh.

*****
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PM ADDRESSES EVENT TO MARK WORLD BIOFUEL
DAY
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Energy incl. Renewable & Non-renewable

Prime Minister's Office

PM addresses event to mark World Biofuel Day

Posted On: 10 AUG 2018 12:42PM by PIB Delhi

The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, today addressed an event to mark World
Biofuel Day in New Delhi. He addressed a diverse gathering, consisting of farmers,
scientists, entrepreneurs, students, government officials, and legislators.

He said biofuels can provide fresh momentum to India in the 21st century. He added
that it is fuel produced from crops, which can change lives of people in both villages
and cities.

He said that the plan to produce ethanol from biofuel was initiated when Shri Atal
Bihari Vajpayee was the Prime Minister. After 2014, a roadmap was prepared for the
Ethanol Blending Programme. He said that besides providing benefit to farmers, this
move helped save foreign exchange worth Rs. 4000 crore last year, and the target is
to take this number to about Rs. 12,000 crore over the next four years.

The Prime Minister said that the Union Government is investing significantly in the
effort to transform biomass to biofuel. There is a plan to set up 12 modern refineries.
A large number of employment opportunities will be created in the process.

The Prime Minister said that schemes such as Jandhan, Vandhan and Gobardhan
are helping to transform the lives of the poor, the tribal population, and the farmers.
He said that the transformative potential of biofuels can be realized only through the
participation of students, teachers, scientists, entrepreneurs and the people. He
urged everyone present to help take the benefits of biofuel to the rural areas.

The Prime Minister also released a booklet on “National Policy on Biofuels 2018.” He
also launched the “Proactive and Responsive Facilitation, by Interactive and Virtuous
Environmental Single-window Hub” (PARIVESH).

***
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-11

“WORLD BIOFUEL DAY 2018’’ EVENT ORGANIZED
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Energy incl. Renewable & Non-renewable

Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas

“World Biofuel Day 2018’’ event organized

Posted On: 10 AUG 2018 12:29PM by PIB Delhi

“World Biofuel Day 2018” event was organized in New Delhi today, with the Prime
Minister Sh Narendra Modi addressing a diverse gathering, consisting of farmers,
scientists, entrepreneurs, students, government officials, and legislators.  On the
occasion, Sh Narendra Modi unveiled a Booklet on “National Policy on Biofuels
2018”, and launched “Pro Active and Responsive facilitation by Interactive and
Virtuous Environmental Single window Hub”[PARIVESH]. Shri Nitin Gadkari, Union
Minister of Road Transport & Highways, Shipping, and Water Resources, River
Development and Ganga Rejuvenation; Shri Ramvilas Paswan, Union Minister of
Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution; Shri Radha Mohan Singh, Union
Minister of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Union Minister of
Science & Technology, Earth Sciences, and Environment, Forest & Climate Change;
and Shri Dharmendra Pradhan, Union Minister of Petroleum & Natural Gas, and Skill
Development and Entrepreneurship were also present.

            In his welcome address, Shri Dharmendra Pradhan said that World Biofuel
day is being observed since 2015 to create awareness about the importance of non-
fossil fuels as an alternative to conventional fossil fuels and to highlight the various
efforts made by the Government in the Biofuel sector. He said that the day reaffirms
the Government’s commitment to increase farmers’ income and improve the
environment. Minister of Petroleum & Natural Gas said that several steps have been
taken to improve the supply of ethanol for the blending programme that has resulted
in supplies jumping from 38 crore litres in 2013-14 to about 141 crore litres in the
ongoing season. Shri Pradhan said that the Government has notified the new
National Policy on Biofuels-2018, which envisages a target of 20% blending of
ethanol in petrol by 2030. The policy has widened the scope of raw material for
ethanol procurement.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-13

EDUCATION LOAN NPAS ON THE RISE
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Banking, NPAs and RBI

Bad loans in the education sector have shown a rising trend in the past three financial years with
non-performing assets (NPA) increasing to 9% of the outstanding by March 2018, according to
data from Indian Banks Association.

The percentage of NPAs to outstanding education loans rose from 7.3% in March 2016 to 7.67%
in the following year and then jumped to 8.97% in March 2018.

The outstanding education loan amount at the end of 2017-18 was Rs. 71,724.65 crore, of which
Rs. 6,434.62 crore was NPA.

In the last financial year, public sector banks (PSBs) disbursed Rs. 13,470 crore loan to 7.86
lakh students.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-14

GROWTH MAY PICK UP, BUT CONCERNS REMAIN
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Employment

With more than one quarter of the year and two months of the monsoon over, it is time to take a
look at what the whole year is going to be like. Are there signs of recovery? If there are, are they
robust? What are the short- and medium-term concerns of the country?

The monsoon has been somewhat below expectations — the overall rainfall deficiency was 3%
(as of July 25). Though it may seem negligible, it has to be noted that there were 11
meteorological divisions (of a total of 36) which were deficient. The area sown has come down.
Rice-producing Bihar, for instance, has been severely affected. However, the monsoon can pick
up. There is no consensus on the future behaviour of the monsoon. Agricultural growth may at
best be equal to what it was last year — 3.4%.

The services sector may perform better because public expenditure will be maintained at a high
level. This is to be expected, as this happens to be the year before the elections. As for the
industrial sector, we have data for the Index of Industrial Production (IIP) for the first quarter.
They show substantial improvement over the corresponding period of the previous year. It is
important to remember that the correlation between the IIP and national income data on
manufacturing is poor. Some sectors (automobiles and railway freight traffic) in the first quarter
have done well. The combined revenues and profit of 370 large companies have shown better
performance in the first quarter, even though they are on a weak base. The problems of the
goods and services tax (GST) may have been largely overcome, but it is still a work in progress.
A pick-up in the growth rate in the manufacturing sector is likely.

Looking at the overall GDP, after several quarters of low growth, there was a strong pick-up in
the last quarter of 2017-18. If this momentum is maintained, the growth rate (2018-19) will
certainly be above 7%. How much higher above 7% will depend on a number of factors.
International financial institutions have forecast a growth rate of 7.3%. The Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) expects it to be 7.4%. However, we need to take note of certain concerns that can
come in the way of faster growth.

The external environment is far from reassuring. Trade wars have already started and can get
worse. The U.S. has raised duties on several products such as steel and aluminium, and on
certain products imported from China. In turn, China has retaliated. India has also been caught
in this exchange. It is difficult to forecast how much worse this will become. Besides these, there
are country-specific sanctions such as those against Iran, which have a direct impact on crude
oil output and prices. India benefited from the fall in crude prices earlier but this position has
reversed. There has been some lull in crude prices. As a net importer, India’s balance of
payments can take a beating if crude prices rise again. India’s current account deficit was as low
as 0.6% of GDP in 2016-17. It rose to 1.9% of GDP in 2017-18, mainly because of crude price
rise. India’s trade deficit has always remained high. In 2016-17, the merchandise trade deficit
was 4.8% and rose to 6% of GDP the next year. The answer lies in raising our export growth
which has shown severe swings in recent years. It is partly a reflection of world trade. The fall in
crude oil prices had also affected our export growth earlier. In 2017-18, India’s export growth
rate was 9.78%. There is an inescapable need to raise our export growth rate.

In this context, we need to ensure that the rupee does not appreciate in real terms. Despite a
current account deficit, India’s rupee had remained strong because of capital flows. With a rising
trade deficit and some outflow of capital, the rupee has depreciated. This is not unnatural. The
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RBI should act only to ensure that the adjustment is smooth and there are no violent
fluctuations. But what is really important is to make our exports competitive. The exchange rate
is only one element. Improved efficiency in production and better infrastructure are equally
important. Maintenance of domestic stability also plays a key role. Over the medium term, we
need to search for an alternative fuel.

The banking system continues to be a source of concern. The RBI’s latest report on financial
stability shows that the gross non-performing asset (NPA) ratio of scheduled commercial banks
rose to 11.6% (March 2018). The ratio for public sector banks was 15.6%. This is indeed a very
high level of NPAs. Some part of the increase is also due to the adoption of a more rigorous
definition of NPAs. The high NPA level has a dampening effect on the provision of new credit. In
fact, credit to the industrial sector has slowed down considerably. Recapitalisation of banks has
become an urgent necessity. Of course, this will impose a serious burden on the fiscal position.
Many suggestions, which include asset reconstruction companies, have been made to resolve
the NPA issue. A quick decision has to be made. Unless the banking system recovers fast, it is
difficult to sustain a high growth of the industrial sector. Medium-term banking reforms will have
to wait until the immediate problem is resolved.

Impact on the fisc

The third concern relates to the fiscal position. So far in the current year, the Central
government’s fisc has been within limits. At the end of the first quarter, the fiscal deficit as a
percentage of total deficit for the year as a whole was 68.7% — a strong improvement over the
deficit in the corresponding period last year.

There are two aspects of the fisc which need to be kept under watch. One relates to GST. It is
estimated that GST revenues are currently running behind budgetary projections. Perhaps
revenues may pick up in the second half. But one doesn’t know. It is also not clear how much of
the refunds are outstanding. Any significant shortfall can put the fisc under stress.

The second concern relates to the impact of the proposed minimum support prices (MSPs) for
various agricultural commodities. The MSPs have been raised sharply in the case of some
commodities. Except in the case of rice and wheat (where there is unlimited procurement at
MSPs), there is no indication of how the MSPs will be implemented in relation to other
commodities. If market prices fall below MSPs, there are only two ways in which farmers can be
assured of the minimum price. One is the M.P. model where the State pays the difference
between market price and MSP. But this can turn out to be a serious burden if market prices fall
steeply. This is apart from the administrative problems involved in implementing the scheme.
The other alternative is for the government to procure excess production over normal production
so that market prices rise. This alternative may be less burdensome. However, this alternative
will not work if the MSP is fixed at a level to which the market price will never rise. Thus the
burden on the government as a result of the new MSPs is uncertain and needs to be watched.
The possibility of cutting expenditures if revenues fall below projections is remote in a year
before elections.

The expected growth rate of 7.3-7.4% may be reassuring. It may even be the highest in the
world economy. Nevertheless, it falls short of our potential. It is below of what is needed to raise
job opportunities and reduce poverty. It is true that the external environment is not helpful. All
the same, a stronger push towards a much higher growth is very much the need of the hour.

C. Rangarajan is former Chairman, Economic Advisory Council to the Prime Minister and former
Governor, Reserve Bank of India. He is also Chairman, Madras School of Economics, Chennai
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-16

FEAR ISN’T THE KEY: ON REGULATION OF
SECURITIES MARKETS
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Capital Market & SEBI

India’s stock markets are booming, with the BSE Sensex touching new highs. The regulation of
securities markets has evolved over the last two and a half decades since the setting up of the
Securities and Exchange Board of India, but it is still a work in progress. Front-running, insider
trading, shady accounting practices that are tantamount to window-dressing firms’ performance,
and other shenanigans to manipulate share prices continue. A panel headed by T.K.
Viswanathan, a former Lok Sabha Secretary General, has now submitted recommendations to
curb illegal practices in the markets and ensure fair conduct among investors. A key
recommendation is that the stock market watchdog be granted the power to act directly against
“perpetrators of financial statements fraud”. In essence, this means SEBI can act not only
against listed entities under its extant powers but also against those who aid or abet financial
fraud — including accountants and auditors. The panel has suggested that SEBI, rather than the
Central government, be given the power to grant immunity to whistle-blowers who help uncover
illegal activities. It has mooted new ideas to address market manipulation, from better scrutiny of
price-sensitive information to the creation of processes to expedite investigation into cases. It
goes to the extent of recommending that SEBI be given powers to tap phone calls.

Greater executive powers, it is being suggested, can help the regulator take swifter action
against offenders instead of relying on government bodies such as the Ministry of Corporate
Affairs. Ostensibly, this could also free SEBI from various manifestations of political influence.
Since SEBI is better placed to understand the complex nuances that financial market fraud
entails, compared to other investigative agencies or even those in charge of implementing the
Companies Act, it may also be better placed to enforce the law. A strong regulator serves as a
good deterrent to truants in the market, but banking on fear too much could also scare away
genuine investors. SEBI is widely considered to be one of the more efficient regulators, but it is
not faultless. Last year, its order to impose restrictions on the trading of shares of 331
companies suspected of laundering money was seen as a hasty move taken under pressure
from the government without a formal investigation. Given that SEBI is now considering a cap on
trading by retail investors based on their assessed ‘net worth’, the committee’s suggestion that it
may consider any trading by players beyond their known ‘financial resources’ as fraud could
lead to undue harassment of investors. Granting more teeth to enable the market regulator to
fulfil its primary role of protecting investors is fine. But it is equally critical to empower it with the
right tools so that a sledgehammer is not deployed to crack a nut.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-17

NPCI UNVEILS ‘MORE SECURE’ UPI WITH OVERDRAFT
FACILITY
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Banking, NPAs and RBI

Urjit Patel  

The National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) has upgraded the unified payments
interface (UPI) with enhanced security features and overdraft facilities.

Unveiling the UPI 2.0 on Thursday, RBI Governor Urjit Patel said that the upgraded UPI was the
result of the calibrated approach adopted by RBI in the initial years as a developer and in the
later years as a catalyst and facilitator.

‘Setting standards’

He said the payments systems in India were not only comparable to any system anywhere in the
world, but also set standards for others to emulate. He also outlined the need for ensuring
adequate importance to cybersecurity, adding that all efforts needed to be channelled to this
area. Costs should not be an inhibiting factor to this critical area, Dr. Patel said. “In addition to
current and savings accounts, customers can link their overdraft account to UPI,” NPCI said in a
statement. Nandan Nilekani, advisor — Innovation and non-executive Chairman, Infosys, lauded
the payment systems vision of the Reserve Bank in creating robust and varied payment
products and infrastructure.

He thanked Dr. Patel and the RBI for the innovation-fostering approach which resulted in India
having many payment systems that were state of the art and cost-effective. “UPI is a path-
breaking innovation that is unprecedented globally. Its high volume, low cost and highly scalable
architecture built on an open source platform is key to India’s transformation to a digital payment
economy,” Mr. Nilekani said.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-20

WHAT DOES THE FALLING RUPEE MEAN FOR YOU
AND ECONOMY?
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Inflation & Monetary Policy

With the rupee recently weakening past Rs. 70 to a dollar and hovering about that level since,
concerns over the impact of the devaluation on economic indicators are intensifying. Here is
what happens when the rupee falls:

What happens to inflation?

One of the first visible effects of currency depreciation is the country’s imports become more
expensive and exports cheaper. The reason is simple. It takes more rupees to pay for the same
quantum of imports and fewer dollars for a buyer to pay for the same quantity of exports.

More expensive imports are likely to drive inflation upward, especially in India where input
products constitute a large part of our imports. In addition, a depreciating rupee also impacts the
oil import bill since it costs more rupees per barrel of oil, which plays its own part in pushing
inflation up.

What happens to GDP growth?

This is a more complex question given the number of factors that affect GDP growth. On the one
hand, costlier inputs and the subsequent increase in the prices of finished goods should have a
positive impact on GDP. But the consequent decrease in demand due to higher prices could
nullify this.

This is best explained using the textbook formula of aggregate demand equalling the sum of
household consumption of goods and services, investment, government expenditure on goods
and services, and exports minus imports.

A depreciating rupee certainly affects the exports and imports, since exports are likely to receive
a boost while imports could flag somewhat. It remains to be seen what impact a reduction in
household consumption would have on demand, especially when the festive season is nearing.

What does this mean for you?

A depreciating rupee means higher prices of goods and services, costlier petrol and trips abroad
turning more expensive. On the flip side, the domestic tourism could grow as more tourists visit
India since their currency now buys more here. In the medium term, export-oriented industries
may also create more jobs.

A depreciating rupee also impacts the oil bill since it costs more rupees per barrel
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-20

HALF OF FARM HOUSEHOLDS INDEBTED: NABARD
STUDY
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Agriculture Issues and related constraints

More than half the agricultural households in the country have outstanding debt, and their
average outstanding debt is almost as high as the average annual income of all agricultural
households, according to a recent survey by the National Bank for Agriculture and Rural
Development (NABARD).

The NABARD All India Rural Financial Inclusion Survey 2016-17 covered a sample of 1.88 lakh
people from 40,327 rural households. Only 48% of these are defined as agricultural households,
which have at least one member self-employed in agriculture and which received more than Rs.
5,000 as value of produce from agricultural activities over the past year, whether they possessed
any land or not.

NABARD found that 52.5% of the agricultural households had an outstanding loan on the date
of the survey, and thus were considered indebted. For non-agricultural households in rural India,
that figure was 10 percentage points lower, at only 42.8%.

Higher liability

Agricultural households reporting any outstanding debt also had a higher debt liability compared
with non-agricultural ones.

The average debt of an indebted agricultural household stood at Rs. 1,04,602 in comparison to
Rs. 76,731 for indebted non-agricultural households.

According to the survey, the average annual income of an agricultural household is Rs. 1.07
lakh. That is barely Rs. 2,500 more than the average outstanding debt of indebted farm
households.

The survey found that only 10.5% of agricultural households were found to have a valid Kisan
Credit Card at the time of the survey. The scheme aims to give farmers credit from the banks
with a simplified and flexible single-window procedure. Households who had the card utilised
66% of the sanctioned credit limit, the report said.

The biggest reason for taking loans among agricultural households was capital expenditure for
agricultural purposes, with a quarter of all loans taken for this purpose.

While 19% of loans were taken for meeting running expenses for agricultural purposes, another
19% were taken for sundry domestic needs. Loans for housing and medical expenses stood at
11% and 12%, respectively.

While all classes of farmers had debt, the highest incidence of indebtedness came from those
owning more than two hectares of land. In that category, 60% of households are in debt.

Among small and marginal farmers owning less than 0.4 hectares, slightly less than 50% of the
households were in debt. Those with more land were more likely to have multiple loans.
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“This may be attributed to the fact that these economically better-off households are more
eligible for taking loans as they have enough assets to serve as security against the loans
taken,” the survey report said.

State figures

The southern States of Telangana (79%), Andhra Pradesh (77%), and Karnataka (74%) showed
the highest levels of indebtedness among agricultural households, followed by Arunachal
Pradesh (69%), Manipur (61%), Tamil Nadu (60%), Kerala (56%), and Odisha (54%).

Looking at loans taken between July 2015 and June 2016, the survey found that farm
households took less than half their loans from commercial banks. While 46% of the loans were
taken from commercial banks, and another 10% from self-help groups, almost 40% were taken
from non-institutional sources such as relatives, friends, moneylenders and landlords.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-22

CENTRE MOOTS OVERSEAS UDAN
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Airports

Conditions apply:The Centre will grant financial aid only for the actual number of passenger
seats that are unsold.AFP  

State governments will be able to encourage tourism on preferred international air routes by
offering subsidy to domestic airlines for a period of three years. The Ministry of Civil Aviation has
prepared a draft scheme document for “UDAN International” and invited comments from
stakeholders till September 4.

The scheme is designed for State governments that are keen to promote air connectivity on
international routes identified by them and for which they are willing to provide subsidy to
airlines.

The airlines will bid on the percentage of flight capacity for which they require financial
assistance, provided that the figure doesn’t exceed 60% of the flight capacity. The entity that
quotes the lowest amount will be awarded subsidy for a particular route.

However, the government will grant financial aid only for the actual number of passenger seats
that are unsold, even if the airline had sought subsidy for a higher percentage of seating
capacity at the time of bidding.

No cap on fares

An airline that is awarded a particular route will have exclusive rights to a subsidy on that route
for a period of three years. The key difference between this scheme and the regional
connectivity scheme (RCS) for domestic routes is that there is no capping of fares. Under RCS,
fares are capped at Rs. 2,500 for one hour of flight on a fixed wing aircraft in order to make air
travel affordable, which was why the scheme was called Ude Desh Ka Aam Nagrik (UDAN).

“When we look at international connectivity, we are looking at people with disposable incomes
looking to undertake air travel for the purpose of tourism,” a source said, explaining the rationale
behind not capping fares. So far, Assam has proposed to offer Rs. 100 crore per year for flights
to Kathmandu, Dhaka, Singapore, Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur and Yangon. Andhra Pradesh has
also expressed its keenness to the Civil Aviation Ministry to encourage tourism.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-22

ILO REPORT FLAGS WAGE INEQUALITY IN INDIA
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Employment

Real average daily wages in India almost doubled in the first two decades after economic
reforms, but low pay and wage inequality remains a serious challenge to inclusive growth, the
International Labour Organization warned in its India Wage Report published on Monday.

The ILO has called for stronger implementation of minimum wage laws and strengthening of the
frameworks for collective bargaining by workers. This is essential to combat persistent low pay
in some sectors and to bridge the wage gaps between rural and urban, male and female, and
regular and casual workers.

Overall, in 2009-10, a third of all of wage workers were paid less than the national minimum
wage, which is merely indicative and not legally binding. That includes 41% of all casual workers
and 15% of salaried workers.

In 2011-12, the average wage in India was about Rs. 247 rupees a day, almost double the 1993-
94 figure of Rs. 128. However, average labour productivity (as measured by GDP per worker)
increased more rapidly than real average wages. Thus, India’s labour share — or the proportion
of national income which goes into labour compensation, as opposed to capital or landowners —
has declined.

Yawning gap

The rise in average wages was more rapid in rural areas, and for casual workers. However,
these groups started at such a low base that a yawning wage gap still remains. Thus, the
average wage of casual workers — who make 62% of the earning population — was only Rs.
143 a day.

Daily wages in urban areas (Rs. 384) also remain more than twice as high as those in rural
areas (Rs. 175), the report said. Regional disparities in average wages have actually increased
over time, with wages rising more rapidly in high-wage States than in low-wage ones.

The gender wage gap decreased from 48% in 1993-94 to 34% in 2011-12, but still remains high
by international standards. And of all worker groups, the average wages of casual rural female
workers was the lowest, at just Rs. 104 a day.

The ILO also highlighted the lack of timely data as a hindrance, pointing out that its analysis —
and the decisions of Indian policy makers — was dependent on 2011-12 data from the
Employment and Unemployment Survey (EUS) of the National Sample Survey Office (NSSO),
as that was the last year in which the survey was done. State-specific and comparative studies
on wages are needed, said the ILO, urging collaborative work between government agencies,
academic institutions and expert organisations.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-23

RESEARCH & INNOVATION IN AGRICULTURE MUST
REACH FARMERS: VICE PRESIDENT
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Agriculture Issues and related constraints

Vice President's Secretariat

Research & innovation in agriculture must reach farmers:
Vice President

Zero Budget Natural Farming has potential to enhance
income or profit margins for farmers;

Addresses farmers of Zero Budget Natural Farming in
Andhra Pradesh

Posted On: 23 AUG 2018 2:47PM by PIB Delhi

The Vice President of India, Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu has said that research and innovation in the
field of agriculture must reach farmers. He has urged scientists and researchers to collaborate
with farmers to make agriculture more affordable and viable.

Empowering farmer and strengthening agriculture would help in developing rural India, said the
Vice President while interacting with farmers who are implementing the successful concept of
Zero Budget Natural Farming at S.N. Palem village of Krishna District, Andhra Pradesh today.

 The Vice President said that the farming technique tested across Andhra Pradesh can be a
model for sustainable agriculture as it reduces the heavy input cost on agriculture and help
boost productivity. The Zero Budget Natural Farming has the potential to enhance the income or
profit margins for farmers who are often under distress owing to debt, he added.

 

The Vice President visited the farm fields and enquired about the practice of Zero budget natural
way of farming at S.N. Palem village of Krishna District, Andhra Pradesh. During his interaction
with the farmers, he said that farming is just not a profession and added that it is a process of
loving and living with nature and protecting it by means of agriculture.

The Vice President said that government has taken the initiative of doubling the farmer’s income
and taking steps to ensure that it happens. Crop Insurance, providing Minimum Support Price
and provide loans to farmers to invest in allied activities like poultry, diary, food processing are
some of them. He called on both farmers, officials and scientists to make united efforts to
facilitate farmers understand new technologies and reduce input cost of agriculture.

He has also shared his initiative on Making Agriculture sustainable and viable and explained
them about the National Consultations being held at various places across the country.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-24

‘EPFO DATA NOT THE RIGHT GAUGE OF
EMPLOYMENT LEVEL’
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Employment

The recent downward revision in the Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation data for
September-June does not imply a decrease in formal sector employment, according to labour
economists, who add that there are several problems with the EPFO data and caution against its
use as a gauge of formal sector employment in the country.

The EPFO on Monday revised down the net enrolment numbers for the period from September
2017 to May 2018 by 5.54 lakh (12.4%) to 39.2 lakh from its earlier estimate of 44.74 lakh made
last month.

“There is precious little to be derived [from this data]... apart from the very welcome formalisation
of a previously informal labour force,” Santosh Mehrotra, professor at JNU’s Centre for Informal
Sector and Labour Studies told The Hindu .

‘No clarity’

“EPFO data is a very complicated piece of work,” Abhijit Sen, former member of the Planning
Commission, said. “There is a lack of clarity about the methodology being followed for this
dataset.” “It is not clear what happens when a person changes jobs — and that happens very,
very frequently,” Mr. Sen added. “When someone applies for a new policy and already has an
older one, what does EPFO do? Does it merge the two policies? Does it delete one? Does it
keep the older policy active? .”

Mr. Mehrotra further explained that people at the bottom of the pyramid get low wages, so they
are not enthusiastic about their salaries getting cut for the Provident Fund (PF). Neither are their
employers eager to pay PF. Accordingly, they have been outside the EPFO net.

However, the new Goods and Services Tax regime created a certain incentive for many small
enterprises to register themselves on the GST network, and so they may have registered under
EPFO as well, he added. Thus, these are not new jobs being created; it is simply that they are
newly registered under EPFO.

“Changes in EPFO numbers are not always indicative of a change in employment levels since
there are several reasons why EPFO numbers might change without a corresponding change in
employment,” Mahesh Vyas, managing director and CEO of the Centre for Monitoring Indian
Economy (CMIE), said.

“Some examples are a worker quitting their job to start their own company, a worker being
transferred to a foreign branch of an Indian company, employees retiring, and employees
quitting once they get married. Of these, only the last two affect employment levels,” he said.

Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory Council member Surjit Bhalla, while saying that the EPFO
numbers are a good indicator for formal employment as well as changes in employment, added
that they had certain drawbacks.

“For example, a company employing 19 people may not be in EPFO, but as soon as it adds one
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more employee, all 20 are added to EPFO,” Mr. Bhalla said. “But the actual increase in
employment has only been a single person. There are about six crore active members with at
least one month of contributions in the year, so if you have a five lakh reduction in the estimate,
it’s not a big deal.”
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Source : www.hindustantimes.com Date : 2018-08-25

THERE IS NO SILVER BULLET TO FIGHT INEQUALITY
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Inclusive growth, Inclusion and Poverty

That economic growth has led to significant reduction in absolute poverty in India is beyond
doubt. This growth has also brought with it increasing inequality. Societies which recognise the
sanctity of right to property cannot address inequality by radical redistribution of assets. This
means that the only effective way to promote equality is to ensure wage equality. The long-term
way to achieve this is to provide quality education to future wage-earners. Inequality in skill
endowments, however, is not the only factor which is responsible for wage inequality in India.
Differences in bargaining power of workers vis-à-vis employers, social biases such as
discrimination against women and lower caste workers and obligations which make it mandatory
for employers to make contributions for social security of workers etc can play a large role on
determining the extent of wage-inequality in an economy. As is obvious, most of these issues
are covered by labour laws.

Pro-market voices often blame India’s labour laws as an impediment to next-generation reforms.
The opponents of such a view believe that any change in these laws will significantly dilute the
rights of workers in India. An International Labour Organisation (ILO) report shows that this
debate is more likely to be a false binary.

The report says that only 10.7% of India’s workforce had a trade union membership. Even
among non-agricultural workers the figure is less than 20%. Degree of unionisation among
women workers is half compared to men. Share of labour in national income has actually gone
down between 1981 and 2013. These statistics show that the balance between capital and
labour in the Indian economy is firmly tilted in favour of the former. What is ironical is that India’s
complex labour laws have also failed to work to the advantage of workers. The report says that
there are more than 1700 minimum wage rates across India currently. Despite the plethora of
regulation, over 33% of wage workers were paid less than the indicative national minimum wage
in 2009-10.

The report also calls for facilitating transition from the informal to the formal economy while
ensuring the preservation and improvement of existing livelihoods. Such prescriptions are easier
said than done. Many small informal businesses in India work on very small margins and are
only viable because they manage to stay out of the tax net and social security commitments
which apply for formal sector enterprises.

Less dogma (of either variety) and more evidence should guide our fight against inequality.

First Published: Aug 24, 2018 10:58 IST
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-27

WHAT IS SHARE BUYBACK?
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Capital Market & SEBI

With prominent companies such as Infosys, TCS and L&T having gone for a share buyback,
here is a low-down on the mechanism and the reasons for firms taking such a step.

What is a buyback?

A buyback is a mechanism through which a listed company buys back shares from the market.
A buyback can be done either through open market purchases or through the tender offer route.
Under the open market mechanism, the company buys back the shares from the secondary
market while under tender offer, shareholders can tender their shares during the buyback offer.
Historically, most companies had preferred the open market route.

Why does a firm go in for a buyback?

Buybacks are typically done when a company has a significant cash reserve and feels that the
shares are not fairly valued at the current market price. Since the shares that are bought back
are extinguished, the stake of the remaining shareholders rise. Promoters also use this
mechanism to tighten their grip on the firm.

What are the benefits?

Since the bought back shares are extinguished, the earnings per share (EPS) rise by default.
Also, since a buyback is usually done at a price higher than the then prevailing market price,
shareholders get an attractive exit option, especially when the shares are thinly traded. It is also
more tax-efficient than dividends as a way to reward shareholders.

How can a company execute a buyback?

A company can use a maximum of 25% of the aggregate of its free reserves and paid-up capital
for a buyback. A special resolution needs to be passed at a general meeting. However, if the
company plans to use less than 10% of its reserves then only a board resolution is required.

Can a firm opt for regular buybacks to boost EPS?

A company cannot do a second buyback offer within one year from the date of the closure of the
last buyback. Also, there are time-bound limitations on further share issuances like preferential
allotment or bonus issue post a buyback. These checks have been put in place so that
companies do not misuse the buyback mechanism.

After share buyback, the stakes of existing shareholders rise
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-28

JATROPHA POWERS INDIA’S FIRST BIOFUEL FLIGHT
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Energy incl. Renewable & Non-renewable

The SpiceJet plane after it landed at the Delhi airporton Monday.PTIPTI  

A blend of oil from jatropha seeds and aviation turbine fuel propelled the country’s first ever bio
jet fuel-powered flight on Monday between Dehradun and Delhi.

25-75 mix

The 43 minute flight was operated by SpiceJet’s Bombardier Q-400 aircraft with 20 officials and
five crew members on board.

A blend of 25% of bio jet fuel and 75% of aviation turbine fuel (ATF) was carried in one of the
two engines of the plane, while the other engine carried only ATF. International standards permit
a blend rate of upto 50% biofuel with ATF.

“Today’s flight was a technological demonstration that bio jet fuel can be used in flights. It has
the potential to reduce fuel costs by 15-20%,” SpiceJet Chairman and Managing Director, Ajay
Singh said after the flight landed at Delhi’s Indira Gandhi International airport.

Minister for Road Transport and Highways Nitin Gadkari said, “A policy will soon be framed on
bio jet fuel for aviation industry and placed before the Cabinet.”

The indigenously developed fuel has been nearly eight years in the making by the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) lab based in Dehradun along with the Indian Institute
of Petroleum (IIP).

The institute started its experiment on biofuel soon after Virgin Atlantic carried out the first test
flight globally in 2008.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-28

COMMITTEE ON REVIEW OF PENAL PROVISIONS OF
COMPANY ACT 2013 SUBMITS FINAL REPORT TO SHRI
ARUN JAITLEY
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Industry & Services Sector

Ministry of Corporate Affairs

Committee on review of penal provisions of Company Act
2013 submits final report to Shri Arun Jaitley

Recommends Restructuring of Corporate Offences to
relieve Special Courts from adjudicating routine offences;
De-clogging the NCLT

Made several recommendations related to corporate
compliance and corporate governance

Posted On: 27 AUG 2018 1:03PM by PIB Delhi

The Committee constituted by Government of India in July 2018  to review the
existing framework dealing with offences under the Companies Act, 2013 and related
matters and make recommendations to promote better corporate compliance, has
submitted its report here today. The report was presented to the Union Minister for
Finance & Corporate Affairs, Shri Arun Jaitley by Secretary, Ministry of Corporate
Affairs, Shri Injeti Srinivas, who chaired the committee. 

 The Committee undertook a detailed analysis of all penal provisions, which were
then broken down into eight  categories based on the  nature of offences.  The
Committee recommended that  the existing rigour  of the law should continue for
serious offences, covering six categories, whereas for lapses that are essentially
technical or procedural in nature, mainly falling under two categories may be shifted
to in-house adjudication process. The Committee observed  that this would serve the
twin purposes promoting of ease of doing business and  better corporate
compliance.  It would also reduce the number of prosecutions filed in the Special
Courts, which would, in turn, facilitate  speedier disposal of serious offences
and  bring serious offenders to book.   The cross-cutting liability under section 447,
which deals with corporate fraud, would continue to apply wherever fraud is found.

The report, inter alia, makes recommendations for de-clogging the National Company
Law Tribunal (NCLT) through significant reduction in compounding cases before the
Tribunal. In addition, the report also touches upon certain essential elements related
to corporate governance such as declaration of commencement of business,
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maintenance of a registered office, protection of depositors’ interests, registration and
management of charges, declaration of significant beneficial ownership, and
independence of independent directors.

The main recommendations of the Committee are as follows:

(i)    Restructuring of Corporate Offences to relieve Special Courts
from adjudicating routine offences:

(a)      re-categorization of 16 out of the 81 compoundable offences by
shifting them from the jurisdiction of special courts to an in-house E-
adjudication framework wherein defaults would be subject to levy of
penalty by the authorised adjudicating officer (Registrar of Companies);

(b)      remaining 65 compoundable offences to continue under the
jurisdiction of special courts due to their potential misuse;

(c)     similarly, status quo recommended in respect of all non-
compoundable offences, which relate to serious corporate offences;

(c)     instituting a transparent online platform for E-adjudication and E-
publication of orders; and

(d)   necessitating a concomitant order for making good the default at the
time of levying penalty, to achieve better compliance.

 

(ii)           De-clogging the NCLT by:

(a)    enlarging the jurisdiction of the Regional Director with enhanced
pecuniary limits for compounding of offences under section 441 of the
Companies Act 2013 (the Act);

(b)   vesting in the Central Government the power to approve the
alteration in the financial year of a company under section 2(41); and
conversion of public companies into private companies under section 14
of the Act.

 

(iii)          Recommendations related to corporate compliance and
corporate governance:

(a)    re-introduction of declaration of commencement of business
provision to better tackle the menace of ‘shell companies’;

(b)   greater disclosures with respect to public deposits, particularly in
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respect of transactions exempted from the definition of public deposits
under section 76 of the Act to prevent abuse and harming of public
interest;

(c)    huge reduction in time-limit for filing documents related to creation,
modification and satisfaction of charges and stringent penal provisions
for non-reporting;

(d)   once a company obtains restrictions under section 90(7) relating to
significant beneficial ownership, in respect of shares whose ownership
remains undetermined, such shares should be transferred to the
Investor Education and Protection Fund if rightful owner does not claim
ownership within a year of such restrictions;

(e)    non-maintenance of registered office to trigger de-registration
process;

(f)    holding of directorships beyond permissible limits to trigger
disqualification of such directors; and

(g)   imposition of a cap on independent director’s remuneration in terms
of percentage of income in order to prevent any material pecuniary
relationship, which could impair his independence on the board of the
company.

The other members of the committee included Shri Uday Kotak, Managing
Director, Kotak Mahindra Bank, Shri Shardul S Shroff, Executive  Chairman
Shardul Amarchand Mangaldas & Co., Shri Ajay Bahl, Founder Managing Partner,
AZB & Partners, Shri Amarjit Chopra, Senior Partner, GSA Associate, Shri Sidharth
Birla, Former President, FICCI, Ms. Preeti Malhotra, Partner and Executive Director
of Smart Group and Shri K V R Murty, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Corporate Affairs
(Member Secretary of the Committee).

****************

DSM/RM/KMN

(Release ID: 1544014) Visitor Counter : 726
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-29

GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCES REGULATIONS FOR
DRONES
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Airports

Ministry of Civil Aviation

Government announces Regulations for Drones

Regulations will be effective from 1stDecember, 2018

Operations of Remotely Piloted Aircraft System (RPAS) to
be enabled through Digital Sky Platform

Posted On: 27 AUG 2018 7:37PM by PIB Delhi

Drones are a technology platform which has wide-ranging applications from photography to
agriculture, from infrastructure asset maintenance to insurance. Drones range in size from very
small and those that can carry multiple kilograms of payload.

The Ministry of Civil Aviation has been working for several years to establish a world leading
drone ecosystem in India.  To that end, it was necessary to develop global standard drone
regulations that would permit, will appropriate safeguards, the commercial application of various
drone technologies. The preparation of these drone regulations through a Civil Aviation
Requirement (CAR) has taken multiple years because: (1) drone technologies have been
evolving very rapidly; (2) many countries are still experimenting with their drone regulations and
no ICAO stands have been developed; and (3) India’s security environment necessitates extra
precautions.

Instead of simply digitizing a paper-based process for registering and operating drones, India
has formulated an all-digital process. The Digital Sky Platform is the first-of-its-kind national
unmanned traffic management (UTM) platform that implements “no permission, no takeoff”
(NPNT). Users will be required to do a one-time registration of their drones, pilots and owners.
For every flight (exempted for the nano category), users will be required to ask for permission to
fly on a mobile app and an automated process permits or denies the request instantly. To
prevent unauthorized flights and to ensure public safety, any drone without a digital permit to fly
will simply not be able to takeoff. The UTM operates as a traffic regulator in the drone airspace
and coordinates closely with the defense and civilian air traffic controllers (ATCs) to ensure that
drones remain on the approved flight paths.

The Union Minister of Civil Aviation Shri Suresh Prabhu  announced the Drone Regulations 1.0
at a press conference here today. He said, these regulations will enable the safe, commercial
usage of drones starting December 1, 2018. Drone Regulations 1.0 are intended to enable
visual line-of-sight daytime-only and a maximum of 400 ft altitude operations. Air space has
been partitioned into Red Zone (flying not permitted), Yellow Zone (controlled airspace), and
Green Zone (automatic permission).

Going forward, the Drone Task Force under the chairmanship of the Minister of State Shri
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Jayant  Sinhawill provide draft recommendations for Drone Regulations 2.0. These regulations
will examine, inter alia, the following issues:

Certification of safe and controlled operation of drone hardware and software,●

Air space management through automated operations linked into overall airspace
management framework,

●

Beyond visual-line-of-sight operations,●

Contribution to establishing global standards,●

Suggestions for modifications of existing CARs and/or new CARs.●

On this occasion, Shri Suresh Prabhu said that, “Today we start an exciting new chapter in
India’s aviation history by allowing commercial use of drones. I am sure that many new and
exciting applications will emerge that will propel India’s economy forward. Our progressive
regulations will encourage a vast Made in India drone industry.”

The Minister of State Shri Jayant Sinha said that, “We want to establish a world-leading drone
ecosystem. These regulations firmly place us among the global leaders. Our policy roadmap will
certainly provide a strong impetus to all players in the drone ecosystem. We hope that these
initiatives will enable us to create a vibrant new industry.”

Key features of Drone Regulations 1.0 are:

Notification of Final Regulations for Civil Use of Remotely Piloted Aircraft System

The Directorate General of Civil Aviation has issued today the Civil Aviation Requirements
(CAR) for civil use of Remotely Piloted Aircraft System (RPAS) commonly known as drones. The
regulation was developed after extensive consultations among various stakeholders, and will be
effective from 1st December, 2018.

As per the regulation, there are 5 categories of RPAS categorized by weight, namely nano,
micro, small, medium and large.

Operational/ Procedural Requirements:

All RPAS except nano and those owned by NTRO, ARC and Central Intelligence Agencies are
to be registered and issued with Unique Identification Number (UIN).

Unmanned Aircraft Operator Permit (UAOP) shall be required for RPA operators except for nano
RPAS operating below 50 ft., micro RPAS operating below 200 ft., and those owned by NTRO,
ARC and Central Intelligence Agencies.

The mandatory equipment required for operation of RPAS except nano category are (a) GNSS
(GPS), (b) Return-To-Home (RTH), (c) Anti-collision light, (d) ID-Plate, (e)  Flight controller with
flight data logging capability, and (f) RF ID and SIM/ No-Permission No Take off (NPNT).

As of now, RPAS to operate within visual line of sight (VLoS), during day time only, and upto
maximum400 ft. altitude.

For flying in controlled Airspace, filing of flight plan and obtaining Air Defence Clearance (ADC)
/Flight Information Centre (FIC) number shall be necessary.

Minimum manufacturing standards and training requirements of Remote Pilots of small and
above categories of RPAS have been specified in the regulation.
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No Drone Zones:

The regulation defines “No Drone Zones” around airports;near international border, Vijay Chowk
in Delhi; State Secretariat Complex in State Capitals, strategic locations/vital and military
installations; etc.

Operations through Digital Platform:

Operations of RPAS to be enabled through Digital Sky Platform. The RPAS operations will be
based on NPNT (No Permission, No Take off). The details including links for the digital sky
platform shall be available in DGCA website from 1st December, 2018. There will be different
colour zones visible to the applicant while applying in the digital sky platform, viz, Red Zone:
flying not permitted, Yellow Zone (controlled airspace): permission required before flying,
andGreen Zone (uncontrolled airspace): automatic permission.

Enforcement Actions:

The enforcement actions are, (a) suspension/ cancellation of UIN/ UAOP in case of violation of
regulatory provisions, (b) actions as per relevant Sections of the Aircraft Act 1934, or Aircraft
Rules, or any statutory provisions, and (c) penalties as per applicable IPCs (such as 287, 336,
337, 338, or any relevant section of IPC).

***

RJ/KGS
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-30

FRAUDS ON THE RISE AT BANKS, WARNS RBI
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Banking, NPAs and RBI

The number of cases of fraud reported by banks increased both in terms of numbers and value
in 2017-18, the Reserve Bank of India said in its annual report.

Fraud cases, which were generally hovering at about 4,500 in the last 10 years, increased to
5,835 in 2017-18, the report said.

“Similarly, the amount involved in frauds was increasing gradually, followed by a significant
increase in 2017-18 to Rs. 410 billion. The quantum jump in the amount involved in frauds
during 2017-18 was on account of a large value fraud committed in the gems and jewellery
sector, mainly affecting one public sector bank,” the report said. In 2017-18, PSBs accounted for
92.9% of the amount involved in frauds of more than Rs. 0.1 million, while private sector banks
accounted for 6%, it said.

Public sector banks (PSBs) accounted for about 85% of the cumulative amount involved in
frauds till March 31, 2018, while private banks accounted for a little over 10%.

At the system level, loans in terms of value accounted for more than 75% of frauds, in amounts
involving Rs. 0.1 million and more, while deposit accounts accounted for just over 3% of frauds,
it added.

Loan frauds

In the loan category of frauds, PSBs accounted for a major share with 87%, followed by private
sector banks at 11%.

The share of PSBs in frauds relating to ‘off-balance sheet items’ such as Letter of Credit (LCs),
Letter of Undertaking, and Letter of Acceptance was even higher at 96%, RBI said in the report.

Off-balance sheet items accounted for 14.68% of fraud cases. New private sector banks
accounted for more than 20% of the frauds related to ‘cash/cheques/clearing’ and ‘foreign
exchange transactions’.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-30

‘FDI: INDIA REMAINS TOP DESTINATION’
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Foreign capital, Foreign Trade
& BoP

India remains a preferred destination for foreign direct investment (FDI) as domestic
consumption remains strong, according to the RBI Annual Report.

With manufacturing sector gathering momentum, helped by both services and agriculture
sectors, consumption demand remains robust in the country making it an attractive investment
destination, the report said.

India received $37.3 billion capital inflow in 2017-18 as compared with $36.3 billion in the
previous fiscal. During the 2015-16, the country received $36.06 billion.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-30

OVER 99% OF BANNED NOTES RETURNED: RBI
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Taxation & Black Money

Overall, the value of banknotes in circulation was Rs. 18,037 billion as on March 2018, a growth
of 9.9% over March 2016. A report from the State Bank of India (SBI) pointed out that the value
share of high denomination currency (Rs. 500 and Rs. 2,000) in overall currency composition in
March 2018 was 80.6%, which is lower than it was in the pre-demonetisation period (86.4%).

“Thus, there is a 5.8%/Rs. 1 lakh crore shift in favour of small denomination currency notes,” the
report said.

The central bank said the processing of the withdrawn bank notes has been completed at all
centres of the Reserve Bank.

While cash has come back into the system, electronic payments also registered a healthy
growth, RBI data showed.

The share of electronic transactions in the total volume of retail payments increased to 92.6% in
2017-18, from 88.9% in the previous year with a corresponding reduction in the share of paper-
based clearing instruments from 11.1% in 2016-17 to 7.4% in 2017-18.

Prepaid payment instruments (PPIs) recorded a volume of about 3.5 billion transactions, valued
at Rs. 1,416 billion while mobile banking services witnessed a growth of 92% and 13% in
volume and value terms. The number of registered customers rose by 54% to 251 million at end-
March 2018 from 163 million at end-March 2017, the RBI said.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-30

CABINET APPRISED OF THEMOUBETWEEN INDIA AND
REPUBLIC OF KOREA ON THE COOPERATION IN THE
FIELD OF RAILWAYS
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Railways

Cabinet

Cabinet apprised of theMoUbetween India and Republic of
Korea on the cooperation in the field of railways

Posted On: 29 AUG 2018 1:34PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has been apprised
of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on the cooperation between Research
Designs and Standards Organisation (RDSO), India and Republic of Korea Railroad
Research Institute (KRRI) to strengthen and promote scientific and technical
cooperation in the field of railways.  The MoU was signedon 10thJuly 2018.

 

Impact:

 

The MoU will provide a platform for Indian Railways to interact and share the latest
developments and knowledge in the railway sector with its Korean counterpart. It will
facilitate exchange of technical experts, reports and technical documents, training
and seminars/ workshops focusing on specific technology areas and other
interactions for knowledge sharing.

 

Details:

 

          The MoU will provide a framework of cooperation for focused approach in
following key areas:-

 

Planning and execution of Joint research for the mutual interests;a.
Co-operation in setting up of latest railway R&D facilities in India;b.
Planning and execution of Technical seminar or forum;c.
Short Term Training Programme for RDSO personnel by KRRI;d.
Exchange Programme of Personnel between KRRI & RDSO for limited period,e.
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for specific Projects;
Consultancy for the development of railway industry of both the countries; andf.
Any other form of cooperative activities agreed upon by the Parties.g.

 

Background:

 

          Ministry of Railways have signed MoUs for technical cooperation in the Rail
sector with various foreign Governments and National Railways. The identified areas
of cooperation include high speed corridors, speed raising of existing routes,
development of world class stations, heavy haul operations and modernization of rail
infrastructure, etc. The cooperation is achieved through exchange of information on
developments in areas of railways technology & operations, knowledge sharing,
technical visits, training & seminars and workshops in areas of mutual interest.

*****************

AKT/SNC
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-30

CABINET APPRISED OF THE MOU BETWEEN INDIA
AND UNITED KINGDOM AND NORTHERN IRELANDON
THE COOPERATION IN THE FIELDS OF ANIMAL
HUSBANDRY, DAIRYING AND FISHERIES
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Economics of Animal-Rearing incl. White, Blue & Pink Revolutions

Cabinet

Cabinet apprised of the MoU between India and United
Kingdom and Northern Irelandon the Cooperation in the
fields of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries

Posted On: 29 AUG 2018 1:33PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has been apprised
of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between India and United Kingdom (UK)
and Northern Ireland for cooperation in the fields of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and
Fisheries.  The MoU was signed on 17.04.2018.

 

The MoU aims to develop bilateral cooperation in the field of Animal Husbandry,
Dairying and Fisheries for the purpose of increasing production and productivity of
Indian livestock and fisheries.

 

Impact:

         

The partnership is expected to improve livestock health, livestock breeding and
Fisheries aiming at enhancing Dairy, Fisheries and Animal Products for domestic
consumption and export.The MoU would promote consultation and cooperation on
livestock husbandry, fisheries and dairy through:

 

Matters of mutual concern or interest in relation to livestock husbandry, fisheries
and related matters

●

Collaboration in livestock health and husbandry, breeding dairying and fisheries●

Management and mechanism to enrich feed & fodder nutritionally and its bulk
transportation in deficit areas to realise higher productivity and production in
livestock

●
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Sanitary issues concerning trade in livestock, animal husbandry and animal
products

●

Development of high tech fodder tree species nurseries with fodder crops and
promotion of agro-forestry tor planting fodder tree species under integrated
farming system including soil moisture conservation in drought prone areas

●

Areas of exchange of scientific personnel for study tour/training in mutually
agreed areas

●

Collaboration for joint research for cross-learning with regard to innovative
Agriculture Extension approaches including the use of information and
communication technology (ICT)

●

Any other matter of joint interest●

 

 A Joint Working Group (]WG) consisting of representatives of each party shall be
created to formulate joint programs and to facilitate cooperation & consultation.

 

Background:

 

MoU was signed between India, represented by Department of Animal Husbandry,
Dairying and Fisheries (DADF), Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare and United
Kingdom & Northern Ireland, represented by the Department for Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs, in April, 2018 for cooperation in the fields of Animal Husbandry,
Dairying and Fisheries.

 

***************

AKT/SNC
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-30

CABINET APPROVES SIGNING OF AIR SERVICES
AGREEMENT BETWEEN INDIA AND MOROCCO
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Airports

Cabinet

Cabinet approves signing of Air Services Agreement
between India and Morocco

Posted On: 29 AUG 2018 1:32PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet, chaired by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has approved the revised
air services agreement to be signed between India and Morocco. After the new Air Services
Agreement comes into force, the existing Air Services Agreement of December, 2004 shall
stand superseded.  

 

Benefits:

The Air Services Agreement signifies an important landmark in the civil aviation relations
between India and Morocco and has the potential to spur greater trade, investment, tourism and
cultural exchanges between the two countries.  It will provide enabling environment for
enhanced and seamless connectivity while providing commercial opportunities to the carriers of
both the sides ensuring greater safety and security.

 

Details:

Major features of the Agreement include:

i)          Multiple designation of Airlines by each party;

ii)         The designated Airline of each party can enter into cooperative marketing arrangements
with the designated carriers of same party, other party and that of a third party;

iii)        This agreement allows designated airlines of either countries to establish offices in the
territory of other country for the promotion and sale of air services;

iv)        The designated airlines of the both countries can operate any number of services to/from
the six points specified in the Route Schedule to the ASA viz. Indian designated carriers can
operate any number of services to/from Casablanca, Rabat, Marrakesh, Agadir, Tangier and
Fez in Morocco and similarly the designated carriers of Morocco can operate any number of
services to/from New Delhi,  Mumbai, Kolkata,  Chennai,  Bengaluru and Hyderabad.    

v)         Air Services Agreement also has the provisions relating to Revocation or Suspension of
Operating Authorization, Principles governing operations of agreed services, commercial
opportunities, safety and security related clause etc. that have been incorporated in line of
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Indian Model ASA.

 

Background:

Keeping in view of the growth in the civil aviation sector and also with a view to modernize and
improve seamless air connectivity between the two sovereign nations, the existing Air Services
Agreement between India and Morocco has been updated.

 

The existing Air Services Agreement between India and Morocco was signed in year 2004 and
does not have the updated clauses on Safety, Security, Designation of Airlines, Commercial
Activities, Tariffs etc. Besides, the provisions of Cooperative Marketing Arrangements which
enable both sides to establish the code share on each other flights and also on the flights of 3rd

country carriers are also not available in the present Air Services Agreement.

 

*****

AKT/SNC
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-30

CABINET APPROVES MEMORANDUM OF
UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN INDIA AND USA IN
INSURANCE REGULATORY SECTOR
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Capital Market & SEBI

Cabinet

Cabinet approves Memorandum of Understanding between
India and USA in insurance regulatory sector

Posted On: 29 AUG 2018 1:27PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has approved the
signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between Insurance Regulatory
and Development Authority of India (IRDAI) and the Federal Insurance Office, USA.

 

Impact:

 

The MoU provides a framework for cooperation and coordination, including for the
exchange of information and research assistance with respect to each Authority’s
overview and other lawful responsibilities.  Under the agreement, both the countries
intend to share their experiences on various regulatory functions and to provide
mutual assistance including training activities.  India andUSA have also agreed to
continue to facilitate cooperation on international standard-setting activities, financial
stability and the development and implementation of consumer protection through
sound prudential regulation of the insurance sector.

 

Background:

 

IRDAI is a body set up under the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority
Act, 1999 to regulate, promote and ensure orderly growth of the insurance and re-
insurance business in India. Similarly, in USA, Federal Insurance Office (FIO) is
vested with the authority to monitor all aspects of the insurance sector and to
represent the USA on prudential aspects of international insurance.

 

India and USA have strong business relations with each other and both the countries
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have been in regular discussions at various political and official levels. Various
institutional mechanisms have also been put in place over time to strengthen bi-
lateral cooperation on wide ranging multi-sectoral issues between the two countries.

 

USA is one of the major contributors of foreign direct investment in India and many
insurance companies have set up joint venture with USA based insurance
companies. With increase in foreign investment cap to 49%, there is further scope for
foreign investments in Indian insurance sector particularly from USA based
companies. Hence the bilateral MoU between IRDAI and FIO, USA holds lot of
potential for the two countries.

*************

AKT/SNC
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-31

‘NOTE BAN HAS LED TO MORE TAX COMPLIANCE’
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Taxation & Black Money

“This is the positive impact of demonetisation. More formalisation of economy, more money in
the system, higher tax revenue, higher expenditure, higher growth after the first two quarters,”
Mr. Jaitley said.

Giving details, he said the growth of income tax collections in the two before demonetisation was
6.6% and 9%. Post-demonetisation, the collections increased 15% and 18% in the next two
years. “The same trend is visible in the third year,” he said. In March 2014, the number of IT
returns filed was 3.8 crore. In 2017-18, he said, the number has grown to 6.86 crore.

In the last two years, when the impact of demonetisation and other steps are analysed, the IT
returns have increased 19% and 25%, he said.

He also tweeted strong rebuttals to Congress president Rahul Gandhi’s statement at a press
meet that demonetisation had only benefited crony capitalists.

Mr. Jaitley said, “Little knowledge is dangerous. Rahul Gandhi’s fiction on demonetisation
‘helping NPA holders’ forgets that the Modi government legislated and enforced the IBC
(Bankruptcy Code) where the NPA defaulters lost their company.”

Sign up to receive our newsletter in your inbox every day!

Please enter a valid email address.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-31

THE SHALE GAS CHALLENGE
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Energy incl. Renewable & Non-renewable

On August 1, 2018, the Central government approved a far-reaching policy that allows private
and government players to explore and exploit unconventional hydrocarbons (including shale
gas) in contract areas that were primarily allocated for extracting conventional hydrocarbons.
Unlike conventional hydrocarbons that can be sponged out of permeable rocks easily, shale gas
is trapped under low permeable rocks. Therefore, a mixture of ‘pressurised water, chemicals,
and sand’ (shale fluid) is required to break low permeable rocks in order to unlock the shale gas
reserves. The process requires around 5 to 9 million litres of water per extraction activity, posing
a daunting challenge to India’s fresh water resources.

The risks in fracking

Acknowledging this challenge, the Directorate General of Hydrocarbons (DGH) issued a
guideline on environment management during shale gas extraction, stating that “overall volume
of fracture fluid is 5 to 10 times that of conventional hydraulic fracturing” and “the (fracturing)
activities are likely to deplete water sources and cause pollution due to the disposal of flowback
(produced) water.” However, the guideline falters and states that these challenges will be dealt
while granting environmental clearances as per the Environment Impact Assessment (EIA)
process. The EIA process, however, does not differentiate between conventional and
unconventional hydrocarbons, and the DGH acknowledges this issue: “No differentiation has
been made in the EIA notification between conventional and unconventional oil and gas
exploration in this sector.”

Sensing this regulatory gap, the DGH in its guideline proposes five new reference points (term of
references) relating to water issues in the fracking process that a project proponent must explain
while applying for the environmental clearance. However, these five reference points are not
succinct to resolve the water-specific issues posed by the fracking activities. The Ministry of
Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC), which generally releases sector-specific
manual for environment clearance, is yet to come out with a manual specific to fracking
activities.

Despite acknowledging the enormity of water requirement for fracking activities, the DGH
guideline fails to give a general estimate of water requirement per unit of shale gas over the
lifetime of a shale well. A recent study from Duke University observes that from 2011 through
2016, the water use per well in the U.S. increased up to 770% resulting in some shale wells
consuming up to 42 million litres of water per well. The study further conveys that over a period
of time, the usage of water dramatically increases for extracting the same amount of shale gas
from a well. The importance of clarity in water usage and the place of shale gas extraction in
India is linked directly with water requirements of priority sectors like agriculture.

Shale rocks are usually adjacent to rocks containing useable/ drinking water known as ‘aquifers’.
As noted by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 2017, while fracking, the shale fluid could
possibly penetrate aquifers leading to methane poisoning of groundwater used for drinking and
irrigational purposes. Several researches conclude that such contamination can be controlled, if
not avoided, provided a project proponent maintains a distance of 600 m between the aquifers
and shale gas fracture zones. Acknowledging this complexity and the myriad structures of
aquifers in India, the DGH guideline states that a project proponent must “design and construct
wells with proper barriers to isolate and protect groundwater”, but misses out on broadly
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describing the nature or properties of a barrier that can be considered ‘proper’ to isolate and
protect the groundwater.

Water cycle in a typical fracking process is different than other conventional hydrocarbon
production activities. When shale fluid is injected underground at high pressure to fracture the
rock, 5-50% (depending on the local geology) of the fluid returns to the surface, known as
‘flowback water’. Return flows continue as oil and gas is pumped from the well. The flowback
water is usually methane-contaminated, and therefore it poses different recycling and leakage
issues than usual wastewater. The Duke University study says, in the U.S., the flowback and
produced water volumes generated within the first year of shale production increased up to
1,440% from 2011 through 2016. The DGH guideline again touches upon the exclusive nature of
the flowback water but neither proposes any substantive treatment method nor recognises the
increase in flowback water during repeated extraction of shale gas from a well over a period of
time.

Indian households and irrigation thrive on groundwater. Implementation of the fracking
processes without a consultative thought through process, especially on ‘water usage policy’,
may result in larger issues including water stress, contamination of groundwater, and related
health hazards. But as the process stands today, we are missing an opportunity to
comprehensively regulate the fracking process for a sustainable shale gas exploration in India.
As a first step, a sector-specific EIA manual on exploration and production of unconventional
hydrocarbon resources may be a good idea.

M.P. Ram Mohan is Associate Professor, IIM Ahmedabad; Shashikant Yadav is an legal
researcher based in New Delhi. Views are personal
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-31

MONEY, MONEY, MONEY: ON DEMONETISATION
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Taxation & Black Money

The Reserve Bank of India’s annual report for 2017-18 reveals that 99.3% of currency notes
that were demonetised at midnight on November 8, 2016 have returned to the banking system.
This is only marginally higher than its provisional estimate last year that over 99% — or 15.28
lakh crore worth of the old 500 and 1,000 notes — out of the 15.44 lakh crore that were in
circulation at the time had been deposited by June 30, 2017. This makes a couple of things
crystal clear. First, the hope that a large chunk of unaccounted money would not return to the
system — arguably, the principal reason for the exercise — was almost wholly belied. As a
result, the plan to transfer the arising surplus from the RBI to the Centre, which was not formally
declared but strongly rumoured, was a non-starter. Second, given the sheer logistical difficulty in
penalising all those who converted unaccounted money into legal tender, demonetisation
worked as an unintended amnesty scheme. Despite the significant cost to the economy,
demonetisation, to the disappointment of the Prime Minister’s critics, had no political fallout.
Narendra Modi succeeded in portraying the move as one that would knock out the corrupt rich
— a harsh but necessary shock therapy. This was perhaps why the massive disruption caused
by the overnight removal of 86% of the currency in value terms did not cause agitations.

RBI's currency report in charts

Nevertheless, the RBI report, which points to a spurt in counterfeiting of the new 500 and 2,000
notes, raises the old question all over again. Was it worth the slowdown in growth, the damage
to informal sector supply chains, and job losses in sectors such as construction that were the
bulwark of employment creation for the unskilled? True, there have been some benefits. For
instance, the number of income tax returns filed has surged a little over the trend growth rate.
But surely this could have been achieved by other policy measures. Cashless modes of
payment have become more common, but financial savings in the form of currency have also
risen, suggesting that people still value cash. Not all policy choices work out and accepting
mistakes or planning flaws helps strengthen governance processes. For example, learning from
the UPA’s mistakes, a cleaner auction process for natural resources has been worked out. The
government must not disown its biggest reform attempt or try to sidestep parliamentary scrutiny
of the outcomes of demonetisation. Instead, it could focus on fixing the problems that people still
face — transactions with 2,000 notes in the absence of 1,000 notes are difficult as it is a
departure from the currency denomination principle (every note should be twice or two and a
half times its preceding denomination). Even as these issues are sorted out, the larger lesson
must be heeded: sudden shocks to the economy don’t always yield intended policy objectives.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-31

DEMONETISATION AND ITS IMPACT ON TAX
COLLECTION AND FORMALISATION OF THE
ECONOMY - ARUN JAITLEY
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Taxation & Black Money

Ministry of Finance

Demonetisation and its impact on Tax collection and
Formalisation of the Economy - Arun Jaitley

Posted On: 30 AUG 2018 6:28PM by PIB Delhi

          The Reserve Bank has twice released its reports stating that the demonetised Notes of
`500 and `1000 have been substantially deposited in the Banks.  A widely stated comment has
been that just because most of the currency came back into the Banks, the object of
Demonetisation has not succeeded.  Was the invalidation of the Non-deposited currency the
only object of demonetisation?  Certainly Not.  The larger purpose of demonetisation was to
move INDIA from a Tax Non-compliant society to a compliant society.  This necessarily involved
the formalisation of the Economy and a blow to the black money.  How has this been achieved?

WHEN cash is deposited in the Banks, the anonymity about the owner of the cash
disappears.  The deposited cash is now identified with its owner giving rise to an inquiry,
whether the amount deposited is in consonance with the depositor’s income.  Accordingly,
post demonetisation about 1.8 million depositors have been identified for this enquiry.  Many
of them are being fastened with Tax and Penalties.  Mere deposit of cash in a bank does
not lead to a presumption that it is Tax paid Money.

●

 

In March 2014, the number of Income Tax returns filed was 3.8 crores.  In 2017-18, this
figure has grown to 6.86 crores.  In the last two years, when the impact of demonetisation
and other steps is analysed, the Income Tax returns have increased by 19% and 25%.  This
is a phenomenal increase.

●

 

The number of New Returns filed post demonetisation increased in the past two years by
85.51 Lakhs and 1.07 crores.

●

 

For 2018-19, advance Tax in the first quarter has increased for personal Income Tax
Assesses by 44.1% and in the Corporate Tax category by 17.4%. 

●

 

The Income Tax collections have increased from the 2013-14 figure of `6.38 Lakh crores to
the 2017-18 figure of `10.02 Lakh crores.

●
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The growth of Income Tax collections in the Pre-demonetisation two years was 6.6% and
9%.  Post-demonetisation, the collections increased by 15% and 18% in the next two years. 
The same trend is visible in the third year.

●

 

The GST was implemented from 1st July, 2017 i.e. Post demonetisation.  In the very first
year, the number of registered assesses has increased by 72.5%.  The original 66.17 Lakh
assesses has increased to 114.17 Lakhs.

●

 

          This is the positive impact of the Demonetisation.  More formalisation  of the Economy,
More Money in the System, Higher Tax Revenue, Higher Expenditure, Higher Growth after the
first two quarters.

****
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-31

SCIENTISTS & RESEARCHERS MUST WORK IN A
MISSION MODE TO DOUBLE THE FARMERS INCOME
BY 2022: VICE PRESIDENT
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: E-technology in the aid of farmers

Vice President's Secretariat

Scientists & Researchers must work in a mission mode to
double the farmers income by 2022: Vice President

Cattle Wealth is National Wealth;

Strengthen blue revolution; Encourage fisheries along with
agriculture & dairy;

Adopt 4 Ts formula - Tradition, Talent, Technology and
Trade to make agriculture sustainable

Addresses 10th Convocation of Karnataka Veterinary,
Animal and Fisheries Sciences University

Posted On: 31 AUG 2018 3:31PM by PIB Delhi

The Vice President of India, Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu has asked scientists and
researchers to regularly interact with farmers and work in a mission mode to double
the farmers income by 2022 as envisaged by Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi. He
further said that doubling of farmers income can be achieved through reduction in
input cost, value addition and proper marketing of agricultural produce.

 

Speaking at the 10th Convocation of Karnataka Veterinary, Animal and Fisheries
Sciences University in Bidar, Karnataka today, he emphasized the need to focus on
blue revolution and said that fisheries must be encouraged and given priority along
with agriculture and the dairy sector. The Minister for Co-operation, Karnataka, Shri
Bandeppa Kashempur and other dignitaries were present on the occasion.

 

The Vice President asked authorities to make sincere efforts to ensure that the
livestock farmers move from subsistence farming to a financially viable livestock
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enterprise.

 

The Vice President said that the allied activities such as animal husbandry, dairy and
poultry play a crucial role in improving the farmers income as they support the
livelihood of farmers by providing supplementary income.

 

The Vice President said that it is not just doubling the farmers income by 2022, the
major global challenge is to ensure food and nutritional security. He further said that
there is a need to alleviate poverty in developing countries by producing more and
safe food, especially of animal origin, against a shrinking animal genetic diversity and
increased global trade. The livestock production in the developing world should be
more than double to meet the growing demand of meat and milk in these countries
over the next 20 years, he added.

 

The Vice President said that animal husbandry provides employment and also
manure for crops. There is evidence to show that farming households with some
cattle head were able to withstand better the distress caused by extreme weather
conditions and cattle wealth is national wealth, he added.

 

Referring to the proposal to establish Integrated Indigenous Cattle Centres or Gokul
Grams in the breeding tracts of indigenous breeds, the Vice President said that the
Gokul Gram will be self sustaining and will generate economic resources from the
sale of A2 milk, organic manure, vermi-compost and production of electricity from bio-
gas for in house consumption and sale of animal products.

 

The Vice President said that integrated farming system models should be
demonstrated and popularised among farmers. He called upon the scientific
community to adopt the 4Ts formula and integrate Tradition, Talent, Technology and
Trade.

 

Stressing the need to reform and streamline our education system, the Vice President
asked universities to make youngsters become part of knowledge revolution which is
sweeping the world. He has also asked them to make good use of technology and
expand the knowledge to students through distance mode by using online courses.
School dropouts and farmers can benefit from distance learning, he added. 
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The Vice President opined that unfortunately our education system is focused not on
the creation of knowledge, but on the mass production of an educated workforce. He
said that Universities must encourage culture of research and innovative thinking
rather than focusing on exam-oriented method to become a knowledge-based
economy

 

The Vice President asked the students to play an active role in making livestock and
fisheries sectors profitable through scientific approach and technological innovations.

 

Quoting Swami Vivekanand, the Vice President said that we want that education by
which character is formed, strength of mind is increased, the intellect is expanded,
and by which one can stand on ones own feet.

 

Following is the text of Vice President’s address:

 

“It is a matter of great privilege and honour for me to deliver the 10th Convocation
address of the Karnataka Veterinary, Animal and Fisheries Sciences University,
Bidar.

It is always a joy to participate in Convocations as they not only symbolise the
valuable additions to our trained human resource, but also remind us of the important
role played by educational institutions in laying strong ethical and moral foundations
for the new generation.

Today, certificates, degrees and medals have been awarded to more than 200
students. This is the result of the hard work done by you at this distinguished
institution, which recently got an award from Indian the Council of Agricultural
Research, New Delhi for producing highest number of Junior Research Fellowship
holders.

Convocation is a major academic event in the calendar of an institution of learning. It
is an important landmark in the career of a student and indeed everyone connected
with the pursuit of knowledge in the University. On this occasion, I wish to
congratulate all those who are obtaining their degrees. I feel extremely happy
because most of you have come from rural background and have successfully
completed your studies. This is not just a degree or certificate in your hands, but it is
a certificate of hope and aspiration to your parents and millions of farmers, who feed
us.

I am confident that all of you will play an active role in making livestock and fisheries
sectors profitable through scientific approach and technological innovations.
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Animal husbandry sector supports the livelihood of farmers by not only
providing the main income but also supplementary income. It provides
employment and also manure for crops. There is evidence to show that farming
households with some cattle head are able to withstand better the distress
caused by extreme weather conditions.

The development of the dairy sector has been a major success story in the country.
With an estimated production of 146.3 million tonnes in 2014-15, India continues to
be largest producer of milk in the world. Per capita availability of milk has reached
322 gms per day during the year 2014-15 which is more than the world average of
294 gms per day. Similarly, in the case of meat, egg, wool and fish production, we
have achieved substantial progress. The animal husbandry sector not only
provides essential protein and nutritious human diet through milk, eggs and
meat, but also plays an important role in utilisation of non-edible agricultural
by-products. Livestock are the best insurance against the vagaries of nature
like drought, famine and other natural calamities.

Aquaculture is the fastest growing food sector in the world with an annual
growth rate of over eight percent. Nearly 50 per cent of the total fish production
is now contributed by the aquaculture globally and this is also becoming
gradually true in India. Marine capture fishery production in Karnataka is also highly
significant because Karnataka is blessed with very large coastal line. Sustainable
aquaculture appears to have a bright future as a source of human food and biological
production.

Though, India has achieved both green and white revolutions, there is lot of
emphasis now on blue revolution. This is the thinking of the government. Along
with agriculture and the dairy sector, the fisheries too will be encouraged. Sincere
efforts should be made to ensure that the livestock farmers move from
subsistence farming to a financially viable livestock enterprise. They should
get access to credit on low interest rate from financial institutions and
arrangements should be made by the breeders’ association to provide services
and goods as required as also sustainable market for the product. The village group/
society/ should also take up marketing of animal products.

On this occasion, I appeal to all scientists to regularly interact with farmers and
work in a mission mode to double the farmers’ income by 2022 as envisaged by
Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi. Doubling of farmers’ income can be achieved
through reduction in input cost, value addition and proper marketing of agricultural
produce. Integrated farming system models should be demonstrated and popularised
among farmers.

As you all are aware, one of the prestigious programmes being implemented by
the Government of India is the Rashtriya Gokul Mission to enhance the
productivity of the indigenous breeds in India through professional farm
management and superior nutrition. The “Rashtriya Gokul Mission” aims to conserve
and develop indigenous breeds in a scientific manner under National Programme for
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Bovine Breeding and Dairy Development, with an outlay of Rs 500 crore during the
12th Five Year Plan.

It is also proposed to establish Integrated Indigenous Cattle Centres or Gokul Grams
in the breeding tracts of indigenous breeds. The Gokul Gram will be self sustaining
and will generate economic resources from the sale of A2 milk, organic manure,
vermi-compost and production of electricity from bio-gas for in house consumption
and sale of animal products. Cattle rearing has been a traditional livelihood in India
and is closely linked to agricultural economy. Output from milk alone is almost at par
with the combined output value of wheat and paddy, which makes milk as the single
largest commodity among the food group.

It is not just doubling the farmers income by 2022, the major global challenge is to
ensure food and nutritional security. There is a need to alleviate poverty in developing
countries by producing more and safe food, especially of animal origin, against a
shrinking animal genetic diversity and increased global trade. The livestock
production in the developing world should be more than double to meet the growing
demand of meat and milk in these countries over the next 20 years. At the beginning
of the 21st century more than 1.2 billion people lived in extreme poverty, while 850
million are chronically hungry and the number is increasing. Most of these people are
found in sub-Saharan Africa and South and East Asia.

A wide diversity in animal genetic resources is crucial to adapting and developing
livestock production systems. Climate change and the emergence of new and virulent
animal diseases underline the need to retain adaptive capacity. For hundreds of
millions of poor rural households, livestock remain a key asset, often meeting multiple
needs, and enabling livelihoods to be built in some of the world’s harshest
environments. The reported rate of breed extinctions is of great concern, but it is
even more worrying that unrecorded genetic resources are being lost.
Strenuous efforts to understand and protect the world’s animal genetic
resources for food and agriculture are also required.

The global population is expected to increase by some 90 million people annually.
The human population growth between 1990 and 2004 for the different regions of the
world has shown that Africa and Asia have the largest population growth. This
means that the world’s farmers especially in the developing world will have to
increase their production at least by 50 per cent to feed the growing population.
Availability of affordable food of livestock origin would go a long way in helping to
overcome the challenge of protein malnutrition and chronic hunger.

The demand for veterinary graduates is rising side due to commercialisation of
veterinary industries and establishment of more international industries dealing
in food manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, diagnostics and vaccine production.

There is a need to adopt strategies in accordance with new technologies, changing
demand patterns, upcoming value chains and supermarkets, revolution in
communication technology, institutional innovations and globalisation. The scientific
community should adopt the 4Ts formula and integrate Tradition, Talent,
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Technology and Trade.

I am emotionally attached to Karnataka though I hail from the neighbouring
State. Karnataka’s economy largely depends on agriculture and a sizeable 71
per cent population in the state is engaged in farming. The state is the largest
producer of coffee, raw silk and sandalwood in the country and also
contributing significantly to the horticulture production of the country.

KVAFSU has excelled in many areas of research, education and development.
Among the Veterinary Universities in the country, this University has the largest
component of colleges, institutes, and research stations and extension units. The
university’s contribution to education, research and extension is laudable.

The technologies developed by KVAFSU are contributing for the improvement of
animal health and production of livestock, poultry and fisheries in the State. Vaccines
developed and supplied by the Institute of Animal Health and Veterinary
Biologicals are in great demand throughout the country.

The pride of this University lies in the service extended to our farmers in the
form of saving the lives of animals by providing better health care. Another
feather in the university’s cap is the execution of World Bank-aided KWDP-
Sujala-III project in seven backward districts namely, Bidar, Kalaburagi, Yadgiri,
Gadag, Chamrajnagar, Davanagere and Koppal through livestock support and
extension activities in farmers’ fields itself. These success stories are
becoming “Hot Spots” and are serving as an inspiration for other farmers.

The Vice Chancellor and the Faculty deserve particular praise for their commitment to
academic excellence and for ensuring various programmes to be socially relevant.

Universities are expected to generate knowledge. Unfortunately our system is
focused not on the creation of knowledge, but on the mass production of an educated
workforce. If we are to become a knowledge-based economy, the first thing we have
to do is to encourage a culture of research and innovative thinking rather than
focusing on exam-oriented method. We need to reform and streamline our education
system so that our youngsters do not lag behind in the knowledge revolution which is
sweeping the world-scientists are exploring and mapping newer kinds of knowledge
from bio to nanotechnology, gene to genomics, space explorations to GIS and
Weather Satellite Accuracy. In the present inter-disciplinary world, research outcomes
in many areas will have an impact livestock and fisheries.

Another, important role the university can play is reaching the unreached through
distance mode. The online courses being offered through distance education mode
have revolutionised the learning process. For people like school dropouts and
farmers, distance learning is emerging as a powerful tool to disseminate knowledge
to the grassroots level.

My dear graduates, you need to break the barriers of mediocrity and excel in your
area of specialisation.
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I would like to conclude with the quote of Swami Vivekanand, who had said:
‘We want that education by which character is formed, strength of mind is
increased, the intellect is expanded, and by which one can stand on one’s own
feet’.

I once again congratulate all the graduating students and the faculty members, who
have shaped the young minds.

Jai Hind!”

***
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